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Summary

Homologous recombination (HR) is involved in several important bio-
logical processes, e.g. generation of genetic diversity, DNA repair and
maintenance of genomic stability. Most of our knowledge of this pro-
cess comes from studies in meiotic cells where HR occurs at high rates,
triggered by the programmed formation of many DNA double-strand
breaks (DSBs). Less studied is its mitotic counterpart which, although
rare, can lead to severe health threatening events such as genomic in-
stability and loss of heterozygosity, two of the many factors that are
believed to be involved in tumorigenesis. Furthermore, mitotic HR
is the mechanism that permits gene targeting, a process that allows
precise site-directed genome modifications to be made in organisms of
interest. For these reasons, obtaining a full understanding of the molec-
ular events behind spontaneous mitotic HR is of interest at a scientific,
medical and industrial level.

By analogy to meiotic HR, it is commonly believed that spontaneous
mitotic HR arises from the repair of DNA DSBs, which accidentally oc-
cur during mitotic growth. However, this remains purely speculative
and the nature of the lesion(s) triggering mitotic HR remains unknown.
In the yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Rad52 is a key protein involved
in DNA double strand break (DSB) repair and homologous recombina-
tion (HR), making it a good candidate to study these processes in de-
tails. In 2002, we have identified a group of rad52 mutant strains (class
C mutants), which are unable to repair DNA DSBs, but are proficient
for mitotic HR. This paradox suggests that DNA lesions, different from
DSBs, trigger most spontaneous HR in mitotic yeast cells. Chapter 4
of this thesis presents a detailed characterization of the separation-of-
function phenotype of these rad52 mutants. Using these mutants as
a diagnostic tool, we provide the first direct evidence that most spon-
taneous mitotic HR in S. cerevisiae is initiated by DNA lesions other
than DNA DSBs such as DNA nicks and single-stranded gaps.

The fact that the functions of Rad52 in DNA DSB repair and HR
can be separated in the rad52 class C mutants suggests that this pro-
tein may play different roles in these processes. For this reason, under-
standing why these mutants are unable to repair DNA DSBs will shed
light not only on the mechanisms of mitotic HR but also on the differ-
ent functions of the Rad52 protein. In Chapter 5 of this thesis, further
analyses of the rad52 class C mutants are presented. Because the rad52
class C mutations are situated in the putative DNA binding groove of
Rad52, we speculate that DNA binding/annealing activity of Rad52 is
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impaired in these mutants. In this study, we show that efficient DNA
binding through the Rad52 N-terminal binding domain does not seem
to be required for the re-localization of Rad52 to sites of DNA damage,
for the recruitment of the RecA homolog, Rad51, to these sites and
for strand invasion. Based on these results, we suggest that, due to
its inability to bind/anneal DNA, the class C Rad52 mutant protein is
unable to promote second strand capture, thus proposing an essential
role for DNA binding by Rad52 in this step. Moreover, we show that
deletion of the gene encoding the Srs2 helicase suppresses the rad52
class C mutants’ sensitivity to DNA damaging agents. Based on these
results, we propose a model where Rad52 and Srs2 antagonize each
other during the second strand capture step of the DNA DSB repair
process.

As mentioned above, mitotic HR is the process allowing gene target-
ing. In higher eukaryotes, this process is highly ineffective as the main
DSB repair pathway is non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ). This is
a problem as it poses limitations on the gene targeting possibilities in
mouse and plants and for its use in human gene therapy. Other or-
ganisms where the predominance of NHEJ hinders gene targeting are
filamentous fungi, among which many industrially relevant species are
found. For these reasons, the development of new strategies to increase
gene targeting in these organisms has both medical and industrial rel-
evance. After a short introduction of the filamentous fungi Aspergillus
nidulans, Chapter 6 of this thesis describes an efficient gene target-
ing method developed in this organism. As a proof-of-concept of this
method, a deletion strain of the Aspergillus nidulans radC, a homolog
of the S. cerevisiae DSB repair gene RAD52, was created.

Studies of Rad52 in higher eukaryotes have shown that the impor-
tance of this protein seems to have decreased from yeast to human,
most likely because additional repair pathways have evolved. To in-
vestigate the role of Rad52 in filamentous fungi and understand how
the role of this protein has changed with time, we performed an initial
characterization of a deletion strain of the A. nidulans radC, a homolog
of the S. cerevisiae DSB repair gene RAD52. This study is presented
in Chapter 7 of this thesis. Interestingly, the phenotype of this deletion
strain appears to be intermediate between that of yeast and that of hu-
man cells and we propose that A. nidulans may serve as an interesting
model system to investigate how new repair pathways have developed
in higher eukaryotes.



Dansk sammenfatning

Homolog rekombination (HR) indgår i adskillige væsentlige biologiske
processer og bidrager både til at vedligeholde en celles arvemateriale
og til udvikling af en arts genetiske diversitet. Det meste af vores vi-
den om denne reparationsproces stammer fra studie lavet i meiotiske
celler hvor HR sker tit, udløst af den programmerede dannelse af mange
DNA dobbeltstrengsbrud (DSB). Undersøgt i mindre grad er dens mi-
toiske modvægt, som sker mere sjældent, men kan føre til hændelser
med alvorlig helbredstrussel, fx i form af genomisk ustabilitet og tab
af heterozygositet, to af mange faktorer som tilskrives at indgå i tu-
mordannelse. Yderligere er mitotisk HR den mekanisme der tillader
"gene targeting", en proces som tillader at man kan lave specifikke
ændringer i udvalgte organismes DNA. Af disse årsager er det på et
forskningsmæssigt, medicinsk såvel som industrielt niveau væsentligt
at opnå fuld indsigt i de molekylære hændelser der ligger til grund for
spontan mitotisk HR.

Ved at analogisere udefra meiotisk HR, er det den almindelige opfat-
telse at spontan mitotisk HR initieres af DNA DSB, som optræder til-
fældigt under mitotisk vækst. Denne synsvinkel er dog rent spekulativ -
og selve karakteren af de(n) læsion(er) der udløser mitotisk HR er fort-
sat ukendt. I gærarten, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, er Rad52 et centralt
protein involveret i reparation af DNA DSB og i HR, som gør proteinet
til en velegnet kandidat til studiet af disse processer i detaljer. Vi har i
2002, identificeret en gruppe rad52 mutanter (klasse C mutanter) som
ikke er i stand til at reparere DNA DSB, men kan udføre mitotisk HR
på samme niveau som vildtypen. Denne paradoks indikerer at DNA
læsioner, ikke at forveksle med DSBs, er de hyppigste udløsere af spon-
tan HR i mitotiske gærceller. Kapitel 4 i nærværende afhandling, giver
en detaljeret karakterisering af "separation-of-function" phenotypen af
rad52 mutanterne. Under anvendelse af disse mutanter som et diag-
nostisk værktøj fremfører vi den første direkte evidens for at hyppigste
spontane mitotiske HR i S. cerevisiae initieres ved andre DNA læsioner
end DNA DSBs, fx i form af DNA enkeltstrengsbrud og enkeltstrenget
DNA spalter. Det faktum at betydningen af Rad52 i DNA DSB repara-
tion og HR kan isoleres i rad52 klasse C mutanterne, kunne indikere at
dette protein kunne spille forskellige roller i disse processer. På grund
af dette, vil erkendelsen af, at disse mutanter ikke er i stand til at
reparere DNA DSBs, kunne kaste lys over ikke bare de mitotiske HR
mekanismer, men også Rad52 proteinets forskellige egenskaber. I kapi-
tel 5 i nærværende afhandling findes yderligere analyse af rad52 klasse
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C mutanterne. Idet rad52 klasse C mutationerne er lokaliseret i den for-
ventede Rad52 DNA bindningsdomæne, overvejer vi om denne lokalisa-
tion er grunden til den manglende Rad52 bindning/annealing aktivitet
i disse mutanter. I dette studie demonstreres, at den effektive DNA
bindning via Rad52 N-terminal bindningsdomæne hverken forekommer
nødvendig for relokalisering af Rad52 til områder med DNA skade, eller
for tiltrækningen af RecA homologen Rad51 til disse områder eller for
"strand invasion". Baseret på disse resultater, antyder vi - på grund
af klasse C Rad52 mutant proteins manglende evne til at binde/anneal
DNA - at klasse C Rad52 mutant protein ikke er i stand til at fremme
"second strand capture", og således antyde en væsentlig funktion for
DNA bindningen med Rad52 i dette trin. Yderligere viser vi at dele-
tion af genet der koder Srs2 helicasen undertrykker rad52 klasse C
mutanternes følsomhed overfor DNA beskadigende stoffer. Byggende
på disse resultater, foreslår vi en model hvor Rad52 og Srs2 antago-
niserer hinanden under "second strand capture" trinet af DNA DSB
reparationsprocessen.

Som anført ovenfor er mitotisk HR en proces der tillader "gene
targeting". I højere eukaryoter er denne proces meget ineffektiv, idet
den væsentligste måde til reparation af DSB er non-homologous end-
joining (NHEJ). Dette forhold indeholder et problem, idet det stiller be-
grænsninger for mulighederne for "gene targeting" hos mus og planter
samt for dets anvendelighed i human gen terapi. Andre organismer
hvor prædominansen af NHEJ er hindrende for gene targeting er skim-
melsvampe, hvoriblandt mange industrielt relevante arter findes. Af
disse årsager har udviklingen af nye metoder til at fremme gene tar-
geting i disse organismer både en medicinsk og industriel relevans.
Efter en kort introduktion af skimmelsvampen, Aspergillus nidulans,
beskrives der i denne afhandlings kapitel 6 en effektiv "gene targeting"
metode udviklet i denne organisme. Som et "proof of concept" på denne
metodes holdbarhed udvikledes en stamme af Aspergillus nidulans hvor
radC genet, en homolog til S. cerevisiae DSB reparationsgen RAD52,
er deleteret.

Studier af Rad52 hos højere eukaryoter, har vist at vigtigheden
af dette protein forekommer at være reduceret for humane i forhold
til gærceller, formodentlig fordi nye reparationsmekanismer er opstået
gennem evolution. For at undersøge Rad52’s rolle i skimmelsvamp,
og samtidig forstå hvordan betydningen af dette protein har skiftet
med tiden, karakteriserede vi en deletion stamme af A. nidulans radC
genet, en homolog til S. cerevisiae DSB reparationsgen RAD52. Dette
studie beskrives i kapitel 7 i denne afhandling. Ret interessant viser
det sig at denne stammes phenotype er en mellemting mellem den til
gærcellen hørende og den til humane celler hørende. Vi foreslår at
A. nidulans kunne tjene som interessant forsøgsmodel til videre un-
dersøgelse af hvorledes nye reparationsmekanismer har udviklet sig hos
højere eukaryoter.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Why study homologous recombination?

Homologous recombination (HR) occurs in all life forms where it is
involved in several important biological processes. In meiotic cells,
HR insures the correct pairing and segregation of homologous chromo-
somes in meiosis I, thus securing an orderly distribution of chromosomes
through meiosis. In mitotic cells, HR is involved in the repair of DNA
DSBs thereby assuring the maintenance of genomic stability. Failure
to perform these functions is detrimental to any organism. In higher
eukaryotes, a mistuning of this system is often accompanied by a high
tendency to develop cancer, accelerated ageing or developmental ab-
normalities.

Ironically, although HR acts as a genomic caretaker, this process can
contribute to tumorigenesis. Indeed, recombination between two het-
eroalleles can result in loss of heterozygosity (LOH), an event that can
lead to tumorigenesis if the alleles in questions are tumor-suppressor
genes. In general, cells that carry an inherited mutated allele of a
tumor-suppressor gene also carry a non-mutated copy of this allele, thus
the mutated allele has no effect. However, if HR converts the "healthy"
allele into a mutated one, this may initiate a cascade of events that can
lead to tumorigenesis. Accordingly, individuals that carry a germline
mutation in a tumor-suppressor gene are predisposed to develop can-
cer. This is for example the case for individuals carrying a mutation
in the BRCA1 or BRCA2 genes, who are predisposed to breast and
ovarian cancer (for recent review see Jasin (2002)). Interestingly, re-
sults from several studies suggest a role of both BRCA1 and BRCA2
in DSB repair in mammalian cells (reviewed by Pierce et al. (2001).
Defects in HR have also been shown to lead to severe genetic diseases.
For example, Fanconi anaemia is believed to be due to a failure to
repair DNA lesions such as interstrand DNA crosslinks that can stall
replication forks. Accordingly cells from Fanconi anaemia patients are
sensitive to DNA crosslinking agents and present chromosomal instabil-
ity (reviewed by Kennedy & D’Andrea (2005)). Similar phenotypes are
observed in cells from Bloom’s syndrome patients, a disease believed
to arise from mutations in the RecQ helicase, BLM, which is known to
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participate in HR in mammalian cells (reviewed by (Hickson, 2003)).
Because of their consequences on genome stability, these diseases are
highly cancer-prone.

Another important aspect of HR is that it is the mechanism permit-
ting gene targeting, a process by which modifications can be specifically
introduced in the genome of an organism of choice. This process can
be used as a tool in genetic engineering, thus has both industrial and
medical applications. In organisms such as yeast and filamentous fungi,
which are used for the production of many products relevant to man like
antibiotics and enzymes, gene targeting can be used to create strains
with improved production yields or even strains producing novel com-
pounds of interest (for review see Timberlake & Marshall (1989)). Gene
targeting in higher eukaryotes such as mice, can permit to create model
systems of human diseases that can be essential in the development of
drugs and treatments. Ultimately, gene targeting could permit gene
therapy in humans (for review see Parekh-Olmedo et al. (2005)).

For these reasons, understanding the mechanisms underlying HR
as well as the role of the different proteins involved in this process is
of great scientific, medical and industrial importance. Fortunately, the
mechanisms of HR are conserved from bacteria to human and many pro-
teins involved in these processes have homologs in bacteria and lower
eukaryotes such as yeast. These organisms have therefore been exten-
sively used as model to study the mechanisms of HR and the roles of
HR proteins in vivo. However, many aspects of this complex process
remain to be understood.

1.2 Outline of the thesis
This thesis summarizes the work that was carried out during my PhD
project and is divided in seven chapters. The first two chapters as well
as the beginning of Chapter 6 present background information while
the rest of the thesis describes results obtained in the form of original
publications and manuscripts.

Chapter 2 introduces the reader to the different types and sources
of DNA damage, their consequences and the different repair pathways
that the cell has evolved to protect the integrity of its genome. In
Chapter 3, the HR repair pathway is presented in details. Specifically,
models of the mechanisms by which HR is believed to occur and the
main proteins involved in this pathway are described.

The following chapters present the results obtained during this PhD
project. Chapter 4 consists of the original version of the article "The
Role of DNA double-strand breaks in spontaneous homologous recom-
bination in S. cerevisiae" published in PLoS GENETICS in 2006, where
the role of DNA DSBs as triggering lesions for mitotic HR is discussed.
In Chapter 5, the role of an important HR protein in S.cerevisiae,
Rad52, is investigated. Specifically, the question of the biological rele-
vance of DNA binding/annealing through the N-terminal binding do-
main of Rad52 is discussed in the context of the DNA DSB repair
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process. The results obtained in this study will be published soon and
for this reason this chapter is written in manuscript form.

During this PhD project, the role of HR in filamentous fungi was
also investigated. This was done using the model organism Aspergillus
nidulans which is shortly presented at the beginning of Chapter 6.
Later in this chapter, the relation between HR and gene targeting is
described and the problematic of low gene targeting efficiency in higher
eukaryotes is discussed. Lastly, the original version of the article "Effi-
cient PCR-based gene targeting with a recyclable marker for Aspergillus
nidulans" published in Fungal Genetics and Biology in 2006, concludes
Chapter 6 with a description of the gene targeting method developed by
our laboratory. Moreover, this article presents the construction of the
deletion strain of the A. nidulans radC, a homolog of the S. cerevisiae
DSB repair gene RAD52. An initial characterization of this strain is
presented in Chapter 7 where the evolution of the role of Rad52 from
yeast to human is also discussed. As the results obtained in this study
will be published soon, this chapter is also written in manuscript form.





Chapter 2

DNA damage and repair

The aim of this chapter is to provide a general overview on how DNA
damage can be handled by the cell. First, the different causes of DNA
damage and their consequences for the cell are presented. Then, several
mechanisms involved in DNA repair are described. In this section, the
repair of DNA double-strand breaks by homologous recombination is
purposely only briefly mentioned as it is described in detail in Chap-
ter 3.

During their lifetime, all living organisms are constantly subjected
to DNA damaging agents that create a large variety of DNA lesions in
their genome. The nature of these damaging agents is diverse; some
arise from the external environment, e.g. ultraviolet (UV) radiation,
chemicals, toxins from other organisms, others are the results of the
cell’s own metabolism, e.g. oxygen radicals, errors of the DNA replica-
tion or proof-reading machineries, etc. . . Various types of DNA lesions
are produced affecting the DNA bases and/or the DNA backbone (Fig-
ure 2.2). If left unrepaired these lesions can lead to mutations, genomic
instability or even, in the case of DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs), be
lethal. For these reasons, cells have evolved many complex mechanisms
that continuously detect and repair DNA lesions thus dramatically re-
ducing their harmful effects.

2.1 DNA damaging agents: types of dam-
age and consequences

2.1.1 Exogenous sources of DNA damage

Solar UV radiations are one of the most common environment-related
DNA damaging agents. Their effects on human health are various go-
ing from sunburns to skin cancer, the latter being the most diagnosed
cancer world-wide today (Godar, 2005). The spectrum of ultraviolet
light ranges from 100 to 400 nm and is divided into UV-A (320-400
nm), UV-B (280-320 nm) and UV-C (<280 nm).Only UV-A and UV-
B reach the earth’s surface, as UV-C is completely absorbed by the
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atmosphere. UV-A indirectly forms DNA lesions by inducing the for-
mation of reactive oxygen species (ROS). UV-B is directly absorbed by
the DNA inducing mainly two types of lesions, cyclobutane-pyrimidine
dimers (CPDs) (Figure 2.1) and 6-4 photoproducts (6-4PPs). Both
types of lesions distort the DNA helix and inhibit the progression of
the DNA and RNA polymerases thus interfering with replication and
transcription (Sinha & Hader, 2002). Indeed, when the replication ma-
chinery collides these DNA adducts during S-phase, replication forks
may stall and their reactivation by specialized restart pathways is cru-
cial as it ensures that DNA replication is completed faithfully (Heller
& Marians, 2006).
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Figure 2.1. Formation of cyclobutane-pyrimidine dimers by UV irradia-
tion. (A) Thymine(T)-thymine(T) cylcobutane-pyrimidine dimer and (B)
thymine(T)-cytosine(C) dimer. Figure adapted from Sinha & Hader (2002).

Ionizing radiations such as gamma and x-rays produce many differ-
ent DNA lesions including several types of base damage, single-stranded
breaks (SSBs), DSBs, DNA-DNA and DNA-protein crosslinks (Ward,
2000; Jenner et al., 2001; Bjelland & Seeberg, 2003; Cadet et al., 2004).
Based on the estimation that approximately 35-40 DSBs are induced
by a dose of 1 Gy in a mammalian cell (Rothkamm & Lobrich, 2003),
these lesions are believed to be the main cause of cell death after irradi-
ation. Moreover, ionizing radiation also results in clusters of individual
DNA lesions localized in 0-20 bp regions of the DNA that make simul-
taneous repair of these lesions a tedious task for the cell (Dianov et al.,
2001). Indeed, the repair of closely located lesions or of lesions situated
on opposite DNA strands will often lead to the formation of the life
threatening DNA DSBs even though the original lesions were not nec-
essarily deadly. When cells are irradiated, ionizations will also occur in
the molecules surrounding the DNA. Irradiation of water, for example,
will produce highly reactive hydroxyl radicals (OH•), which are known
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to be the source of several types of DNA damage as discussed below
(see Section 2.1.2).

Alkylating agents add alkyl groups to the DNA bases. As opposed to
UV lesions, alkylated bases do not significantly alter the DNA helix con-
formation; however, they can lead to base mispairing and block DNA
synthesis thus inducing cell death (Beranek, 1990; Kupiec, 2000). A
widely used alkylating agent is methyl methanesulfonate (MMS) which
forms heat-labile methylated DNA products such as 7-methylguanine
(7MeG) and 3-methyladenine (3MeA) (Lundin et al., 2005). Crosslink-
ing agents form intra-strand and inter-strand DNA crosslinks. These
crosslinks can prevent the DNA strands from separating thus blocking
DNA replication and eventually leading to cell death. Because of their
high cell killing efficiency, both ionizing radiations as well as alkylat-
ing and crosslinking agents are widely used tools in cancer radio- and
chemotherapy.
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Figure 2.2. Different exogenous and endogenous sources of DNA damage
and examples of their consequences at the level of DNA.

2.1.2 Endogenous sources of DNA damage

As described above, the environment is responsible for a great share
of the damage inflicted to the DNA of living organisms. However, the
cellular metabolism itself is also a major source of DNA damage and
spontaneous decay of the cellular DNA is believed to be one of the
main sources of mutagenesis, tumorigenesis and ageing (Lindahl, 1993;
Slupphaug et al., 2003; Halliwell, 2007).

Oxidative stress resulting from the cellular oxidative metabolism is
primarily due to reactive oxygen species (ROS) and reactive nitrogen
species (RNS). For example, oxygen radicals such as superoxide (O2

•−),
hydroxyl (OH•) and peroxyl (RO2

•) are common ROS while nitric ox-
ide radical (NO•) and nitrogen dioxide radical (NO2

•), are some of the
species under the term RNS. Amongst these, OH• is the most "reac-
tive" intermediate as it can act rapidly and directly on the DNA and
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create several different products from all four DNA bases (reviewed by
Halliwell (2007)). Both ROS and RNS are believed to contribute to
the initiation of cancer as they induce severe alterations in the DNA
such as base changes, strand breaks, rearrangements, deletions, etc...
For example, conversion of guanine to 8-hydroxyguanine (8-OHG) is
a common base lesion produced by ROS. This chemical modification
changes the hydrogen bonding specificity of the DNA base causing 8-
OHG to base-pair preferentially with adenine instead of cytosine thus
eventually generating transversion mutations after replication (Kasai &
Nishimura, 1984; Shibutani et al., 1991). Moreover, this lesion has been
shown to alter the enzyme-catalyzed methylation of adjacent cytosines
(Weitzman et al., 1994), a process otherwise known to be important for
regulation of gene expression. Accordingly, ROS could be a source of
altered methylation observed during carcinogenesis (Weitzman et al.,
1994).
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Figure 2.3. Conversion of guanine to 8-hydroxyguanine by reactive oxygen
species (ROS).

Base modifications can occur when the relatively unstable primary
amino groups of nucleic acid bases are converted to keto groups, trans-
forming bases such as cytosine into uracil. As uracil is not a normal
DNA base, this type of deamination reaction is easily detected and the
uracil replaced by cytosine. However, deamination of 5-methylcytosine
into thymine is not detected as an erroneous base thus eventually lead-
ing to the persistence of the mutation created if not repaired. This
is believed to explain why CpG sites, which when methylated form
5-methylcytosine, are rare in eukaryotic genomes (Walsh & Xu, 2006).

Apurinic/apyrimidinic (AP) sites, also known as abasic sites, are
a very common type of DNA lesion as they can occur spontaneously
through the hydrolysis of the labile N -glycosylic bond linking DNA
bases with deoxyribose. This phenomenon is considered to be frequent
and has been suggested to be responsible for the loss of approximately
104 bases per day per mammalian cell (Lindahl & Nyberg, 1972). Inter-
estingly, AP sites are also created when N -glycosylases remove damaged
or inappropriate bases such as the ones formed by alkylating agents,
deamination or ROS (Boiteux & Guillet, 2004). In addition to being
mutagenic, AP sites can block DNA replication and transcription and
are therefore potentially lethal lesions. Their removal by AP endonucle-
ases or DNA N-glycosylases/AP lyases leads to the formation of SSBs
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with 3’ or 5’ blocked ends. As these ends are inaccessible for further
processing by polymerases or ligases, they remain unrepaired and are
eventually converted to DNA DSBs by the replication machinery (Boi-
teux & Guillet, 2004).
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Figure 2.4. Origin of apurinic (AP) sites in DNA. AP sites are generated
when normal purines or damaged bases are removed by the spontaneous hy-
drolysis of the N -glycosylic bond or by excision of normal purines, damaged
or inappropriate bases by DNA N -glycosylases. 7MeG: 7-methylguanine,
8OHG: 8-hydroxyguanine. Figure adapted from Boiteux & Guillet (2004).

DNA replication itself is a source of DNA damage. The high-fidelity
DNA polymerases in charge of accurately replicating the genome are
not flawless and sometimes incorporate mismatches and induce small
deletions or insertions. As mentioned above, active replication forks
sometimes collide with unrepaired DNA damage which blocks their
progression thus leading to stalled replication forks. Moreover, col-
lapsed replication forks can occur when a SSB is converted to a DSB
by replication. If not restarted or repaired, stalled and collapsed repli-
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cation forks can be detrimental to the cell. Indeed, recent studies in
yeast showed that deletion strains of mus81, mms4, slx1, slx4, slx5
and slx8, all genes known to be involved in processing of stalled repli-
cation forks in S. cerevisiae, had elevated levels of spontaneous gross
chromosomal rearrangements (GCRs) (Zhang et al., 2005). In fission
yeast, site-specific GCRs were also observed in strains where replica-
tion forks blockage was induced at a specific euchromatic site (Lambert
et al., 2005). GCRs include translocations, large interstitial deletions
and loss of a chromosome arm, in other words, events that can have
severe consequences for genome stability. For this reason, cells have
evolved several pathways to enable reactivation and repair of stalled
and collapsed forks (see below).

DNA damage can occur in many different ways both as a results
of environmental factors such as radiation or chemicals but also from
the cell’s own metabolism. Moreover, repair of these lesions itself can
sometimes lead to the formation of new and more severe types of DNA
damage that also need to be repaired. Indeed, unrepaired lesions will
most generally result in mutagenesis, carcinogenesis and ageing. For
these reasons, it is not surprising that cells have developed a plethora
of DNA repair systems and pathways to detect and repair DNA damage
and to protect the integrity and the stability of their genome.

2.2 DNA repair pathways

As presented in the previous section, many types of DNA damage ex-
ist going from chemically modified or lost bases, DNA-DNA or DNA-
protein crosslinks to DNA SSBs and DSBs. Repair pathways that are
specific to each type of lesions have therefore evolved, providing the cell
with a powerful DNA repair arsenal. The following section will give a
general introduction to these pathways. As most of the work in this
thesis was done in the yeast S.cerevisiae, the proteins involved in the
different pathways described are named using the yeast nomenclature.
When relevant, the human nomenclature is given in parenthesis.

2.2.1 Direct reversal of damage

When the reaction that led to DNA damage is reversible, direct rever-
sal of the lesion is a simple and efficient repair mechanism. One ex-
ample is photoreversion of UV-induced CPDs by the CPD photolyase,
also know as photoreactivation (Sancar, 2000). During this process,
the photolyase restores pyrimidine dimers to monomers by cleavage of
carbon-carbon bonds, a reaction that requires visible light. This path-
way has been thoroughly studied particularly in S.cerevisiae as no CPD
photolyases have been found in mammals. Another example of direct
damage reversal is the sealing of DNA nicks by DNA ligases. Indeed, if
the nicks to be sealed contain compatible 5’-phosphates and 3’-hydroxyl
ends, no additional processing of these ends is required.
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2.2.2 Excision and replacement of damage

The fact that DNA is a double-stranded molecule presents certain ad-
vantages when DNA lesions need to be removed. Indeed, if damage is
present only on one of the DNA strands it can be excised and specifi-
cally replaced by DNA synthesis using the undamaged strand as a tem-
plate. Three well-characterized excision repair pathways are mismatch
repair (MMR), base excision repair (BER) and nucleotide excision re-
pair (NER).

Mismatch repair

As reviewed by Kolodner & Marsischky (1999) and more recently
by Modrich (2006), MMR in yeast requires two different het-
erodimeric protein complexes: MSH2-MSH3 (MutSbeta) and MSH2-
MSH6 (MutSalpha). Current models suggest that the MutSalpha is re-
sponsible for the recognition of base:base mispairs as well as small inser-
tion/deletion loops while larger insertion/deletion mispairs are recog-
nized by MutSbeta. Another heterodimeric complex involved in MMR is
the MLH1-PMS1 complex (MutLalpha) which introduces nicks around
the mismatch thus providing the 5’termini necessary for 5’ to 3’ hydrol-
ysis of the mismatch-containing DNA strand by exonuclease I (Kadyrov
et al., 2006). The resulting gap is filled by DNA polymerase delta, and
the final nick is sealed by DNA ligase I, as in normal DNA replication.

Base excision repair

This pathway removes incorrect or damaged bases using damage-
specific DNA N -glycosylase. In agreement with the fact that many
different types of damage exist, a large number of N-glycosylases have
been identified (Slupphaug et al., 2003). In yeast, BER is the main
pathway used for the repair of AP sites. In most cases, the AP site is
primarily recognized and cleaved on the 5’ side by an AP endonuclease,
Apn1. This generates a SSB with a 5’-deoxyribosephosphate (5’-dRP)
end that is removed by the specific 5’-flap endonuclease Rad27 (Fen1).
This process is known as long-patch BER. In higher eukaryotes, the
5’-dRP is released by the 5’-dRPase activity of DNA polymerase β in a
process known as short-patch BER (Boiteux & Guillet, 2004). However,
in S. cerevisiae, no DNA polymerase is known to have such an activity
thus short-patch BER does not seem to take place in this organism.
The created gap is filled by DNA polymerase ε and ligated by the Cdc9
ligase (Boiteux & Guillet, 2004). In Apn1-deficient cells, AP sites are
mostly cleaved on the 3’ side by AP lyases such as Ntg1 and Ntg2,
resulting in a SSB with a 3’-α,β-unsaturated aldehydic end (3’-dRP).
Such ends can be processed by the 3’-phosphodiesterase activity of the
AP endonuclease Apn2 or by the 3’-flap endonuclease activity of the
Rad1-Rad10 heterodimer. In both cases, DNA polymerase ε and DNA
ligase Cdc9 finish to fill the SSB formed (Boiteux & Guillet, 2004).
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Figure 2.5. Nucleotide excision repair pathway. The DNA damage, rep-
resented as a red star, is recognized, excised and the single-stranded gap
created in filled using the undamaged DNA strand as a template.

Nucleotide excision repair

Because it is a more flexible DNA damage repair mechanism, NER is
often described as a backup repair pathway of BER. In NER, dam-
aged DNA regions are recognized based on their abnormal structure or
chemistry, excised and replaced (Figure 2.5). NER can act on a variety
of different lesions including those creating distortion of the DNA helix
such as UV-induced damage (see Section 2.1.1). Specifically, damage is
first recognized by high-affinity damage binding proteins such as Rad14
(XPA), RPA, the Rad4-Rad23 (XPC-HR23B) and Rad7-Rad16 com-
plexes. Once damage is localized, a DNA bubble structure is formed by
the 5’ to 3’ DNA helicase Rad3 (XPD) and the 3’ to 5’ DNA helicase
Rad25 (XPB). Once unwinded, the damage-containing DNA is incised
both on the 5’ side of the lesion by the Rad1-Rad10 (XPF-ERCC1)
complex and on the 3’side of the lesion by Rad2 (XPG). The resulting
gap can then be filled and ligated (Prakash & Prakash, 2000).

2.2.3 DNA DSB break repair

In contrast to the "excisable" damage presented above, DNA DSBs af-
fect both DNA strands and are therefore extremely severe lesions for the
cell. Two different mechanisms are in charge of repairing DNA DSBs
in living organisms. One of them, non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ)
brings the two ends of a broken DNA molecule together and ligates
them without the need for extensive sequence homology between them
(Figure 2.6). This pathway is potentially error-prone as resection of
the DNA ends prior to ligation will result in loss of genetic information
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and, in the scenario where a cell contains more than one DNA DSB,
ligation of two DNA ends can potentially lead to chromosomal translo-
cations. The second pathway, homologous recombination (HR), repairs
the break by copying information from a homologous sequence within
the genome such as the sister chromatid or the homologous chromo-
some. This pathway is theoretically error-free as the broken sequence is
faithfully replaced by information copied from a homologous sequence.

In S.cerevisiae, HR is the main DNA repair pathway and NHEJ is
mostly only required when HR is defective. In contrast, both HR and
NHEJ are active DNA repair pathways in higher eukaryotes where they
are differentially regulated depending on cell-cycle phases or develop-
mental stages. Indeed, studies in both chicken and mouse showed that
HR and NHEJ are differentially involved in the repair of γ-ray induced
DNA DSBs. Specifically, HR deficient mice are hypersensitive to IR
at the embryonic but not at the adult stage (Essers et al., 2000). In
chicken cells, NHEJ was found to be the preferred repair pathway dur-
ing G1-early S phase whereas HR took over in late S-G2 phase (Takata
et al., 1998). Moreover, HR was also shown to be the DNA DSB re-
pair pathway of choice during S-phase in human cells (Saleh-Gohari &
Helleday, 2004). In meiosis, several DNA DSBs are specifically induced
in a process involving the topoisomerase type II-like protein, Spo11 (for
recent review see Keeney & Neale (2006)) and ligation of these breaks
by NHEJ could lead to chromosomal rearrangements with severe con-
sequences for the cell. Accordingly, Goedecke et al. (1999) showed that,
in early meiotic prophase, Ku70, which is essential for NHEJ (see be-
low), could not be detected thus permitting DNA DSB repair by the
meiotic HR pathway.

As most of the results obtained during this PhD project shed light
on the mechanisms of DNA DSB repair by HR as well as on the role of
some of the key proteins in this pathway, a whole chapter (Chapter 3)
has been dedicated to described this pathway in detail. For this reason,
HR is not described further in this section.

Non-homologous end joining

The NHEJ pathway is globally conserved from yeast to higher eukary-
otes and the central proteins involved in NHEJ can be found in all eu-
karyotic cells. As reviewed recently by Hefferin & Tomkinson (2005), re-
pair by end-joining is initiated by the recruitment of the yKU70/yKU80
heterodimer to the DNA ends of the break. Then, the MRX complex,
composed of the Mre11, Rad50 and Xrs2 (Nbs1) proteins, is recruited
to the ends. This complex is believed to act as a bridging factor that
holds the DNA ends together during repair (Chen et al., 2001). If the
ends have ligatable termini, the repair process will be ended by simple
ligation by a DNA ligase. However, this is rarely the case and the DNA
ends need to be processed before they can be ligated. This processing
step involves the alignment of the ends using microhomology (1 to 4 nu-
cleotides) within the sequences close to the break site. This alignment
step can result in the formations of gaps or overhangs. The following
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step is the recruitment of the NHEJ-specific DNA ligase, Dnl4 (DNA
ligase IV) complexed with Lif1 (XRCC4). This promotes the processing
and gap-filling of the ends by Rad27 and Pol4, respectively, which will
result in the formation of ligation-compatible ends. Because of its nu-
clease activity, Mre11 is also believed to be involved in end-processing.
The ligase Dnl4 is then in charge of ligating the compatible DNA ends
thus closing the break (Figure 2.6).
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Figure 2.6. Model of NHEJ is S.cerevisiae. Figure adapted from Hefferin
& Tomkinson (2005).

2.2.4 Replication fork restart

As mentioned previously, stalled and collapsed replication fork arise
from the collision of the replication machinery with unrepaired DNA
damage. As these lesions prevent further DNA polymerization, they
are a threat to genome integrity and stability. For this reason, cells
have evolved several pathways to enable reactivation of replication. As
recently reviewed by Heller & Marians (2006), all restart pathways are
composed of three basic steps:

• First, the stalled replication fork needs to be processed by specific
enzymes into DNA structures that can be used by the replication
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restart mechanisms.

• Second, the replication machinery must be reloaded on the DNA
at places that are usually not origins of replication

• Finally, the damage that caused the replication blockage must
be removed. This can be done at the replication fork during the
restart process or after replication restart using lesion bypass (see
below).

One of the mechanisms believed to be involved in replication fork
restart is recombination-dependent replication (RDR) (Figure 2.7).
Several models of how this mechanism takes place have been proposed
(for review, see McGlynn & Lloyd (2002)). Common to these models
is the formation of a D-loop recombination structure when the DNA
end produced by fork regression invades a homologous template (see
Figure 2.7). This results in the formation of a Holliday junction(s)
believed to be resolved by the RuvABC complex in E.coli. Further-
more, in E.coli, D-loop structures have been shown to be targeted by
the PriA helicase, which catalyzes the reloading of the replisome on the
DNA thus allowing replication restart.

In some cases, removal of the DNA lesion is delayed and carried
out after the passage of the replication fork. In fact, letting replication
proceed through the damaged DNA can be seen as an advantage as it
will provide a sister chromatid that can be used as template for subse-
quent repair of the lesion by HR. The mechanism by which replication
is allowed to proceed through a DNA lesion is referred to as lesion or
damage bypass.

2.2.5 Damage bypass

To allow the replication machinery to proceed through a DNA lesion,
the high-fidelity replicative polymerase needs to be substituted. Re-
cently, a new family of DNA polymerases (Y-family) has been defined
that can act specifically on damaged templates (Goodman, 2002; Yang,
2003). Because of their low-fidelity, these enzymes can introduce errors
if recruited to undamaged templates and they have been named "er-
ror prone". However, as they can act on DNA substrates which would
normally block the classical high-fidelity polymerases, they can be the
only way to avoid cell death (Rattray & Strathern, 2003). For this
reason, these polymerases are also called translesion polymerases. In
S.cerevisiae, the RAD6 epistasis group represents the family of proteins
responsible for damage bypass. Rad6 exists as a complex with Rad18,
a single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) binding protein that is believed to
target Rad6 to regions of ssDNA created at stalled replication forks
(Bailly et al., 1994, 1997). The fact that ∆rad6 strains are deficient for
replication bypass show that this pathway is totally dependent on the
ubiquitylation activity of this enzyme. One target of Rad6 is PCNA,
which is mono-ubiquitinated by Rad6 on its lysine 164 (Ulrich, 2005).
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Figure 2.7. Models of replication fork restart by junction cleavage. (A) The
replication machinery (beige ovales) stalls at a DNA lesion (red rectangle).
(B) Fork regression into a four-way Holliday junction (HJ). (C) In this model,
a D-loop recombination structure is formed when the DNA end produced by
fork regression invades a homologous template. This creates a second HJ
at the D-loop. (D) After removal of the lesion, both HJs are believed to be
resolved by the RuvABC complex (white triangles represent cleavage sites).
(E) PriA catalyzes the reloading of the replication machinery thus restarting
DNA replication. (F) In this model, RuvABC cleaves the HJ created by fork
regression before recombination occurs thus releasing a double-stranded DNA
end. (G + H) After removal of the lesion, the released end can recombine
with a homologous template thus creating a D-loop and a HJ. Cleavage of
this HJ by the RuvABC complex and reloading of the replication machinery
by PriA permits replication restart (E). 3’-ends of DNA strands are shown
with arrowheads. Figure adapted from McGlynn & Lloyd (2002).

This initial monoubiquitylation of PCNA by Rad6 assists PCNA in
interacting with the different bypass polymerases of translesion syn-
thesis (Prakash et al., 2005). In yeast, polymerase zeta (Polζ) and
polymerase eta (Polη) are the main polymerases involved in translesion
bypass. These enzymes have low binding affinity to DNA and disso-
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ciate from the DNA after inserting a single nucleotide at the site of
damage. However, this is sufficient to allow the replication machinery
to pass the damaged region. At that point, normal DNA synthesis by
the traditional high fidelity polymerase and other replication proteins
can resume while other repair mechanisms can remove the DNA lesion
behind the fork.





Chapter 3

Double-strand break repair by
homologous recombination

DNA DSB are serious lesions that if left unrepaired can lead to genomic
instability and cell death. In S.cerevisiae, the main pathway used to
repair DNA DSBs is homologous recombination (HR). This and the fact
that yeast can be easily genetically manipulated has made S.cerevisiae
a model organism of choice to study HR both at the molecular and at
the biochemical level. This chapter presents a detailed description of
the different mechanisms of HR together with their currently accepted
models as well as the role of the main proteins involved in HR. As most
of the work performed during this PhD study has been dedicated to
the understanding of the mechanisms of mitotic HR and of the role
of Rad52 in this process, the results obtained are included as part of
the "state of the art" knowledge available on this subject today. The
experiments and results backing up these findings are presented in detail
in Chapters 4 and 5.

3.1 Mechanisms of HR

Many models have been proposed to explain the repair of DSB in mi-
totic yeast cells. In this section, the most common models are pre-
sented: HR through gene conversion with the DNA DSB repair and the
synthesis-dependant strand annealing (SDSA) models, HR by single-
strand annealing (SSA) and finally HR by break-induced replication
(BIR).

3.1.1 Gene conversion

In yeast, gene conversion occurs both in meiotic and mitotic cells al-
beit at different rates. Meiotic recombination is very frequent and en-
sures genetic diversity and accurate segregation of homologous chro-
mosomes during the first meiotic division. This process is essential
and its occurrence is not random. Indeed, meiotic recombination is a
well-programmed event of the meiotic cell cycle, initiated genome-wide
by DSB formation at chromosomal hot spots probably made by the
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topoisomerase type II protein Spo11 (reviewed recently by Keeney &
Neale (2006)). For these reasons, meiotic recombination has been ex-
tensively studied and most of the knowledge on recombination available
today is derived from studies in meiotic cells. Early studies by Fogel
and colleagues have shown that meiotic recombination results from two
types of events: gene conversion and crossing over. Gene conversion
is a non-reciprocal event where genetic information is transferred from
one homologous sequence to another. In meiotic yeast cells, this phe-
nomenon is directly observable when analyzing tetrads as it results in
a non-mendelian 3:1 segregation pattern instead of the 2:2 segregation
pattern expected for a heterozygous site. In a study of gene conver-
sion at 3 separate heteroallelic sites in 1611 unselected tetrads, Fogel &
Mortimer (1969) concluded that approximately 2% of a haploid genome
is gene-converted in each meiosis and that the major source of aberrant
tetrads stemmed from gene conversion and from reciprocal recombina-
tion (crossover) between the parental alleles. They also observed that
the gene conversion frequency was locus specific going from 0.1% to as
much as 20%. Later, they showed that gene conversion and crossover
are often associated events and that this is the case in about 50% of
the time (Hurst et al., 1972). Taking this into account, several models
of recombination were proposed in which differential resolutions of the
Holliday junction (HJ) can lead to both crossover and non-crossover
outcomes (Holliday, 1964; Meselson & Radding, 1975; Resnick & Mar-
tin, 1976; Szostak et al., 1983; Sun et al., 1991). Among these, the
DNA DSB repair model proposed by Szostak et al. (1983) is one of the
most referred to today. Indeed, supporting this model are data from
the Kleckner laboratory that provided physical evidence that double
Holliday junctions (dHJs) are intermediates of meiotic recombination
(Schwacha & Kleckner, 1994, 1995, 1997). This model is presented in
Figure 3.1 and described in details below.

In the DNA DSB repair model, recombination is initiated by the
formation of a DNA DSB. This is followed by the 5’ to 3’ resection of
the ends of the break creating 3’ single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) tails
that can invade and anneal to a homologous template. Invasion of
the homologous template results in the formation of a D-loop struc-
ture which is able to pair with the non-invading 3’ tail on the other
side of the break. This permits extension of both ends of the break by
DNA synthesis. Subsequent gap filling and ligation result in a double
HJ intermediate: a dynamic 4-stranded heteroduplex DNA structure
between the broken chromosome and the chromosome serving as re-
pair template. This structure can be resolved in two ways leading to
crossover or non-crossover products as shown in Figure 3.1. Indeed, if
both HJs are cut in the same way (both at the crossed strands or at
the non-crossed strands) gene conversion will not be associated with
crossover. On the other hand, if the HJs are cleaved in different ways
(one at the crossed strands and one at the non crossed strands, or op-
posite), the outcome will be a gene conversion event associated with a
crossover. The resolvase responsible for this step has not yet been de-
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Non crossover product Crossover product

Figure 3.1. DNA DSB repair model by (Szostak et al., 1983). The repair
process results in both crossover and non-crossover products depending on
how the two Holliday junction structures are resolved as illustrated by the
black (cutting of the non-crossed strands) and grey (cutting of the crossed
strands) arrows.

scribed but if resolution of this structure is random, one would expect
an equal amount of crossover and non-crossover products. In any case,
this repair pathway is semi-conservative as newly synthesized DNA is
present in both the donor and the recipient molecules.

Gene conversion also occurs spontaneously in mitotic cells yet at
lower rates compared to that observed in meiotic cells. A classical way
of analyzing this type of event has been the use of sectored colonies
or by selection of prototrophs often resulting from a gene conversion
event between two heteroalleles of an auxotrophic marker (see Paques &
Haber (1999) for a review of existing genetic assays). As opposed to its
meiotic counterpart, mitotic gene conversion is not a pre-programmed
event and is believed to arise from the repair DNA damage arising spo-
radically during the cell-cycle. In agreement with this view, Roman &
Fabre (1983) showed that mitotic gene conversion occurs both in the
G1 and the G2 phase of the cell cycle. Another difference between mei-
otic and mitotic gene conversion is that mitotic events are not strongly
associated with crossing overs. Indeed, when measured after selection
for prototrophs, gene conversion between heteroalleles on homologous
chromosomes show crossover frequencies of 10 to 20% (Esposito, 1978;
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Haber & Hearn, 1985; Kupiec & Petes, 1988). In S.cerevisiae mating-
type switching, a mitotic gene conversion event initiated by DSB for-
mation at the MAT locus by the HO endonuclease, is rarely associ-
ated with crossovers (Strathern et al., 1982; Kostriken et al., 1983).
However, this result may be specific to this event as crossovers ac-
companying mating-type switching would result in lethal chromosome
deletions. In order to account for the uncoupling of mitotic gene conver-
sion and crossover events, new models of gene conversion that mainly
result in non-crossover products were proposed (reviewed by Paques &
Haber (1999)). Among these, the synthesis-dependent strand anneal-
ing (SDSA) model (Nassif et al., 1994) is the most commonly described
(Figure 3.2).

Figure 3.2. The SDSA repair model. This repair model yields non-crossover
gene conversion products exclusively.

The main difference between the SDSA model and the DNA DSB
repair model (Figure 3.1) is that, in the SDSA model, the newly synthe-
sized DNA strand is displaced back to the broken DNA molecule after
DNA synthesis has taken place thus no dHJ intermediate is formed. In
this model, DNA synthesis is conservative as all the newly synthesized
DNA is situated on the DNA molecule that was broken while the repair
template is left unmodified. Recently, using in vivo metabolic labeling,
Ira et al. (2006) showed that the newly synthesized DNA strands cre-
ated during gene conversion at the MAT locus are found at the repaired
locus thus leaving the donor sequence unchanged. These results suggest
that SDSA is the main pathway used to repair DNA DSBs induced at
the MAT locus in S.cerevisiae.
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3.1.2 Crossover or no crossover: helicases regulate
the outcome of HR

As mentioned above, few gene conversion events are associated with
crossovers in mitotic cells, suggesting that these events are regulated.
One reason for this can be the fact that crossovers can lead to loss
of heterozygosity (LOH) (Figure 3.3) and chromosomal translocations
which are both believed to be involved in cancer development.

+/- +/+ -/-

Pairing Crossover Segregation

Mother cell Daughter cells
Mitosis

Figure 3.3. Crossover can lead to loss of heterozygosity. The mother cell
is heterozygous for a mutation (represented by the blue star). Crossover
between non-sister chromatids leads to the transfer of the mutation. Random
segregation of the chromatids will lead to the formation of a daughter cell,
homozygous for the mutation in 50% of the cases. For simplicity, only one
chromatid is represented for chromosomes in the mother and daughter cells.

Proteins believed to act as suppressors of crossover formation are
the RecQ helicase, Sgs1 (BLM helicase in human) and the Srs2 heli-
case. srs2∆ and sgs1∆ cells show 2 to 3 fold increase in crossover
rates compared to wild-type , showing that both proteins prevents some
HR intermediates from becoming crossovers. As mentioned above and
shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2, the DNA DSB repair model and the
SDSA model are similar until the invasion step suggesting that, up to
this step, the outcome of HR is still undecided. As Srs2 has been shown
to disrupt the Rad51 nucleoprotein filament necessary for strand inva-
sion (Krejci et al., 2003; Veaute et al., 2003) (described in more details
later in this section), one hypothesis is that Srs2 facilitates the dis-
placement of the invading strand by removing Rad51, thus promoting
SDSA (Ira et al., 2003) (Figure 3.4, A). Another possibility is that Srs2
removes the Rad51 filament from the non-invading strand of the break
thus preventing second end invasion and formation of the double Holli-
day structure that characterizes the DNA DSB repair pathway. Either
way, Srs2 appears to specifically promote SDSA thus HR events with
non-crossover outcomes.

In contrast to Srs2, Sgs1 is believed to act directly on the resolution
of the dHJ structures of the DNA DSB repair pathway. In collaboration
with topoisomerase III (Top3), Sgs1 is believed to push the two HJs of
the paired duplex towards each other in a process called reverse branch
migration (Wu & Hickson, 2003; Ralf et al., 2006; Raynard et al., 2006;
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Figure 3.4. Model of crossover suppression by Srs2 and Sgs1. (A) Srs2
specifically promotes SDSA by facilitating the displacement of the invading
strand back towards the non-invading end of the DSB. (B) Classical DNA
DSB repair model. (C) Sgs1 (green circles) and Top3 promote the resolution
of the dHJ structure into non-crossover products. Figure adapted from Ira
et al. (2003).

Wu et al., 2006a). This results in the formation of a hemicatenane struc-
ture that is believed to be resolved by Top3 into non-crossover products
(Raynard et al., 2006; Wu et al., 2006a) (Figure 3.4, C). If this true, one
can envision that reverse branch migration would reduce the length of
the gene conversion tract thus associating non crossover products with
short conversion tracts. Reciprocally, crossover events should then be
associated with long conversion tracts. In fact, when studying intra-
chromosomal recombination in yeast, Aguilera & Klein (1989) observed
that long conversion tracts were often associated with crossovers. More-
over, Lo et al. (2006) recently showed that allelic crossovers and gene
conversion tract lengths are increased in sgs1∆ S. cerevisiae strains.
The same study also showed the Sgs1 helicase activity was not required
for suppression of crossovers thus arguing against a role of Sgs1 in re-
verse branch migration. The authors therefore proposed that the two
HJs converge passively towards each other and that Sgs1 acts to stim-
ulate resolution of the hemicatenane by Top3 (Lo et al., 2006).

In the sections above, the two main models of DSB-induced HR and
their regulation have been presented. However, in cases where a DNA
DSB was induced between direct repeats or when only one end of the
break was available for HR, the outcome of HR observed experimentally
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could not be explained using these models. Accordingly, other models
of HR have been proposed to account for these events and these models
are presented below.

3.1.3 Single-strand annealing

Single-strand annealing (SSA) was first described as a potentially im-
portant repair pathway for the repair of lesions in genomes containing
many repeated sequences such as those of higher eukaryotes (Lin et al.,
1984). Indeed, in yeast, this pathway has been shown to be involved
in the repair of a DNA DSB induced between two directly repeated
homologous regions (Fishman-Lobell et al., 1992). This results in the
deletion of one of the repeats and of the intervening sequence (Fig-
ure 3.5) (Sugawara & Haber, 1992). Efficient repair by SSA has been
shown to require a minimum homology length of approximately 90 bp
under which the repair efficiency is greatly reduced (Sugawara & Haber,
1992). After DSB formation, extensive resection of the 5’ ends on each
side of the break eventually results in the exposure of the 3’ single-
stranded complementary repeated sequences which can then anneal.
The non-homologous 3’ tails are excised by nucleases, a step requiring
the NER genes RAD1 and RAD10 (Fishman-Lobell et al., 1992; Ivanov
& Haber, 1995), and repair is ended by DNA synthesis and ligation.

Figure 3.5. Repair of a DNA DSB between two direct repeats by SSA. The
repair process results in the loss of one repeat and of the inter-repeat region.
The black arrows indicate the orientation of the repeats.

As opposed to gene conversion, strand invasion does not occur in
SSA thus avoiding the formation and resolution of Holliday structures.
In yeast, SSA has been shown to be reduced in the absence of Rad52
(Fishman-Lobell et al., 1992; Sugawara & Haber, 1992). This proba-
bly reflects the need for Rad52’s DNA binding/annealing activity to
promote the annealing of the exposed repeated sequences (Mortensen
et al., 1996; Smith & Rothstein, 1999). Supporting this hypothesis,
we have recently shown that HO-induced SSA between leu2 heteroal-
leles is impaired in rad52 mutant strains in which the DNA-binding
activity of Rad52 by its N-terminal domain is impaired (Chapter 4).
Based on these results, we concluded that this activity is required for
SSA. Moreover, deletion of RAD51, RAD54, RAD55 and RAD57 has
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no negative effect on SSA (Ivanov & Haber, 1995), again suggesting
that Rad52 is the key protein of this process. The fact that SSA is
not totally impaired in rad52∆ strains suggests that annealing of the
repeated sequences can occur spontaneously. This is in agreement with
the finding that the efficiency of Rad52-independent SSA is increased
when the amount of homology between the recombining sequences is
increased (Ozenberger & Roeder, 1991).

3.1.4 Break-induced replication

BIR is characterized by the fact that only one end of the DSB par-
ticipates in the repair reaction (Figure 3.6). This can be due to the
fact that the other end has been lost or is unavailable for invasion of
a homologous template. This one-ended recombination event is very
efficient in acting on ends of broken chromosomes in cases such as bro-
ken replication forks or the maintenance of telomeres in the absence of
telomerase. The particularity of these events is that they often require
extensive DNA synthesis down the chromosome arm in order to reestab-
lish a full length chromosome (Golin & Esposito, 1984; Voelkel-Meiman
& Roeder, 1990; Bosco & Haber, 1998). Morrow et al. (1997) and later
Davis & Symington (2004) showed that an entirely new chromosome
could be created when transforming yeast cells with a linear DNA frag-
ment containing an origin of replication, a centromere and ends with
homology to specific chromosomal sequences. These ends enable pair-
ing to the homologous template and BIR to the end of the chromosome
thus adding telomeres and generating a stable chromosomal fragment.

Figure 3.6. A classical representation of BIR. One-ended invasion by the
only available 3’end of the DNA DSB initiates replication that proceeds to the
end of the chromosomal template. After this new strand is double-stranded,
an intact chromosome is reestablished.

BIR has been unanimously shown to be Rad52-dependent (Malkova
et al., 1996; Bosco & Haber, 1998; Davis & Symington, 2004). On the
other hand, the question of the implication of Rad51 in BIR has been
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more controversial. In a study using HO-induced DNA DSBs at the
mating-type locus in S.cerevisiae, Malkova et al. (1996) showed that
a broken chromosome was lost in 99% of the time in ∆rad52 strains
while it was repaired in 35% of the time in ∆rad51 cells. These observa-
tions led them to conclude that repair could occur by BIR in a Rad51-
independent fashion. Using the same assay, Signon et al. (2001) later
showed that a broken chromosome could be repaired by BIR in ∆rad54,
∆rad55 and ∆rad57 mutant strains showing that these proteins were
not required for BIR. Importantly, in this assay, Rad51-independent
BIR was shown to be initiated more than 13 kb from the DSB and to
depend on a 200-bp BIR facilitator sequence (Malkova et al., 2001).
Further characterization of this Rad51-independent pathway by Ira &
Haber (2002) showed that it is dependent on Rad52, Rad59, Rad50,
Tid1 and Srs2 and that it is mainly involved in recombination between
short repeats. Indeed, in the absence of Rad51, much less homology
(app. 30 bp compared to 100 bp required in the Rad51-dependent
pathway) was required for recombination. In fact, this study showed
that Rad51 impairs recombination with short homology (Ira & Haber,
2002).

Using a chromosome fragmentation assay, Davis & Symington
(2004) showed that RAD51 was required for more than 95% of BIR
events involving a single-end invasion and was essential when two BIR
events were required for generation of a chromosome fragment. More-
over, they showed that RAD54, RAD55 and RAD57 were required for
repair by BIR and that deletion of RAD50 and RAD59 in their assay
had no effect neither on Rad51-dependent nor Rad51-independent BIR.

In conclusion, BIR occurs through two different pathways: a Rad51-
dependent and a Rad51-independent pathway. Rad51-dependent BIR
is dependent on Rad51, Rad52, Rad54, Rad55 and Rad57 but not on
Rad50 or Rad59. On the other hand, Rad51-independent BIR is de-
pendent on Rad52, Rad59 and Rad50 but not on Rad54, Rad55 or
Rad57. Interestingly, these two pathways are the ones used in yeast to
maintain telomeres in the absence of telomerase (Le et al., 1999; Chen
et al., 2001).

3.1.5 Instigators of HR in mitotic cells

As mentioned above, most of our knowledge of HR is derived from the
studies of the meiotic system where specifically induced DNA DSBs are
the known initiators of the recombination process. For this reason, most
recombination models include the formation of a DNA DSB as a first
step and it is generally accepted that spontaneous DNA DSBs initiate
mitotic recombination in vegetative cells. However, the exact nature
of the lesion(s) that triggers mitotic HR is still unknown. Although it
is undeniable that DNA DSB induce HR in mitotic cells, some studies
show that it is not the only (and probably not the main) lesion that trig-
gers mitotic HR. One example is the finding that the synthetic lethality
in srs2 sgs1 mutant strains occurs randomly and is dependent on the
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ability of these cells to perform mitotic HR (Gangloff et al., 2000). One
hypothesis is that Sgs1 and Srs2 are involved in the processing of recom-
binogenic DNA lesions as part of the HR pathway. By removing HR,
these lesions can be channeled to other repair pathways thus restoring
cell viability. If these lesions are DNA DSBs, removing the pathways
responsible for DNA DSB repair (HR and NHEJ) should induce cell
death in these mutants. However, Fabre et al. (2002) showed that srs2
sgs1 rad52 lig4 mutant strains are viable and therefore concluded that
DNA DSBs are not the major lesions initiating mitotic recombination
events. In another study, Mortensen et al. (2002) identified a group
of rad52 mutants (Class C mutants) which show null-like phenotypes
after γ-irradiation but wild-type or hyper-rec phenotype when consid-
ering mitotic HR rates. Further analysis of these mutants showed that
a single endonuclease-induced DNA DSB causes high mortality thus
confirming the separation of function phenotype of the rad52 Class C
mutants (Lettier et al., 2006). From this study, it is clear that mitotic
HR can occur without prior formation of DNA DSBs. Following the
thoughts of Fabre and colleagues, the authors consider nicks and/or
single-stranded gaps as possible triggers of mitotic HR. This work is
presented in its integrity in Chapter 4. Interestingly, the concept of
nicks and single-stranded gaps being the principal initiators of mitotic
HR has also recently been proposed in studies involving mammalian
cell systems (Lee et al., 2004; Saleh-Gohari et al., 2005). In fact, in the
early HR models proposed by Holliday (1964), Meselson & Radding
(1975) and later by Radding (1982), HR was initiated by DNA nicks
(Smith, 2004).

3.2 Roles of the RAD52 epistasis group
The repair of a DNA DSB by HR is a complex multi-step reaction
involving many different but specific proteins in a coordinated manner.
The proteins encoded by the RAD52 epistasis group genes: RAD50,
RAD51, RAD52, RAD54, RAD55, RAD57, RAD59, RDH54, MRE11
and XRS2, are key players involved in all the steps of the repair process
by HR. This section describes the role of these proteins following the
chronology of the HR process presented previously (see Section 3.1.1).

3.2.1 Preparing the ends: the MRX complex

The MRX complex has the particularity of being involved in both the
HR and the NHEJ DNA repair pathways. As the similarities between
these pathways are limited, one can imagine that the MRX complex
is involved at the very beginning of these processes in steps such as
DSB formation and initial processing of these ends. MRX is a stable
trimeric complex composed of Mre11, Rad50 and Xrs2 (Nbs1 or Nibrin)
(Johzuka & Ogawa, 1995; Usui et al., 1998). In yeast, null mutations of
each of the genes encoding these proteins result in similar phenotypes:
poor growth, extreme sensitivity to IR and MMS and meiotic defects
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(Game & Mortimer, 1974; Ivanov et al., 1992; Ajimura et al., 1993; Bres-
san et al., 1999). Interestingly, mutants of MRE11 and RAD50 show
reduced rates of 5’-3’ resection of both meiotic-specific and HO-induced
DNA DSB ends (Sugawara & Haber, 1992; Ivanov et al., 1994; Tsub-
ouchi & Ogawa, 1998). This suggests that the MRX complex is involved
in the processing of the DSB ends into 3’ ssDNA tails prior to invasion.
However, biochemical studies of both human and yeast Mre11 showed
that this protein forms a dimer that has ssDNA endonuclease as well as
3’-5’ exonuclease activity (Johzuka & Ogawa, 1995; Furuse et al., 1998;
Paull & Gellert, 1998; Trujillo et al., 1998; Usui et al., 1998; Moreau
et al., 2001; Trujillo & Sung, 2001) which is, at first view, in contra-
diction with its involvement in the 5’-3’ resection step. One proposed
hypothesis is that MRX can, using the ssDNA endonuclease activity
of Mre11, cleave the ssDNA secondary structures formed when DNA
at the break is unwound by a helicase thus forming the 3’ DNA over-
hang (Paques & Haber, 1999; Krogh & Symington, 2004). Rad50 has
structural similarities with the structural maintenance of chromosomes
(SMC) family of proteins as it is composed of a N-terminal Walker A
and a C-terminal Walker B motif separated by two coiled-coil regions.
Between these regions, a small non-coiled hinge region is present that
is characterized by a Cys-X-X-Cys motif (Alani et al., 1989; Hopfner
et al., 2002). Studies suggest that the Rad50 molecule can bend at its
hinge domain thus bringing the two catalytic Walker regions together
to form a catalytic ATPase/DNA binding domain while the coiled-coil
region protrudes from the globular part of the structure. (Anderson
et al., 2001; de Jager et al., 2001). A Mre11 dimer is able to bind at
the base of the coiled-coil region close to the Rad50 DNA-binding inter-
face creating the Rad50/Mre11 DNA-binding domain (Hopfner et al.,
2001) and could act as an intramolecular link holding the Rad50 dimer
together. Moreover, the hinge region appears as a hook structure at
the summit of the coiled-coil domain and permits the interaction and
formation of Rad502/Mre112 hetero-tetramers. One hypothesis is that
two globular Rad502/Mre112 cores can be connected through their
coiled-coil "arms" when these are linked to each other by their inter-
locking molecular zinc-hooks (Figure 3.7). If the DNA-binding cores
are sitting on two different sister chromatids or at the ends of a DNA
DSB, one can imagine that this structure could be used as a tether to
avoid broken ends to move apart from each other or to keep a homol-
ogous repair template in place until invasion of the intact template by
one of the broken ends has occurred (de Jager et al., 2001; Hopfner
et al., 2002).

In S. cerevisiae, diploids homozygous for mre11, rad50 or xrs2 are
unable to form meiosis-specific DSBs leading to the formation of invi-
able spores (Johzuka & Ogawa, 1995; Alani et al., 1990). This shows
that the MRX complex is involved in DSB formation during meiosis
and evidence tends to point towards the implication of the complex
in the removal of the DSB-forming Spo11 from the DSB ends after
DSB formation. This hypothesis is strongly backed up by the results
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Figure 3.7. Representation of how the Rad502/Mre112 tetramer could
act as a tether keeping the two ends of a DSB in the vicinity of the sister
chromatid or another homologous template. In this figure, the Walker A
and B motifs are represented as black and grey circles, respectively. Figure
adapted from (Krogh & Symington, 2004).

of Keeney et al. (1997) showing that Spo11 remains bound to the 5’
ends of the break in rad50S mutants. Interestingly, while mre11, rad50
and xrs2 diploids are severely impaired in meiotic recombination, they
are hyper-rec (10-fold) for spontaneous mitotic recombination (Bressan
et al., 1999), again demonstrating that these processes are intrinsically
different. Moreover, HO-induced DSBs are also repaired in these mu-
tants albeit with some delay probably due to the reduced rates of 5’-3’
resection observed in these mutants as mentioned above. These re-
sults suggest that the requirements for the MRX complex depend on
the type and the state of the DSB ends. One hypothesis is that in
the meiotic context, removal of protein-DNA adducts is a crucial step
that specifically requires the action of the MRX complex. On the other
hand, HO-induced or spontaneous mitotic breaks could be "cleaner"
substrates that can be processed by other less effective nucleases in
case the MRX complex is absent. One possible candidate for this is
Exo1, a 5’-3’ endonuclease which can suppress mre11, rad50 and xrs2
mitotic defects when overexpressed (Fiorentini et al., 1997; Lewis et al.,
2002).

In conclusion, the MRX complex appears to act at the very first
steps of DNA DSB repair. As this complex is most likely involved in
initiating 5’ to 3’ resection of the ends of the break, one can hypothesize
that it is responsible for committing these ends to repair by HR. This
commitment can be due to the fact that resected ends are unsuitable
for direct ligation by NHEJ and/or that MRX will subsequently recruit
the Tel1 checkpoint kinase, resulting in cell-cycle checkpoints activation
and recruitment of other HR proteins (Lisby et al., 2004).
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3.2.2 Activating the ends: the Rad51 filament

After 5’-3’ resection of the DSB ends, the resulting 3’ single-stranded
DNA tails engage in the repair process by invading a homologous tem-
plate and priming for DNA synthesis. This requires covering of the
ssDNA tails by an active nucleoprotein filament of Rad51.

Structure of the Rad51 protein

ScRad51 is a highly conserved 43-kDa protein that not only shares
homology with the bacterial RecA protein but also forms flexible
right-handed helical filaments on double-stranded (ds) and single-
stranded (ss) DNA, similar to those formed by its bacterial homo-
logue (Aboussekhra et al., 1992; Basile et al., 1992; Shinohara et al.,
1992; Ogawa et al., 1993; Conway et al., 2004). The very N-terminal
of HsRad51, conserved in eukaryotes but missing in RecA, has been
shown to mediate DNA-binding and protein-protein interactions (Ai-
hara et al., 1999; Krejci et al., 2001; Zhang et al., 2005). Crystal struc-
ture and electron microscopy analysis of Rad51 suggest that the protein
forms ring structures in its inactive or storage form. These structures
are believed to be dissolved and reassembled as a filament on ssDNA
when Rad51 activity is required (Figure 3.8) (Yang et al., 2001; Shin
et al., 2003; Sauvageau et al., 2005).

A B

Figure 3.8. Electron microscopy visualization of fission yeast Rad51 on
ssDNA. (A) Electron micrograph showing the binding of Rad51 to a linear
duplex containing a single-stranded tail. The bound ssDNA tail is indicated
by the white arrow, while the black arrow indicates unbound dsDNA. (B)
Electron microscopic visualization of Rad51 bound to ΦX174 ssDNA. Pic-
tures from (Sauvageau et al., 2005).

Rad51 nucleoprotein filament formation

The Rad51 filament formation onto ssDNA is stimulated in the pres-
ence of RPA which is believed to remove secondary structures from the
ssDNA tails thus permitting a continuous Rad51 filament to be formed
(Sung & Robberson, 1995). If this is the case, one would expect RPA to
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bind ssDNA before Rad51 in vivo. Surprisingly, in vitro studies showed
that the efficiency of the strand exchange reaction is greatly increased
when RPA is added after the Rad51 nucleation step, while it is severely
reduced when RPA is bound to ssDNA prior to the addition of Rad51
(Sung, 1997b). Thus, RPA acts as a inhibitor of the Rad51 filament
formation in vitro. Further studies using different strand exchange as-
says later showed that the inhibitory effect of RPA is alleviated when
mediator proteins such as Rad52 and the Rad55-Rad57 heterodimer
are added to the reaction (Sung, 1997b,a; Benson et al., 1998; New
et al., 1998; Shinohara & Ogawa, 1998). These results and the fact
that Rad52 is able to bind both RPA and Rad51 led to the hypothesis
that Rad52 mediates Rad51 filament assembly by removing RPA from
the ssDNA while simultaneously replacing it by Rad51 (Song & Sung,
2000; Sugiyama & Kowalczykowski, 2002). In agreement with this view,
it has been shown that Rad52 is essential for the formation of Rad51
foci at the site of DSB in S. cerevisiae (Gasior et al., 1998; Miyazaki
et al., 2004; Lisby et al., 2004). This is however not the case in mam-
malian cells (van Veelen et al., 2005). ssDNA binding by Rad51 requires
Rad52 which, in combination with Rad55-57, is thought to promote the
formation and/or the stabilization of the Rad51 nucleoprotein filament
(Sugawara et al., 2003; Wolner et al., 2003). Rad55 and Rad57 are in-
deed believed to be involved in the stabilization of the Rad51 filament
based on the results of Fortin & Symington (2002) showing that the
requirements for Rad55 and Rad57 can be suppressed by the Rad51-
I345T mutant which has increased DNA binding abilities. Moreover,
RAD51 overexpression suppresses the DNA repair defects in rad55 and
rad57 strains (Hays et al., 1995; Johnson & Symington, 1995). Another
protein shown to stabilize the Rad51 filament is the chromatin remod-
eling protein Rad54, that directly binds to the Rad51-ssDNA complex
(Mazin et al., 2003; Alexeev et al., 2003; Wolner et al., 2003). Wether
these mediator proteins (Rad52, Rad55, Rad57 and Rad54) are re-
quired for the formation of the Rad51 filament onto the ssDNA, for the
strand exchange reaction itself or for both remains unclear but there is
no doubt that these two processes are intrinsically linked. The Rad51
nucleoprotein filament is a functional entity which is believed to be
involved in the genome-wide search for sequences homologous to the
DNA DSB site as well as in one of the key steps of the recombination
process, strand exchange.

Anti-recombinase activity of Srs2

The role of the Srs2 helicase in recombination was first described when
mutations in srs2 were found to suppress the severe UV sensitivity in-
duced by rad6 and rad18 mutations that affect post-replication repair
(PRR) (Lawrence & Christensen, 1979; Aboussekhra et al., 1989; Schi-
estl et al., 1990; Rong et al., 1991). As this suppression was found to be
RAD52 -dependent, it was proposed that, in the absence of Srs2, some
DNA lesions are channeled from the PRR pathway to HR (Aboussekhra
et al., 1989; Schiestl et al., 1990; Rong et al., 1991). Accordingly, one
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Figure 3.9. Anti-recombinase activity of Srs2. (A) In the absence of Srs2,
Rad51 forms a filament on ssDNA. (B) Srs2 disrupts the Rad51 filament
and releases the ssDNA. (C) RPA binds the Srs2-released ssDNA to avoid
re-nucleation of Rad51. Figure adapted from Macris & Sung (2005), based
on results by Krejci et al. (2003) and Veaute et al. (2003).

of the roles of Srs2 in the cell is to ensure that such lesions do not enter
the DSB repair pathway. Studies of srs2 diploids showed that they are
sensitive to DNA damage induced by methyl methanesulfonate (MMS)
and search for suppressors of this sensitivity revealed several rad51 al-
leles (Aboussekhra et al., 1992). Interestingly, all the rad51 alleles iso-
lated from this screen were semidominant suggesting that suppression
of the MMS sensitivity in srs2 mutant strains requires decreased but
not abolished HR activity (Aboussekhra et al., 1992). Supporting the
idea of a role of Srs2 in HR, studies by (Milne et al., 1995) and (Schild,
1995) showed that the MMS sensitivity of a number of rad52 mutations
could be suppressed by deletion of srs2. Interestingly, most of these
rad52 mutations were found to map in or lack the C-terminal region of
the protein, which contains the Rad51 binding domain. Accordingly,
these mutations were also shown to be suppressed by overexpression of
RAD51, suggesting that deleting srs2 could have an influence on the
amounts of Rad51 in the cell (Milne et al., 1995; Schild, 1995). How-
ever, in 2003, Srs2 was shown to physically interact with Rad51 and to
act as a negative regulator of HR by disrupting the Rad51 nucleoprotein
filament (Krejci et al., 2003; Veaute et al., 2003). Using biochemical
analyses and electron microscopy, these groups showed that Srs2 dis-
places Rad51 thus releasing ssDNA that is immediately covered by RPA
to avoid re-nulceation of Rad51 (Figure 3.9, B and C). Furthermore, us-
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ing Srs2 variants that lack ATPase activity, Krejci et al. (2004) showed
that this process requires ATP hydrolysis. Accordingly, Srs2 appears
to act as a negative regulator of HR by displacing Rad51 from the
presynaptic filament. By this process, Srs2 is believed to prevent ini-
tiation of untimely recombination events that can occur if the Rad51
nucleoprotein filament is formed on ssDNA intermediates that are not
destined to HR . This has been proposed to be the case for ssDNA gaps
formed at stalled replication forks (Fabre et al., 2002). Accordingly, the
observed recruitment of Srs2 to stalled replication forks could prevent
the formation of Rad51 filament on the ssDNA gaps produced at this
type of lesions (Papouli et al., 2005; Pfander et al., 2005).

In chapter 5 of this thesis, I present data that suggest a novel role of
Srs2 in the second strand capture step of the DNA DSB repair process.

Homology search and strand exchange: a close Rad51/Rad54
collaboration

Consistent with the classical DSB repair model by HR where resected
ends of the break invade a homologous template, Mazin et al. (2000)
showed that Rad51’s preferred DNA substrate consists of dsDNA with
ssDNA tails. In S. cerevisiae, Rad51 binding to ssDNA and strand
exchange require ATP consistent with the fact that the Rad51 ATPase
activity is DNA-dependent (De Zutter & Knight, 1999; Sung, 1994).
How the search for a homologous sequence through the entire genome
is performed has not been well studied in higher eukaryotes but studies
of the Rad51 bacterial homologue RecA propose models where homol-
ogy search is rapid and involves random collision with and unwinding of
the target duplex DNA together with local strand exchange (Cunning-
ham et al., 1979; Shibata et al., 1979; Honigberg et al., 1986; Pinsince
& Griffith, 1992; Rould et al., 1992; Ellouze et al., 1997; Adzuma, 1998;
Cai et al., 2001; Sagi et al., 2006). Specifically, this has been proposed
to occur in two ways. One hypothesis is the formation of a "triple helix"
intermediate by non-Watson-Crick bonding between the RecA-bound
ssDNA and dsDNA (Hsieh et al., 1990; Rao & Radding, 1993). An-
other hypothesis is a "base-flipping" model where the complex between
ss- and ds-DNA is formed by rotation of bases (Adzuma, 1992; Nishi-
naka et al., 1998). Once homology has been located, strand exchange
occurs between the nucleoprotein filament and the homologous repair
template. Using a D-loop assay, where a D-loop structure is produced
when a single-stranded molecule invades circular dsDNA, Petukhova
et al. (1998, 2000) showed that D-loop formation by the Rad51 fila-
ment is strongly promoted by the addition of Rad54. Other studies
describe what seems to appear as a close collaboration between the
Rad51 filament and Rad54. Indeed, Rad54 dynamically remodels and
unwinds dsDNA, a reaction requiring ATP, in order to facilitate the ac-
cess of Rad51 to the DNA and promote pairing (Petukhova et al., 1999b;
Mazin et al., 2000; Petukhova et al., 2000; Sigurdsson et al., 2002). Re-
modeling of dsDNA by Rad54’s ATPase activity has also been shown to
be stimulated by the Rad51-ssDNA complex (Van Komen et al., 2000).
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In agreement with this, Alexeev et al. (2003) showed that Rad54 cat-
alyzes the redistribution of nucleosomes by sliding them along DNA
and that this reaction is stimulated by the Rad51 filament. Finally,
Rad54 has been shown to promote the extension of heteroduplex DNA
after the Rad51 filament has primed to a homologous repair sequence
(Solinger et al., 2001; Solinger & Heyer, 2001). Rad54 is also involved
in ending the strand invasion reaction by preferentially binding to the
end of the dsDNA heteroduplex-Rad51 filament complex and removing
Rad51 from the DNA strands (Kiianitsa et al., 2002; Solinger et al.,
2002; Kiianitsa et al., 2006).

3.2.3 In charge of annealing: Rad52

In S. cerevisiae, deletion of RAD52 leads to the most severe phenotype
of all the RAD52 epistasis group deletion mutant strains. rad52 mu-
tant strains are extremely sensitive to DNA damaging agents as they
are severely impaired in their ability to repair DNA DSBs by gene con-
version, BIR and SSA. This shows that Rad52 is a key protein involved
in all homologous recombination processes in S. cerevisiae.

Structure of the Rad52 protein

RAD52 encodes a 504 amino acid-long protein (Adzuma et al., 1984).
However, it has recently been shown that perfectly functional Rad52
protein species are formed when translation is initiated from either of
the last three of the five putative start sites of RAD52 (Antunez de
Mayolo et al., 2006). If the third putative start codon is considered,
Rad52 is a 471 amino acid protein with a predicted molecular weight
of 52 kDa (Shinohara et al., 1998). When observed on sodium dodecyl
sulfate (SDS)-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis, purified Rad52 has an
apparent molecular weight of 56 kDa (Shinohara et al., 1998). HsRad52
molecules can self-associate via a self-association domain mapped be-
tween amino acid 65 and 165 of the N-terminal domain of the protein
(Shen et al., 1996b). This self-association domain has not been mapped
in yeast but as the N-terminal of Rad52 is well conserved from yeast
to human, it is generally accepted that ScRad52 self-association also
occurs through its N-terminal domain. Using electron microscopy, Shi-
nohara et al. (1998), Van Dyck et al. (1998), Ranatunga et al. (2001)
and Stasiak et al. (2000) showed that both yeast and human Rad52
proteins are multimers that form ring-like structures. Stasiak et al.
(2000) also showed that the rings formed by HsRad52 were heptameric
with a large central channel. Based on their results, Ranatunga et al.
(2001) proposed the existence of a second self-association domain situ-
ated in the C-terminal part of Rad52. They therefore concluded that
Rad52 must have two modes of self-association: the assembly of Rad52
monomers into rings driven by the N-terminus of Rad52 and the as-
sembly of these rings into higher-order multimers carried out by the
C-terminus of the protein. Kagawa et al. (2002) and Singleton et al.
(2002) resolved the crystal structure of the HsRad52 N-terminus and
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discovered an undecameric ring with a mushroom-like structure (see
Figure 3.10). The stem, composed of highly conserved hydrophobic
residues, is crowned by a domed cap with an underlying positively
charged groove. Some amino acids in this groove were shown to be
essential for ss- and ds-DNA binding (Kagawa et al., 2002).

Figure 3.10. Side and bottom views of the predicted undecameric
structure of the N-terminal of Rad52. These pictures were made us-
ing the PyMOL freeware and the Protein Data Bank (PDB) file "1KN0"
deposited by Kagawa et al. (2002). The PDB file was retrieved from
http://www.rcsb.org/pdb/home/home.do

DNA-binding and annealing

The Rad52 DNA-binding domain resides in the evolutionary conserved
N-terminal part of the molecule (Mortensen et al., 1996). A study of
mutations located in this domain that impair DNA binding as well as a
discussion on when DNA binding by Rad52 N-terminal is required dur-
ing DNA DSB repair is presented in Chapter 5. Rad52 binds both ds
and ssDNA, with a higher affinity for the latter, and promotes annealing
between complementary ssDNA molecules in vitro (Mortensen et al.,
1996; Reddy et al., 1997; Shinohara et al., 1998; Kagawa et al., 2001).
Under the electron microscope, the structure formed between ssDNA
and Rad52 has been described as having a "beads on a string" ap-
pearance with Rad52 molecules distributed along the DNA (Van Dyck
et al., 1998) (see Figure 3.11). Using the same technique, Van Dyck
et al. (2001) directly visualized Rad52 bound to resected DNA tails and
how Rad52 can anneal complementary tails to form large heteroduplex
DNA-protein complexes. Rad52-mediated annealing can be enhanced
by RPA which is known to avoid the formation of secondary structures
in ssDNA but also interacts with Rad52 in a species-specific manner
suggesting a more complex role of RPA in the annealing reaction (Shi-
nohara et al., 1998; Sugiyama et al., 1998).
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Figure 3.11. Human Rad52 bound to ssDNA as observed under the electron
microscope by Van Dyck et al. (1998). As mentioned by the authors, the
Rad52 molecules appear as beads along the ssDNA string. Picture from
Van Dyck et al. (1998).

Strand exchange mediator

As mentioned previously, Rad52 stimulates the Rad51-mediated strand
exchange reaction by removing RPA from ssDNA while simultaneously
replacing it by Rad51. A less studied function of Rad52 is its recom-
binase activities. Kumar & Gupta (2004) show that HsRad52 itself is
able to promote a strand exchange reaction among oligonucleotide sub-
strates. Similar results were obtained by Bi et al. (2004) for both human
and yeast Rad52 who also showed that this activity was promoted by
amino acids 1 to 273 of the N-terminal of HsRad52.

Protein Partners of Rad52

As mentioned above, Rad52 is believed to mediate Rad51 filament as-
sembly by removing RPA from the ssDNA while simultaneously replac-
ing it by Rad51. Such hypothesis is further strengthened by the fact
that the Rad52 physically interacts with both Rad51 and RPA.

Rad52 interacts with Rad51 through its C-terminal domain (Milne
& Weaver, 1993; Shen et al., 1996a; Shinohara & Ogawa, 1998). In
ScRad52, amino acids 409 to 420 have been shown to be indispensable
for interaction with Rad51 and a Rad52 mutant lacking four amino
acids within this region (409 to 412) was shown to be unable to bind
Rad51 (Krejci et al., 2002). Interestingly, while it behaved as wild-type
Rad52 in DNA binding and RPA interaction assays, the Rad52-∆409-
412 mutant protein lacked mediator function in strand exchange assays.
Accordingly, strains carrying this deletion show a 4-fold reduction in in-
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terchromosomal heteroallelic recombination compared to wild-type and
are sensitive to γ-ray irradiation. This sensitivity can be complemented
by Rad51 overexpression which underlines the physiological importance
of the Rad51-Rad52 interaction during DNA DSB repair. On the other
hand, meiotic processes seem unaffected by the lack of Rad51-Rad52
interaction in this mutant showing that this is not a requirement for
completion of meiosis in S. cerevisiae (Krejci et al., 2002).

Rad52 also interacts physically with RPA in both human and yeast
(Park et al., 1996; Hays et al., 1998; Shinohara et al., 1998). RPA is
a protein complex composed of three subunits of 70, 34 and 14 kDa,
encoded by RFA1, RFA2 and RFA3, respectively. Deletion of each one
of these genes is lethal in S. cerevisiae as RPA is essential for DNA
replication (Heyer et al., 1990; Brill & Stillman, 1991). By two-hybrid
analysis, Hays et al. (1998) showed that ScRad52 interacts with all the
RPA subunits and that interaction with the large subunit of RPA, but
not with the medium-sized subunit, was mediated by the N-terminal
region of Rad52. In contrast, HsRad52 has been shown to interact
directly with RPA’s 34-kDa subunit and Park et al. (1996) pinpointed
the central 221-280 amino acid domain of HsRad52 as being responsible
for mediating this interaction. Moreover, this group also demonstrated
that this interaction was physiologically relevant as cells expressing
Rad52 proteins lacking the RPA-interaction domain failed to induce
homologous recombination.

Rad59 is a 26-kDa protein which is often structurally described as
a truncated version of Rad52. It’s N-terminal domain resembles the
one of Rad52 but it lacks the C-terminal domain (Bai & Symington,
1996). Physical interaction between Rad59 and Rad52 has been shown
by yeast two-hybrid and co-immunoprecipitation, suggesting the pos-
sible formation of heteromeric Rad52-Rad59 ring structures (Davis &
Symington, 2001). Based on several observations, it was proposed that
Rad52 and Rad59 could have similar or overlapping functions. Indeed,
like Rad52, Rad59 has been shown to binds both ss and dsDNA as well
as to promote annealing of complementary ssDNA (Petukhova et al.,
1999a; Davis & Symington, 2001). Rad59-mediated annealing of ssDNA
is however not enhanced by RPA (Petukhova et al., 1999a). Recently,
Wu et al. (2006a) showed that ScRad52 and ScRad59 bind and protect
dsDNA ends and internal sequences equally well which suggests that
they both act at similar steps of the DSB repair process, possibly after
DSB end processing. In S. cerevisiae, deletion of RAD59 only results in
a mild recombination phenotype that can be rescued by RAD52 overex-
pression (Bai & Symington, 1996). Interestingly, some rad52 mutations
(rad52 -R70K, rad52 Class E mutants) have been shown to only present
a phenotype in the absence of Rad59, suggesting that the two proteins
do have overlapping functions and that Rad59 can substitute Rad52 in
some cases (Bai et al., 1999; Feng et al., 2007).

However, despite their similarities, Rad59 is unable to substitute
for Rad52 in cases such as Rad51-independent recombination or in-
terchromosomal heteroallelic recombination (Bai & Symington, 1996;
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Davis & Symington, 2001; Lettier et al., 2006). Importantly, Rad59-
YFP fails to localize to the nucleus in the absence of Rad52 showing
that Rad52 is required for the nuclear transport of Rad59 (Lisby et al.,
2004). Recently, in a study using chimeras of Rad52 and Rad59, Feng
et al. (2007) showed that the N-terminal domain of Rad52 possesses
functions that cannot be fulfilled by Rad59. This could for example
be the Rad52 DNA-binding activity as overexpression of Rad59 has no
effect on the MMS sensitivity of rad52 mutants impaired in this activ-
ity (see Chapter 5). Recently, Wu et al. (2006b) showed that although
Rad52 and Rad59 are both able to bind ssDNA, Rad59 is unable to
bind an RPA-ssDNA complex. The DNA annealing abilities of Rad59
are also different of those of Rad52 as Rad59-promoted DNA annealing
follows first-order reaction kinetics (second-order reaction kinetics for
Rad52-promoted annealing).

Rad59 has been shown to be important for SSA especially when
the length of homology between the repeats was limited (Bai et al.,
1999; Sugawara et al., 2000). Later, Spell & Jinks-Robertson (2003)
observed that deletion of RAD59 led to a larger increase in homeolo-
gous recombination than in homologous recombination and suggested
that this was due to the fact that Rad59-dependent repair required
shorter regions of homology than for example Rad51-dependent re-
pair. These results suggest that Rad59 could act as a helper of Rad52
when its annealing activity is required during the DNA DSB repair
process. This is in agreement with the fact that both proteins have
been shown to interact physically and that the Rad52-Rad59 complex
can interact with Rad51 and RPA (Davis & Symington, 2001, 2003;
Cortes-Ledesma et al., 2004). Finally, Rad59 has been shown to en-
hance Rad52-mediated DNA annealing, both in the absence and in the
presence of RPA (Wu et al., 2006b).





Chapter 4

The Role of DNA
double-strand breaks in
spontaneous homologous
recombination in S. cerevisiae

This chapter includes the original article "The Role of DNA double-
strand breaks in spontaneous homologous recombination in S. cere-
visiae" published in PLoS GENETICS in 2006. Supplementary infor-
mation (Figures S1 and S2, Table S1 and Protocols) can be found at
the end of the chapter.
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Introduction

Spontaneous mitotic homologous recombination (HR)
plays an important role in securing the integrity of the
genome [1–3]. On the other hand, this process may lead to
loss of heterozygosity, which plays a major role in tumori-
genesis in higher eukaryotes. For these reasons, it is
important to understand how spontaneous mitotic HR is
initiated. Much of our understanding of how HR is initiated
comes from meiotic studies. Here, the high level of HR is due
to the programmed formation of a large number of DNA
double-strand breaks (DSBs) [4]. These breaks are produced
in early prophase by the coordinated action of a number of
proteins including Spo11, which is believed to be directly
responsible for strand cleavage [5–7]. Likewise, DSBs have
been shown to promote HR in mitotic cells. For example, the
well-characterized ability of haploid Saccharomyces cerevisiae
cells to switch mating type is the result of an HR event that is
initiated by a DSB produced by the HO-endonuclease [8].
More generally, c-irradiation, which induces DSBs in the
genome, increases the frequency of HR [3], and linear DNA
molecules transformed into a cell may integrate into the
genome via HR [9,10]. Importantly, both DSB repair and
spontaneous HR are dependent on the activities encoded by
the genes in the RAD52 epistasis group [3], which strongly
indicates that the two processes have a common biochemis-
try. It has therefore generally been assumed that the source of
spontaneous HR is a DSB that occurs accidentally during the
cell cycle. However, this assumption remains speculative as
spontaneous HR is rare and the triggering lesion has never

been identified [1]. It is known that repair of other types of
lesions may result in HR. For example, HR is stimulated by
UV-irradiation that mostly produces pyrimidine dimers
[11,12]. Moreover, in Escherichia coli it has been demonstrated
that single-stranded gaps are potent substrates for HR [13–
16]. Although many different lesions have been shown to
trigger HR, the nature of the molecular event(s) that causes
most spontaneous mitotic HR remains unclear.
Rad52 is important for DSB repair and all types of HR in S.

cerevisiae, and to understand the role of Rad52 in these
processes we have previously performed a comprehensive
alanine scan mutation study. This plasmid-based screen
identified a class of nine rad52 mutants (class C mutants)
that are sensitive to c-irradiation, yet maintain wild-type
levels of mitotic HR [17]. This result suggests that the role of
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Rad52 in DSB repair and spontaneous HR can be separated.
To investigate this possibility, we have introduced each of the
nine separation-of-function rad52 mutations into the genome
of S. cerevisiae for further characterization. By analyzing the
repair of different types of defined DSBs we have shown that
rad52 class C mutants indeed are defective in DSB repair and
that repair is blocked at a stage after the recruitment of both
Rad51 and mutant Rad52 to the break. In contrast, all class C
mutants perform mitotic HR at wild-type or higher levels and
this activity is independent of the presence of Rad59, a Rad52
paralog in S. cerevisiae. Interestingly, mitotic HR is efficiently
induced by UV-irradiation in the rad52 class C mutant strains.
Together our results are consistent with a view that DNA
nicks and single-stranded gaps, rather than DSBs, are major
sources of spontaneous HR in mitotic yeast cells.

Results

Initial Characterization of rad52 Separation-of-Function
Mutants

Initially, we addressed the possibility that the rad52
separation-of-function phenotype identified in our previous
screen [17] was caused by the fact that all mutant Rad52
species were ectopically expressed from a plasmid. Therefore,
we replaced the endogenous RAD52 gene by each of the nine
rad52 class C alleles and the resulting strains were individually
tested for their ability to repair c-ray-induced DNA damage
and to perform mitotic heteroallelic HR. First, we confirmed
that all rad52 class C mutant strains are c-ray sensitive (Figure
1 and Table 1). In fact, most rad52 class C mutant strains
display sensitivities comparable to that measured for rad52D
strains. Next, we confirmed that spontaneous HR occurs at a
high rate in all rad52 class C mutant strains. Hence, all diploid
rad52 class C mutant strains display high interchromosomal-
heteroallelic HR rates (Table 2). In fact, four strains, rad52-
Y66A, -R70A, -W84A, and -R156A are significantly hyper-
recombinogenic (3- to 4-fold). Moreover, we measured the
rate of HR between two directly repeated leu2 heteroalleles,
leu2-DEcoRI and leu2-DBstEII in haploid strains (Table 2). In
this assay, two rad52 class C mutant strains, rad52-R85A and -
R156A, produced HR rates identical to that obtained with

wild-type strains. The remaining rad52 class C mutant strains
were slightly hypo-recombinogenic and the largest decrease,
3-fold, was observed for rad52-C180A. Importantly, even with
rad52-C180A strains, the direct-repeat HR rate is 10-fold
higher than that observed for rad52D strains. Taken together
we have confirmed the separation of Rad52 functions in HR
and c-ray damage repair in strains where the rad52 class C
mutations are integrated at the RAD52 locus.

The rad52 Class C Mutant Phenotype Is Not Caused by
Reduced Rad52 Protein Levels
The separation-of-function phenotype of rad52 class C

mutants could potentially be related to instability of the
mutant proteins. For example, it could be argued that repair
of c-ray-induced damage requires more Rad52 protein
compared to the amount required to maintain rare mitotic
HR events. However, protein blot analysis showed that the
Rad52 levels are slightly reduced, but none of these
reductions are statistically different from the protein level
found for wild-type strains (Table 2). Moreover, we have
previously shown that c-ray survival is reduced only 2- to 3-
fold and HR 4-fold in strains, which produce 25% of the wild-
type level of Rad52 protein [18]. Thus, the separation-of-
function phenotype of rad52 class C mutations cannot be
explained by slightly lowered Rad52 protein concentrations.

Mitotic Recombination in rad52 Class C Mutants Does Not
Depend on Rad59
S. cerevisiae contains a truncated Rad52 paralog, Rad59. A

mutation in RAD52 (rad52-R70K) has previously been
described to cause a synthetic defect with rad59D suggesting
that the two proteins have overlapping functions [19,20]. All
of the rad52 class C mutations are located in a region of
Rad52 that is homologous to Rad59. Thus, we investigated
whether the ability of the rad52 class C mutants to perform
HR was due to the ability of Rad59 to substitute for an
impaired Rad52 function. However, the rates of interchro-
mosomal heteroallelic HR obtained for wild-type and all the
rad52 class C mutant strains in the absence of Rad59 are
mostly indistinguishable from the rates obtained in its
presence (Table 2). In fact, three strains, RAD52, rad52-
Y66A, and rad52-W84A show small, 1.5- to 2-fold, but
significant, increases of the HR rate in the absence of Rad59.

rad52 Class C Mutant Strains Fail to Repair Defined DNA
DSBs
It is generally assumed that the lethality of rad52D strains

after exposure to c-rays is the consequence of unrepaired
DSBs. However, besides DSBs, c-irradiation causes a variety of
DNA modifications such as clustered base-modifications,
abasic sites, and nicks, as well as DNA-DNA and DNA-protein
crosslinks [21–24]. Repair of such lesions may rely on Rad52
functions that differ from those required for efficient DSB
repair. It is therefore possible that rad52 class C mutant
strains are capable of repairing DSBs, but die after c-
irradiation because of their inability to repair other types
of lesions. Assuming that a DSB is required to initiate HR, this
scenario would explain why rad52 class C mutants can be c-
ray sensitive yet at the same time be HR-proficient. To
explore this possibility, rad52 class C mutant strains were
investigated for their ability to repair and survive a single
well-defined DSB. First, the ability of rad52 class C mutants to
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catalyze plasmid gap repair was determined (Figure 2A). In
wild-type strains, all transformants tested (20 out of 20, see
Table 3) contained a plasmid that was sealed by HR using the
genomic trp1–1 allele as template (ten are shown in Figure
2B). In contrast, with rad52 class C and rad52D mutant strains,
the repair frequencies are reduced 10–100- and 250-fold,
respectively, compared to the efficiency obtained with wild-
type strains, indicating that plasmid re-circularization occurs
inefficiently in these strains. The low repair frequencies in
rad52 class C and rad52D mutants are likely due to their
inability to close a gapped plasmid by HR. Indeed, with the
exception of rad52-R70A, the majority of the transformants
tested contained plasmids that were generated by non-

homologous end-joining (NHEJ) rather than by HR (Table
3). In addition, we obtained a few aberrant transformants
with rad52D and rad52 class C mutant strains that were not
formed as the result of plasmid repair by simple NHEJ or
plasmid-gap repair (Table 3). For these events, the PCR
analysis produced either a band of a size that is significantly
different from that expected if the two plasmid ends simply
joined; hence, indicating a larger deletion/rearrangement
event had taken place, or no PCR fragment could be
recovered. For one mutant strain, rad52-Y96A, this class
constitutes the major type of events.
We next investigated the ability of the rad52 class C

mutants to repair a single chromosomal DSB induced by the
HO-endonuclease at the mating-type locus. To survive, a cell
must repair the break by gene conversion using either HMLa
or HMRa as template [25]. We measured the ability of all
rad52 class C mutants to survive and switch mating type after
transient induction of the HO-endonuclease (Table 3). After
this treatment, essentially all wild-type cells survive and
approximately half of them switch mating type. In contrast,
significant amounts of all rad52D and rad52 class C mutant
cells (20%–40%) die after HO-endonuclease induction
indicating that they suffered a DNA DSB, which failed to be
repaired. The surviving cells likely failed to produce a DSB at
theMAT locus after induction as none of the rad52D survivors
and only few 1% (rad52-Y96A and rad52-C180A) to 9% (rad52-
W84A) of the rad52 class C mutant survivors switched mating
type. Thus, even a single DSB is inefficiently repaired in rad52
class C mutant strains. We also compared the ability of wild-
type, rad52D, and one of the rad52 class C mutant strains,
rad52-C180A, to survive sustained expression of the HO-
endonuclease in a spot assay. For wild-type strains, contin-
uous expression of the HO-endonuclease caused a 10-fold
reduction in viability. In contrast, the viability of rad52-
C180A and rad52D strains was reduced an additional three
orders of magnitude (Figure S1).
We also investigated the ability of rad52 class C mutants to

repair a DSB induced by the HO-endonuclease between two
directly repeated sequences (Figure 3A). In wild-type strains,
such a DSB is preferentially and efficiently repaired via the
single-strand-annealing (SSA) pathway where the break is
sealed at the expense of the intervening sequence [26]. In
agreement with this, most of the wild-type cells survive
induction of the HO-endonuclease and 70% of the survivors
lose the sequence between the two repeats indicating
successful repair by SSA (Table 3). In contrast, the viability
of all rad52 class C mutant strains was reduced to a level
similar to that obtained for rad52D strains (Table 3) and
among the survivors only a few of the cells contained a
deletion event (6%–12%). This result suggests that rad52 class
C mutants are defective in SSA. To investigate this possibility
in more detail, the fate of the HO-induced break was
determined at the DNA level for all rad52 class C mutant
strains. Specifically, genomic blot analysis was used to
measure three different DNA species: intact DNA, cut DNA,
and the repair product. Consistent with an earlier study [27],
we observed that the cut DNA is efficiently repaired in more
than 80% of the wild-type cells within 5 h. In contrast, rad52D
strains repaired less than 3% of the cleaved DNA in a similar
time span. This explains the high lethality in the absence of
Rad52. By performing the same analysis for the rad52 class C
mutant strains, we find that they all fail to produce wild-type

Table 1. Effect of c-Irradiation on rad52 Mutant Strains

Allele c-Ray Sensitivity

(LD37)a
% Cells Containing

c-Ray-Induced Rad52-Focib

G1 S/G2/M

RAD52 52 6 4 69 85

rad52D 1.9 6 0.07 — —

Y66A 4.9 6 0.2 3 72

R70A 3.3 6 0.09 6 73

W84A 2.3 6 0.06 11 74

R85A 2.4 6 0.17 7 50

Y96A 2.3 6 0.19 11 76

R156A 5.3 6 0.07 7 56

T163A 2.6 6 0.19 8 60

C180A 2.4 6 0.11 11 49

F186A 2.6 6 0.14 2 67

aLD37 in krad, see Materials and Methods.
bCells were exposed to 80 krad prior to microscopy.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.0020194.t001

Figure 1. c-Ray Sensitivity of rad52-C180A, rad52D, and Wild-Type Strains

doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.0020194.g001
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levels of repaired DNA (Figure 3B and Table 3). In strains
rad52-Y66A, -R70A, -W84A, -R85A, -R156A, and -F186A
approximately 25% of the breaks are sealed to form a
product, whereas in rad52-Y96A, -T163A, and -C180A approx-
imately 10% of the breaks are repaired. Accordingly, most of
the rad52 class C mutant cells die after induction of the break,
simply because they fail to join the resulting two ends. In
addition, as is the case with rad52D strains, we note that cut
DNA disappears as a function of time in rad52 class C mutant
strains despite the fact that no corresponding amount of
product is being formed (Figure 3 and unpublished data). In
rad52D strains, this phenomenon is due to the continuous
degradation of the 59-strand at the breaks. Eventually the
single-stranded region expands to include the restriction
enzyme, SpeI, cut site, which is used to liberate the detectable
fragment for the genomic blot analysis. Accordingly, this
fragment is shifted in the gel [26–28].

rad52 Class C Mutant Strains Are Sensitive to
Camptothecin

A lesion similar to a DSB may also be formed if a cell
replicates a nicked template since a free DNA end is formed
when a replication fork collapses at a nick. The replication
fork can be restored if the free DNA end invades a
homologous sequence in a process that involves recombina-
tion. Unlike repair of a DSB, this event only involves single-
end invasion [29,30]. To test whether this type of DNA lesion
could account for the HR observed in rad52 class C mutant
strains, we determined their ability to survive exposure to the
anti-tumor drug camptothecin. This drug stabilizes the
covalent DNA-Top1 intermediate that forms during the
catalytic DNA nicking-closing cycle of Top1 [31,32]. Accord-
ingly, addition of camptothecin leads to the formation of
stable nicks in the genome that may be converted into
recombinogenic DNA ends when the genome is replicated
[33]. At 0.5 lg/ml camptothecin, the viability of rad52 class C
and rad52D mutant strains is reduced 10- to 1,000-fold and
1,000-fold, respectively, compared to wild-type strains (Figure

4A, and unpublished data). Similar stable DNA nicks are
generated in strains expressing top1-T722A since the nicking-
closing equilibrium of this mutant is shifted towards nicking
[34]. To substantiate the results obtained by exposing rad52
class C mutants to camptothecin, we tested the ability of rad52
class C mutant strains to survive expression of the top1-T722A
mutant (Figure 4B). Plasmid-borne copies of TOP1, top1-
T722A, or a vector control were transferred into haploid
RAD52, rad52D, and rad52 class C mutant strains by
plasmoduction (see Materials and Methods). All strains tested
were competent for plasmoduction as they took up the vector
control and TOP1 expression plasmids as indicated by growth
on the selective media (Figure 4B). Consistent with previous
results, the top1-T722A-containing plasmid could be trans-
ferred to wild-type strains, but not to rad52D strains [35],
showing that rad52D strains do not survive DNA damage
created by expression of the top1-T722A allele. As with rad52D
strains, the top1-T722A plasmid failed to transfer to the rad52
class C mutant strains as indicated by lack of growth on the
selection plates (Figure 4B). Taken together, these data
suggest that rad52 class C mutant strains are deficient in
repair of single-ended DSBs generated by a progressing
replication fork.

rad52 Class C Mutant Strains Perform Break-Induced
Replication with Reduced Efficiency
We also investigated the possibility that a selected rad52

class C mutant, rad52-C180A, could rescue a linearized
plasmid by a reaction that involves break-induced replication
(BIR), by using a chromosome fragmentation assay. In this
assay, one end of the plasmid contains TG1–3 repeats, which
will be rescued by de novo telomere addition, the other end is
rescued in a BIR event that involves one-ended invasion at
the D8B region of Chromosome III [36,37]. Davis and
Symington found that the efficiency of BIR in this assay is
reduced at least 4,000-fold in rad52D strains, and in agree-
ment with this we did not recover any transformants that
result from BIR in the absence of Rad52. On the other hand,

Table 2. Effects of rad52 Mutations on Rad52 Protein Levels, Inter- and Intrachromosomal Recombination, and Rad52 Focus Formation
in Mitotic Cells

Allele Protein Levels

(% of Wild-Type)

Heteroallelic Recombination

(Rate 3 10�8)

Direct Repeat Recombination

(Rate 3 10�6)

Spontaneous Rad52

Focus (% Cells)

RAD59 rad59 G1 S/G2/M

RAD52 100 6 30 110 6 30b 220 6 27d 46 6 12b 0 14

rad52D — 0.6 6 0.3c 1.8 6 0.5 1.5 6 0.4c — —

Y66A 83 6 15a 290 6 50b,c 350 6 30d 30 6 9.2b,c 4 59

R70A 48 6 14a 370 6 60b,c 340 6 60 20 6 6.8b,c 0 56

W84A 60 6 11a 330 6 40b,c 410 6 50d 20 6 5.6b,c 8 71

R85A 37 6 13a 130 6 30b 130 6 70 44 6 12b 0 66

Y96A 42 6 11a 150 6 40b 190 6 60 23 6 7.1b,c 4 75

R156A 62 6 1a 430 6 110b,c 410 6 40 32 6 8.6b 9 65

T163A 40 6 6a 120 6 20b 140 6 40 17 6 3.6b,c 6 62

C180A 71 6 1a 190 6 40b 150 6 30 14 6 3.2b,c 15 55

F186A 60 6 22a 240 6 100b 250 6 50 19 6 3.9b 2 56

ap . 0.05 rad52 mutants versus wild-type.
bp , 0.05 wild-type or rad52 class C mutant versus rad52D.
cp , 0.05 rad52 mutants versus wild-type.
dp , 0.05 RAD52 allele RAD59 versus RAD52 allele rad59.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.0020194.t002
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with rad52-C180A strains, we find that the BIR efficiency is
only 2.7-fold reduced compared to wild-type indicating that
the efficiency of a one-ended invasion is only mildly affected
in class C mutants.

Rad52 Class C Mutant Protein Forms Spontaneous Foci

during the Mitotic Cell Cycle

We have previously used a biologically functional Rad52-
YFP (yellow fluorescent protein) fusion protein to monitor
DNA repair in individual wild-type cells. This is possible as

Rad52-YFP accumulates to form a bright focus at a lesion
during S/G2/M-phase [38,39]. Like wild-type strains, a subset
of S/G2/M-phase cells expressing class C mutant Rad52-YFP
contains a spontaneous focus. This is consistent with rad52
class C mutants being proficient for spontaneous HR (Table 2
and Figure 5A). In fact, the number of cells containing a
repair focus is typically 5- to 6-fold higher than for wild-type
strains. This phenomenon could be due to either more cells
on average forming foci or to foci lasting longer in rad52 class
C mutant strains. To distinguish between these possibilities,

Table 3. Effects of rad52 Mutations on the Repair Efficiency of Defined DNA DSBs

Allele Re-Circularization of Linear Plasmida Mating-Type Switching HO-Induced SSA

Repair Frequencyb Mechanismc Viability (%) Efficiency (%) Viability (%) Deletionsd (%) Repaire (%)

(% of Wild-Type) HR:NHEJ:A / Total

RAD52 100 20 : 0 : 0 / 20 98 6 4 45 6 2 87 6 13 70 6 10 84 6 4

rad52D 0.4 0 : 16 : 1 / 17 69 6 6 0 26 6 8 5 6 2 3 6 1

Y66A 10.4 7 : 9 : 4 / 20 66 6 1 4 6 0.3 40 6 5 10 6 1 24 6 8

R70A 2.0 16 : 2 : 2 / 20 79 6 19 7 6 2 34 6 5 11 6 4 25 6 6

W84A 3.5 5 : 14 : 1 / 20 59 6 16 9 6 3 29 6 4 8 6 2 24 6 10

R85A 0.7 6 : 11 : 3 / 20 66 6 13 2 6 1 17 6 6 12 6 5 28 6 6

Y96A 2.1 0 : 3 : 7 / 10 50 6 11 1 6 1 32 6 11 7 6 2 11 6 2

R156A 10.4 3 : 15 : 2 / 20 63 6 10 9 6 3 29 6 11 10 6 2 23 6 6

T163A 1.1 3 : 15 : 1 / 20 72 6 24 2 6 1 22 6 7 8 6 1 8 6 2

C180A 1.7 8 : 11 : 1 / 20 63 6 9 1 6 0.4 20 6 7 7 6 2 12 6 2

F186A 5.0 1 : 17 : 2 / 20 41 6 3 3 6 0.7 28 6 8 6 6 1 26 6 12

aTransformation with gapped pRS413-TRP1.
bTransformation efficiency normalized to wild-type.
cNumber of independent transformants generated by HR, NHEJ, or an aberrant event A/Total number of transformants analyzed.
dA comparison of the number of Ura� cells present 60 min after HO induction with the number of Trpþ cells present at the zero time point.
eThe repair % was determined five h after HO induction by genomic blot analyses like those presented in Figure 3.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.0020194.t003

Figure 2. Gap Repair Is Impaired in rad52 Class C Mutant Strains

(A) Graphical representation of the assay used to address the nature of gap closure events. Gapped pRS413-TRP1 repaired by HR. This event results in
transfer of the trp1–1 mutation in the genome to the plasmid. The position of the trp1–1 mutation relative to the gapped TRP1 plasmid-borne sequence
is indicated by an asterisk. Repair by simple NHEJ (without any further rearrangement/deletion of plasmid DNA) results in a 273-bp deletion in TRP1. The
two types of events were distinguished by PCR using a plasmid specific primer pair, indicated as small arrows. The PCR product sizes expected from
transformants resulting from a gapped plasmid that has been repaired by HR and from one that has been closed by NHEJ are shown.
(B) Gel electrophoresis analysis of PCR fragments obtained from strains transformed with gapped pRS413-TRP1. Arrows point to the band sizes
expected if the gapped plasmid has been repaired by HR or by NHEJ. Representative analyses of ten transformants obtained with wild-type strains
(lanes 1–10), ten with rad52-C180A strains (lanes 12–21), and ten with rad52D strains (lanes 23–32). Sizes of relevant bands in the DNA marker (lane 11,
22, and 33) are indicated.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.0020194.g002
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rad52-C180A-YFP was analyzed in more detail by time-lapse
microscopy (Figure 5B). The results from this analysis suggest
that repair in the rad52-C180A-YFP mutant strain is slower
than in wild-type strains. Specifically, 50% of all repair foci
are processed within 10 min in wild-type cells and 90% within
1 h. In comparison, rad52-C180A-YFP cells need approx-
imately 1 and 6 h to process 50% and 90% of all repair foci,
respectively. The longer duration of Rad52-C180A-YFP foci
likely reflects slow repair. In most cells, Rad52-C180A-YFP
foci eventually disappear and cell division proceeds as normal
indicating that the spontaneous Rad52-C180A-CFP foci
represent active repair of spontaneous DNA lesions and not
inactive Rad52 aggregates. Overall, the percentage of cells
forming foci per cell cycle is higher in rad52-C180A strains
(76%) compared to wild-type strains (53%) indicating that
the number of lesions is slightly increased in rad52-C180A
strains or that some foci in wild-type cells are too short-lived
to be registered in the analysis. Finally, unlike wild-type
strains most of the rad52 class C mutant strains (seven out of
nine) contain Rad52-YFP foci at a low frequency in G1 cells.
Since yeast has been shown to adapt to the DNA damage
checkpoint at G2/M [40,41] such foci are likely the result of

long-lasting Rad52 foci being transmitted into G1 cells after
adaptation to the G2/M checkpoint.

A Rad52 Class C Mutant Protein and Rad51 Co-Localize at
a Defined DNA DSB
The failure of rad52 class C mutant strains to repair c-ray-

induced damage as well as defined DSBs could be explained if
these lesions were never recognized by the mutant Rad52
species. To test this possibility, all class C rad52-YFP mutant
strains were c-irradiated with a dose of 80 krad to investigate
whether this would induce class C Rad52-YFP focus for-
mation (Table 1). As previously observed, un-irradiated wild-
type G1 cells rarely, if ever, form repair foci. However, after
irradiation, 69% of wild-type G1 cells display one or more
bright foci [38]. This may represent an abnormal stress
situation where the system that normally prevents Rad52-
dependent DNA repair to occur in G1 is overwhelmed or
bypassed. Interestingly, c-irradiation did not increase the
number of rad52 class C mutant G1 cells containing a class C
Rad52-YFP focus. In S/G2/M cells, which represent the
population of cells where Rad52 dependent repair normally
occurs, the number of wild-type cells that contain at least one

Figure 3. Kinetics of the Repair of a DSB Produced between Directly Repeated leu2 Heteroalleles

(A) Graphical representation of the assay used to follow HO-endonuclease-induced direct-repeat HR. The positions of the leu2-DBstEII and leu2-DEcoRI
heteroalleles are indicated by black wedges. The position of the HO cut-site, HOcs, is indicated by an arrow. The product resulting from DSB repair by
SSA is shown below the direct-repeat assay. Note that the product is given as a wild-type sequence, but it could also contain any combination of the
leu2-DBstEII and leu2-DEcoRI alleles, as the analysis performed here does not discriminate between these possibilities. Arrows labeled SpeI indicate the
positions of the SpeI cut-sites used to release the region from its chromosomal context for genomic blot analysis. Horizontal bars represent the location
of the probe used for genomic blot analysis.
(B) The DSB was produced by induction of the HO-endonuclease and repair was analyzed in three different strain backgrounds, wild-type, rad52D, and
rad52-C180A, as indicated. In each strain, the kinetics of three DNA species in the process was followed: uncut DNA, cut DNA, and product. The positions
of these species are indicated by arrows. A DNA fragment serving as loading control (see Materials and Methods) is also visualized. The number above
each lane indicates the time point after induction of the HO-endonuclease in hours.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.0020194.g003
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Rad52-YFP focus increases 6-fold after c-irradiation. In
contrast, no significant increase is observed with rad52 class
C mutant cells (compare Tables 1 and 2). These results suggest
that class C mutant Rad52-YFP proteins are not recruited to
c-ray-induced DSBs. However, this conclusion may be flawed
because the majority of rad52 class C mutant S/G2/M cells
already contain a repair focus before irradiation making it
hard to determine whether any additional foci were formed.
We therefore decided to investigate whether a selected Rad52
class C mutant protein, Rad52-C180A-CFP (cyan fluorescent
protein), is recruited to an HO-inducible cut-site. In strains
expressing the lac-repressor fused to YFP, this HO cut-site is
marked by a yellow dot in the nucleus as it is adjacent to an
array of 256 copies of lacO (Figure 6A). This allows a Rad52
focus formed at the induced DSB to be distinguished from a
focus at a spontaneous lesion. With wild-type cells, approx-
imately 60% of the cells contain a Rad52 focus. This number
roughly represents the induction efficiency, i.e., the fraction
of cells where a DNA DSB was induced, as spontaneous foci
are rare in a population of wild-type cells. Of the cells that
contained a Rad52 focus after induction, 90% contained a
Rad52 focus that co-localized with the induced DNA DSB.
This confirms our previous observation that Rad52 is
efficiently recruited to this break [39]. With rad52-C180A-
CFP strains, Rad52-C180A-CFP foci co-localized with the
labeled DNA DSB in 55% of the cases, showing that Rad52-
C180A is also recruited to a defined DNA DSB. At first glance,
it may seem that the recruitment efficiency of Rad52-C180A-
CFP is somewhat reduced compared to wild-type Rad52-CFP.
However, it is important to note that, unlike in wild-type,
many rad52-C180A-CFP cells already contain a spontaneous

focus before induction. If the DSB induction efficiency in the
mutant is similar to that in wild-type (60%), a significant
number of rad52-C180A-CFP cells containing a spontaneous
focus may in fact not have received a DSB during induction.
We therefore believe that 55% is an underestimate of the
recruitment efficiency as these cells contribute to increase
the total number of cells containing a focus after induction.
As previously shown for wild-type strains, fortuitous co-
localization of Rad52-C180A-CFP and the HO-induced break
is less than 5% in control cells that do not express the HO-
endonuclease and in cells where the HO-inducible DSB and
the lacO array are placed on different chromosomes (Figure
6B and 6C).
Next, we investigated whether Rad51, which is required in

the subsequent steps of the repair pathway, is also recruited
to a specific DNA DSB in rad52-C180A strains. Specifically, co-
localization of Rad52-C180A-YFP and Rad51-CFP was deter-
mined at a specific DNA DSB induced by the I-SceI
endonuclease. In a strain expressing the tetI-repressor fused
to RFP (red fluorescent protein), this I-SceI cut-site is marked
by a red dot in the nucleus as it is adjacent to an array of 336
copies of tetO (Figure 7). Similar to above, approximately 55%
of the wild-type cells contained a Rad52-YFP focus after
induction. Of these cells, 95% contain a Rad52 focus that co-
localized with the marked I-SceI cut-site. Previously, Rad51
and Rad52 have been shown to co-localize at an HO-induced
DSB at the MAT locus [42]. In agreement with this, we
observed that the Rad52 foci that co-localized with an I-SceI
cut-site also co-localized with a Rad51-CFP focus in 95% of
the cases (Figure 7), demonstrating the presence of both the
repair proteins at the I-SceI-induced DSB. Of the 56% rad52-

Figure 4. rad52 Class C Mutant Strains Are Sensitive to Stable Topoisomerase-Induced DNA Nicks

(A) Serial 10-fold dilutions of wild-type, rad52-C180A, and rad52 null strains were spotted on solid medium containing no camptothecin or 0.5 lg/ml
camptothecin as indicated.
(B) pWJ1439 (TOP1), pWJ1440 (top1-T722A), and pRS415 were transferred to wild-type, rad52D, and all rad52 class C mutant strains by plasmoduction as
described in Materials and Methods. The positions of wild-type, rad52D, rad52-Y66A, -R70A, -W84A, -R85A, -Y96A, -R156A, -T163A, -C180A, and -F186A
strains on selective plates are indicated by numbers: 1, (2 and 3), 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, and 12, respectively.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.0020194.g004
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C180A-YFP cells that contained a Rad52-C180A-YFP focus,
46% of these foci co-localized with the I-SceI cut-site. Similar
to wild-type cells, 94% of the observed Rad52-C180A-YFP
foci that co-localized with an I-SceI cut-site also co-localized
with a Rad51-CFP focus. These results show that Rad51 is
efficiently recruited to a repair focus at a defined DNA DSB
in a rad52-C180A strain.

Homologous Recombination Is Efficiently Induced by UV-
Irradiation in rad52 Class C Mutant Strains

The fact that rad52 class C mutant strains fail to repair
DSBs, yet efficiently produce recombinants by HR, prompted
us to look for another type of lesion that could induce HR in
these mutants. It is well known that HR is stimulated by UV-
irradiation [11], which produces DNA lesions that mostly
consist of pyrimidine dimers and pyrimidine adducts [12]. To
investigate whether UV-rays can induce HR in rad52 class C
mutant strains, the mutants were irradiated by a dose that
resulted in 91% viability for wild-type and 15% for rad52D
strains (Table 4). Although rare, DSBs may form as the result
of bi-stranded and clustered UV-ray-induced damage [43]
and the higher lethality observed for rad52D strains compared
to wild-type strains may be due to the failure of rad52D strains
to repair these DSBs. In agreement with this view, the UV
sensitivities measured for rad52 class C mutant strains, which
also fail to repair DSBs, are similar to that obtained for
rad52D cells. At this UV dose, the frequency of heteroallelic
interchromosomal HR is increased 410-fold in wild-type
strains compared to the spontaneous HR rate (Table 4).
Similar stimulations of HR, 230-fold (rad52-R70A) to 800-fold
(rad52-T163A), relative to the spontaneous rates of HR, were
observed for all rad52 class C mutant strains. Importantly, the
absolute HR frequencies obtained for most of the rad52 class
C mutant strains after UV irradiation are higher (3.4-fold in
the case of rad52-Y66A) than the HR frequency obtained with

wild-type strains (Table 4). We note that prototroph
formation is also strongly stimulated in rad52D strains. Such
prototrophs, which are formed independently of Rad52, do
not contribute significantly to the number of prototrophs
obtained in wild-type and in class C mutant strains, as they
occur at a frequency that is more than 100-fold lower than in
these strains (Table 4). Rad52 independent prototroph
formation has previously been observed in rad52D strains
designed to detect heteroallelic HR [44]. However, in that
study they were accounted for as being generated by UV-
induced mutation rather than by HR. Since rad52 is a known
mutator [45], we investigated the ability of diploid wild-type,
rad52-C180A, and rad52D strains, which are homozygous for
either leu2-DBstEII or leu2-DEcoRI, for their ability to revert
and form prototrophs after UV-irradiation. In all cases, no
prototrophs were obtained when similar numbers of cells
were plated. Hence, in the case of wild-type and rad52-C180A,
reversion rates are at least three orders of magnitude lower
than the rates of prototroph formation found for hetero-
alleles. For rad52D strains it is at least 6-fold reduced. Hence,
prototrophs obtained from heterozygous leu2-DBstEII/leu2-
DEcoRI strains after UV irradiation are likely true recombi-
nants. Together, these results show that some UV-induced
DNA lesions are substrates for Rad52 class C mutant species
in a process that yields viable recombinants at wild-type
levels.

Discussion

In this study we have thoroughly characterized rad52 class C
mutants, which were originally identified in a plasmid-based
screen as being c-ray sensitive but proficient for HR [17].
First, we confirmed this separation-of-function phenotype in
strains where the mutations were integrated into the RAD52
locus. Next, we examined the separation-of-function pheno-

Figure 5. Duration of Spontaneous Rad52-YFP and Rad52-C180A-YFP Foci

(A) Rad52-YFP and Rad52-C180A-YFP foci are formed in small-budded cells in mitotically growing cultures. Arrowheads point to Rad52-YFP foci. Scale
bar, 3 lm.
(B) The percentage of cells that do not develop a Rad52 focus during a cell cycle is shown in the left side of the histogram. The percentage of cells that
do form a Rad52 focus is shown in the right side of the histogram as a distribution arranged according to the duration of the Rad52 focus observed in
individual cells. Each column represents the percentage of cells that have turned the Rad52 focus over in the time frame indicated. Results from RAD52
and rad52-C180A strains are shown as indicated. Median duration of Rad52 foci is 8 min for the wild-type and 57 min for rad52-C180A.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.0020194.g005
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type in more detail. With respect to HR, we showed that the
mitotic HR observed in rad52 class C mutants is not due to a
compensatory effect of Rad59. With respect to the inability of
rad52 class C mutants to repair DNA DSBs, we analyzed them
in three different types of DSB repair assays, one measuring
repair by SSA (direct-repeat recombination assay) and two
measuring repair by gene conversion (mating-type switching
and plasmid gap-repair assays) and firmly established that
these mutants are defective in DSB repair by HR. Indeed, the
repair efficiencies of the three different types of DSBs in the
rad52 class C mutants resemble that obtained in the absence
of Rad52. Moreover, the results obtained with the plasmid
gap-repair assay, where the individual contributions of HR
and NHEJ to DSB repair can be evaluated, show that a gapped
plasmid is repaired preferentially by NHEJ in rad52 class C

mutant strains rather than by HR as in wild-type strains.
Thus, we conclude that rad52 class C mutants fail to repair
endonuclease-induced DSBs via mechanisms that require
strand invasion of an intact homologous sequence as well as
via a more simple mechanism where the ends can be joined by
annealing.
Several of the Rad52 functions in DNA DSB repair could

potentially be impaired by the rad52 class C mutations as
Rad52-mediated DNA DSB repair is a multi-step reaction
that involves many activities, including binding to Rad51,
Rad59, RP-A, and DNA [46–50]. All nine rad52 class C
mutations are situated in the evolutionarily conserved N-
terminus of Rad52, which contains a DNA-binding domain,
domains responsible for Rad52 self-association, and Rad59
binding [50–53]. However, an inspection of the three-dimen-

Figure 6. Rad52-C180A-CFP Is Recruited to a Specific DNA Double-Strand Break

(A) Assay in Chromosome III for visualizing an HO-endonuclease inducible DSB. Yellow boxes: lacO sites. Cyan triangle: HO cut-site (HOcs). Solid circle:
centromere.
(B) Localization of a Rad52–CFP focus to an HO-endonuclease-induced DSB. The panels show YFP, CFP, CFP/YFP-merged, and DIC images of
representative cells of a strain expressing Rad52-C180A-CFP in a strain with a lacO tandem array next to an HOcs on Chromosome III (left, strain W4021-
20A) and in a strain with an HOcs on Chromosome III and a lacO tandem array on Chromosome IV (right, strain W4341-16A). The lacO tandem array is
visualized by LacI-YFP as a yellow focus. The marked foci (arrowheads) in the left panels are examples of Rad52/LacI co-localization and the arrowheads
in the example on the right indicate the absence of co-localization when the lacO elements and the HOcs are on different chromosomes. Scale bar, 3
lm.
(C) Quantitative analysis of co-localization between Rad52-CFP and YFP-LacI foci. Chromosomal locations of the HOcs and the lacO tandem array are
given below the histogram columns. As a control, strain W4341-6D with no HOcs was analyzed. The wild-type dataset shown for comparison is from
[39].
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.0020194.g006
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sional crystal structure of an N-terminal fragment of human
Rad52 [52,54] showed that eight of the corresponding amino
acid residues in the human Rad52 structure are located in, or
close to, the putative DNA-binding groove (see Figure S2).
The remaining amino acid residue, HsRad52-Y81 (ScRad52-
Y96A) is buried beneath this groove. Moreover, four of the
corresponding human Rad52 mutant species: HsRad52-Y51A
(ScY66A), HsRad52-R55A (ScR70A), HsRad52-R70A
(ScR85A), and HsRad52-Y81A (ScY96A) have been purified,
and the three latter species show decreased affinity for single-
stranded DNA [52,55]. Hence, the failure of Rad52 class C
mutants to perform efficient DSB repair may likely be a
consequence of impaired DNA-binding activity.

Defective DNA-binding of Rad52 may affect several stages
of the DNA repair process, e.g., resection, homology search,
strand invasion, and second-strand capture. The genomic blot
analyses indicate that the nucleolytic processing of DSB ends

is intact in rad52 class C mutant strains. This is not surprising,
as most models for DSB repair predict that the single-stranded
DNA tails at the break are covered by RP-A before Rad52 is
recruited [56–59]. In agreement with this view, we have
previously shown that RP-A is recruited to a DSB in the
absence of Rad52 [60]. In fact, if Rad52 class C mutants are
defective in DNA binding, the inability to repair DNA DSBs
could simply be explained by the failure of the mutant
proteins to recognize and bind to these lesions. In contra-
diction to this view, we observed in two independent experi-
ments that Rad52-C180A was recruited to defined DNA DSBs,
one induced by the HO-endonuclease on Chromosome III and
one induced by I-SceI on Chromosome V. These results
indicate that the DNA-binding domain in the Rad52 N-
terminus is not required for Rad52 recruitment to the DNA
lesion. This recruitment is then most easily explained by a
scenario where Rad52 is attracted to the DNA lesion via its

Figure 7. Rad51-CFP and Rad52-C180A-YFP Are Recruited to a Specific DNA DSB

(A) Assay in Chromosome V for visualizing an I-SceI-endonuclease inducible DSB. Red boxes: tetO sites. Cyan triangle: I-SceI cut-site (I-SceIcs). Solid circle:
centromere.
(B) Localization of Rad51-CFP and Rad52-C180A-YFP foci to an I-SceI-endonuclease-induced DSB. The panels show YFP, CFP, RFP, RFP/YFP-merged, and
CFP/RFP/YFP-merged, as well as a bright field image of representative cells containing Rad51-CFP and Rad52-C180A-YFP in a strain with a tetO tandem
array next to an I-SceIcs on Chromosome V. The tetO tandem array is visualized by TetI-RFP as a red focus. The Rad51-CFP, Rad52-YFP, and TetI-RFP foci
are marked by arrowheads. Scale bar, 3 lm.
(C) Quantitative analysis of co-localization between Rad52-C180A-YFP/RFP–TetI foci and Rad51-CFP foci. The wild-type dataset is shown for comparison.
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.0020194.g007
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ability to interact with RP-A when the latter has formed a
complex with single-stranded DNA at the DSB. This view is
supported by the observation that Rad52-C180A, like wild-
type Rad52, physically interacts with Rfa1 in a two-hybrid
assay (unpublished data) and that no wild-type Rad52 focus is
formed at a lesion in the absence of RP-A [60]. Accordingly,
rad52 class C mutations affect a function in Rad52 that is
downstream of damage recognition. In fact, we have shown
that the reaction is blocked after Rad51 has been recruited to
the DNA DSB. However, our experiments do not show
whether Rad51 or Rad52 are bound to the damaged DNA in
the repair center. The possibility exists that they are just
attracted to the lesion via protein-protein interactions. In this
case, the failure of Rad52 class C mutants to efficiently bind
DNA could result in its inability to mediate the replacement of
RP-A by Rad51, thus impairing repair. If, on the other hand, a
Rad51 filament is formed at the lesion in rad52 class C mutant
cells, we speculate that the DSB remains unrepaired either
because the defective Rad52 DNA-binding activity impairs a
Rad52-catalyzed homology search important for strand
invasion or an annealing step important for second-strand
capture. The latter view may explain the observation that the
BIR efficiency is reduced only 3-fold in rad52-C180A strains as
second-strand capture is not required in BIR.

It is generally believed that DSBs are the lesions that
initiate spontaneous HR. However, here we show that nine
rad52 class C mutants are proficient for spontaneous inter-
and intrachromosomal heteroallelic HR, but fail to repair
different types of DSBs. Since Rad52 forms spontaneous
repair foci during S-, but not during the G1-phase of the cell
cycle [38], an alternative source of spontaneous HR could be
recombinogenic DNA ends generated when a migrating
replication fork converts a nick into a DSB. Such ends may
be easier to repair than those induced by c-irradiation and
endonucleases as they require only a one-ended invasion of
the intact strand to restore the replication fork. However,
rad52 class C mutant strains are sensitive to camptothecin and
Top1-T722A expression. If the replication-induced ends in
these experiments are equivalent to the DNA end rescued in
the BIR experiment, these results may appear surprising as
BIR is reduced only 3-fold in rad52-C180A compared to wild-
type. However, unlike in the BIR experiment, multiple lesions

are likely produced when Top1-T722A is expressed and in the
presence of camptothecin, and strains with a weakened, but
not abolished, ability to repair such lesions may die. The
possibility therefore still remains that one-ended DNA breaks
contribute to spontaneous HR. However, if this contribution
was large, one would expect that even a small, but significant,
reduction of the efficiency of one-ended DNA break repair
should be reflected as reduced HR levels. Since this is not the
case in the rad52 class C mutants, replication-induced breaks
are likely to initiate only a minor fraction of the spontaneous
recombination events.
Based on the above, we find it unlikely that DSBs

contribute substantially to the spontaneous HR observed
for rad52 class C mutant strains, since mutant cells only rarely
survive even a single DSB. This view is supported by work
from Fabre and colleagues based on their studies of srs2 and
sgs1 strains [61]. They argued that srs2 sgs1 synthetic lethality
is due to a toxic recombination intermediate. If this
intermediate were initiated by spontaneous DSBs, they must
occur at a sufficiently high frequency to prevent propagation
of srs2 sgs1 strains. However, since rad52 null lig4 as well as
rad52 null lig4 srs2 sgs1 strains, which cannot repair DSBs (i.e.,
no HR and no NHEJ), are viable, they conclude that DSBs
cannot be initiating the frequent recombination intermedi-
ates that kill srs2 sgs1 strains. In this context, it is important to
note that around 75% of rad52-C180A cells spontaneously
develop a Rad52-C180A focus during the cell cycle. If these
foci solely represent attempts to repair DSBs in the genome,
then rad52-C180A strains should be inviable due to their
inability to repair DSBs. Moreover, we observe that Rad52-
C180A foci are turned over before cell division, albeit at a
slow rate, suggesting that repair of the spontaneous lesions is
in fact completed.
We also note that some of the rad52 class C mutants are

hyperrecombinogenic. This behavior is similar to mutations
in proteins of the Mre11-Rad50-Xrs2 complex (MRX), which
act at an early stage of both HR and NHEJ [3], and also
produce a hyper-recombination phenotype [62]. The high HR
rate in these MRX mutants is thought to be due to a shift in
the preferred repair template from the sister chromatid to
the homologous chromosome, hence increasing the number
of scorable recombinants [63]. We find that the median

Table 4. UV-Ray Survival and Induction of Mitotic Heteroallelic Inter-Chromosomal Recombination in rad52 Mutant Strains

Allele Survival (%) Heteroallelic Recombination

Frequency 3 10�5 Relative Fold-Upa Fold Inductionb

RAD52 91 41 1 410

rad52D 15 0.27 0.0066 450

Y66A 28 140 3.4 483

R70A 24 85 2.1 230

W84A 24 120 2.9 364

R85A 9 73 1.8 563

Y96A 37 40 0.98 267

R156A 28 100 2.4 233

T163A 12 96 2.3 800

C180A 11 100 2.4 526

F186A 14 110 2.7 458

aFrequency of UV-induced HR in a given strain relative to the frequency of UV-induced HR in wild-type strains.
bUV-induced recombination frequency relative to the corresponding rate of spontaneous recombination (see Table 2).
doi:10.1371/journal.pgen.0020194.t004
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lifetime of a Rad52 class C mutant repair focus is seven times
longer than a wild-type Rad52 focus. This longer time frame
of repair may increase the frequency of genetic exchange
with the homolog. Alternatively, more recombinational
lesions may be formed in rad52 class C mutant strains. In
fact, we observe that a larger number of cells spontaneously
form Rad52 repair foci during the cell cycle in rad52 class C
mutant cells than in wild-type cells.

If only a minor fraction of spontaneous HR is initiated by
DSBs, alternative lesions need to be considered as triggers for
HR. In many of the original models for HR, DNA nicks and
single-stranded gaps were proposed to initiate HR [64–66]. In
the present study, we find that UV-irradiation leads to a
dramatic increase in interchromosomal heteroallelic HR in
rad52 class C mutant strains. This is similar to what has been
observed for wild-type strains. UV-rays mostly produce
pyrimidine dimmers, and in the dark, the majority of these
lesions are repaired by the nucleotide excision and base
excision repair pathways. This type of repair produces nicks
and single-stranded DNA gaps that could be recombinogenic.
Moreover un-repaired pyrimidine dimers may lead to stalled
replication forks and expose regions of single-stranded DNA.
Single-stranded gaps are potent substrates for recombination
in E. coli via the RecFOR pathway [13–16], and it is interesting
to note that both the RecFOR complex and Rad52 mediate
replacement of a single-strand binding protein, SSB and RP-
A, respectively, to allow access of a protein with a strand
invasion activity, RecA and Rad51, respectively, during DNA
repair [16,56,57,59,67–69]. In addition, a stalled replication
fork may produce a DNA substrate suitable for HR, if the fork
is regressed into a ‘‘chicken foot’’ structure and the resulting
DNA end processed by nucleases to produce a stretch of
single-stranded DNA [30]. Considering that Rad52 repair foci
form during DNA replication, such lesions are attractive
candidates as substrates that elicit spontaneous HR.

Recently, it was demonstrated that nicked intermediates
produced by mutant RAG proteins during V(D)J recombina-
tion can be channeled into HR [70]. Furthermore, the
spectrum of spontaneous recombinants obtained in an assay
that measures direct-repeat gene conversion and unequal
sister-chromatid exchange in a mammalian cell line is similar
to the spectrum obtained after addition of camptothecin, but
different from the spectrum obtained after induction of
recombination by the endonuclease I-SceI [71]. Accordingly,
lesions other than DSBs may also play a significant role in
spontaneous HR in higher eukaryotes.

Materials and Methods

Genetic methods, strains, and plasmids. All media were prepared
as described previously [72] with minor modifications as the synthetic
medium contains twice the amount of leucine (60 mg/L). Standard
genetic techniques were used to manipulate yeast strains [73] and
transformations were performed according to [74]. All strains are
derivatives of W303 [75] except that they are RAD5 [76,77] and are
listed in Table S1. Plasmids pJH283 [78] and pJH132 contain a
GAL10::HO fusion in a CEN4 ARS1-based vector as well as a TRP1 and
a URA3 marker for selection, respectively, and were kindly provided
by J. Haber. For construction of pRS413-TRP1, a replicative ARSH4/
CEN6-based plasmid, see Protocol S1. The plasmid CFV/D8B-tg was a
kind gift from Dr. L. Symington.

Viability after c- and UV-irradiation, HO-endonuclease induction,
and exposure to camptothecin sensitivity. HO-endonuclease induc-
tion and c- and UV-irradiation was performed as previously
described [27,79], except UV-irradiation was performed by using a
Stratalinker 2400 UV Crosslinker from Stratagene (La Jolla, Cal-

ifornia, United States) and cells were exposed to a dose of 50 J/m2 at
254 nm. The dose rate of the c-irradiator was 2.1 krad/min. The slope
(a) of the resulting straight line can be used to calculate an LD37
value -ln(1/0.37)/lna. The LD37 value represents the dose in krad
necessary to induce a mean of one lethal hit per cell and was used to
quantitatively compare survival of different strains. For details see
Protocol S1. Camptothecin sensitivity was assayed by growing cells
overnight to mid-log phase. A 10-fold serial dilution for each culture
was made and spotted on two individual YPD plates containing 0 and
0.5 lg camptothecin, respectively. The ability of each strain to form
colonies on each plate was evaluated after 3 d incubation at 30 8C.

Determination of spontaneous and induced mitotic recombination
rates. Spontaneous mitotic HR between leu2-DEcoRI and leu2-DBstEII
heteroalleles was measured in diploid strains (interchromosomal HR)
or in haploid strains (intrachromosomal HR) as previously described
[27,79]. The intrachromosomal HR assay used contains the leu2-
heteroalleles in the proximal configuration. HO-endonuclease-
induced intrachromosomal direct-repeat HR was performed as
previously described [27,79]. UV-induced interchromosomal leu2-
DEcoRI/leu2-DBstEII heteroallelic HR experiments were made in
triplicates for each strain analyzed. The HR frequency after UV-
irradiation was determined by dividing the total number of
recombinants in the culture by the total corresponding number of
surviving cells following irradiation.

Determination of BIR efficiency. The ability of selected strains to
perform BIR was evaluated by a chromosome fragmentation assay
[36,37] . Specifically, 1 lg of either intact or SnaBI linearized CFV/
D8B-tg plasmid was transformed into relevant ura3–1, ade2–1 strains.
The BIR efficiency for each strain was determined as the number of
BIR transformants obtained by linearized CFV/D8B-tg divided by the
number of transformants obtained by uncut CFV/D8B-tg. BIR
transformants were identified as Uraþ transformants with a low rate
of red sectoring, in contrast to transformants resulting from plasmids
that had simply re-circularized, which were characterized by a very
high rate of red sectoring. For further details, see [36].

Plasmoduction. Details of the plasmoduction protocol for trans-
ferring plasmids into haploid strains by mating will be published
elsewhere (RJDR and RR, unpublished data). In brief, the MATa
plasmid donor strain J1361 was transformed with pWJ1439 (TOP1),
pWJ1440 (top1-T722A), or pRS415 (vector), and crossed to the MATa
rad52 class C mutants using a mating reaction that predominantly
produces heterokaryons rather than diploids. Plasmid transfer into
the recipient nucleus is selected for, while counter-selection is
applied to the donor nucleus using 5-FOA and galactose. The
selection plates were photographed after 3 d incubation at 30 8C to
measure the growth of the recipient MATa strains containing the
plasmids.

Gap-repair assay. To evaluate the gap-repair frequency, strains
were transformed with circular and linear pRS413-TRP1. The linear
substrate was made by cutting the TRP1marker in pRS413-TRP1 with
BsgI and MfeI. The resulting gap spans the region that harbors the
trp1–1 amber stop-codon mutation [80] in the genome. Trans-
formants containing a plasmid sealed by HR or by NHEJ is therefore
Hisþ Trp-. The repair frequency was calculated by dividing the
number of Hisþ Trp- transformants with the number of trans-
formants obtained in a parallel experiment using circular pRS413-
TRP1. To determine whether the plasmid was sealed by NHEJ or by
HR, a PCR assay using plasmid specific primers, T3 and T7 (59-
AATTAACCCTCACTAAAGGG-39 and 59-TAATACGACTCACTA-
TAGGG-39) was employed. Events generated by NHEJ and HR
produces PCR fragments of approximately 902 bp and 1,175 bp,
respectively. If the 1,175-bp fragment is generated by HR it contains
trp1–1. This was verified by demonstrating the absence of a Bsu36I site
in the 1,175-bp fragment.

Determination of Rad52 concentrations in RAD52 and rad52
strains. Western blot analysis and subsequent quantification of band
intensities were performed as previously described [50] except for
minor modifications (see Protocol S1).

Yeast live cell imaging and fluorescence microscopy. Cells from
liquid cultures were imaged by fluorescence microscopy as described
previously [38,60]. Image acquisition times for Rad52-CFP and Rad52-
YFP were 750 ms and 1,000 ms, respectively. Induction of Rad52-CFP
and Rad52-YFP foci by c-irradiation was done after the cells received
a dose of 80 krad followed by 30 min of recovery in liquid SC medium
at 23 8C. The fluorescently marked (YFP-LacI) chromosomal HO cut-
site, the fluorescently marked (RFP-TetI) chromosomal I-SceI cut-site,
and induction of DSBs at these sequences by the HO- and I-SceI
endonucleases, respectively, were described previously [39]. The red
fluorophore used in this study is the monomeric version of DsRed
(mRFP1; [81]). The yellow- and blue-shifted enhanced variants of the
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GFP gene and the DNA sequence encoding the monomeric version of
DsRed (mRFP1) were generous gifts from R. Tsien (University of
California, San Diego, California, United States).

Statistical methods. A Student’s t-test was used to determine the
significance of differences among the mutants versus wild-type and
rad52D strains when comparing protein levels and mitotic and direct-
repeat HR rates. For replacement events, the test of significance was
determined using a chi-square analysis.
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Supporting Information

Supporting Figures

Glucose Galactose

Wild-type

rad52-C180A

rad52∆

Figure S.1. Induced mating-type switching is lethal in rad52 class C mu-
tant strains. Strains were transformed with a plasmid that allowed galac-
tose induced expression of the HO-endonuclease. A spot assay was per-
formed to evaluate the sensitivity of rad52 strains to expression of the HO-
endonuclease. Serial 10-fold dilutions of wild-type, rad52-C180A and rad52∆
strains were spotted on solid repressive medium, SC-Ura + 2% glucose and
solid inductive medium, SC-Ura + 2% galactose as indicated.

R55
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DNA binding grooveA B
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Figure S.2. rad52 class C mutations are located at the DNA binding site
of Rad52. A single subunit of the human Rad52 N-terminal fragment (amino
acid residues 1-212) is shown in the upper panels (A and B). The positions
of amino acid residues corresponding to mutated residues in S. cerevisiae
class C rad52 mutations are presented in yellow and indicated with arrows.
Representations of Rad52 subunits (N-terminal fragments) in an undecameric
ring are given in the lower panels (C and D). Rad52 coordinates are from
Kagawa et al. (2002) and Singleton et al. (2002).
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Table S1.  Strains used in this study. All strains are made in this study with the exception of the strains marked by 

footnotes 

Strain
a
 Genotype 

W1588-4C
b
 MATa  ade2-1 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2-3,112  trp1-1  ura3-1 

  

J787 MATa  rad52-Y66A ade2-1 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2-3,112  trp1-1  ura3-1 

J788 MATa  rad52-R70A  ade2-1 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2-3,112  trp1-1  ura3-1 

J774 MATa rad52-W84A  ade2-1 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2-3,112  trp1-1  ura3-1 

J738 MATa rad52-R85A ade2-1 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2-3,112  trp1-1  ura3-1 

J765-1 MATa rad52-Y96A ade2-1 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2-3,112  trp1-1  ura3-1  

J771 MATa rad52-R156A ade2-1 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2-3,112  trp1-1  ura3-1 

J783 MATa rad52-T163A ade2-1 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2-3,112  trp1-1  ura3-1 

J786 MATa rad52-C180A ade2-1 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2-3,112  trp1-1  ura3-1 

J777 MATa rad52-F186A ade2-1 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2-3,112  trp1-1  ura3-1  

  

W3749-14C
c
 MATa  RAD52-YFP ADE2 bar1::LEU2 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2-3,112  trp1-1  ura3-1 

J1207 MATa  rad52-Y66A-YFP ADE2 bar1::LEU2 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2-3,112  trp1-1  ura3-1 

W3840-15D MATa  rad52-R70A-YFP  ADE2 bar1::LEU2 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2-3,112  trp1-1  ura3-1 

UM190-6B MATa rad52-W84A-YFP  ADE2 bar1::LEU2 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2-3,112  trp1-1  ura3-1 

W3734-8B MATa rad52-R85A-YFP ADE2 bar1::LEU2 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2-3,112  trp1-1  ura3-1 

UM140-2A MATa rad52-Y96A-YFP ADE2 bar1::LEU2 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2-3,112  trp1-1  ura3-1 

W3167-5A MATa rad52-R156A-YFP ADE2 bar1::LEU2 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2-3,112  trp1-1  ura3-1 

W4024-1B MATa rad52-T163A-YFP ADE2 bar1::LEU2 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2-3,112  trp1-1  ura3-1 

W2594-4A MATa rad52-C180A-8ALA-YFP ADE2 bar1::LEU2 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2-3,112  trp1-1  

ura3-1 

UM31-1D MATa rad52-F186A-YFP ADE2 bar1::LEU2 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2-3,112  trp1-1  ura3-1 

  

W2282-2C Mat::HIS3 rad52::HIS5 leu2-∆EcoRI::URA3-HO::leu2-∆BstEII  trp1-1 

W2158-1C Mat::HIS3 Rad52 leu2-∆EcoRI::URA3-HO::leu2-∆BstEII  trp1-1 

J822 Mat::HIS3 rad52-Y66A leu2-∆EcoRI::URA3-HO::leu2-∆BstEII  trp1-1 

W4158-3D Mat::HIS3 rad52-R70A leu2-∆EcoRI::URA3-HO::leu2-∆BstEII  trp1-1  

W4159-6C Mat::HIS3 rad52-W84A leu2-∆EcoRI::URA3-HO::leu2-∆BstEII  trp1-1  

W2158-16B Mat::HIS3 rad52-R85A leu2-∆EcoRI::URA3-HO::leu2-∆BstEII  trp1-1  

W2177-15D Mat::HIS3 rad52-Y96A leu2-∆EcoRI::URA3-HO::leu2-∆BstEII  trp1-1  

W4157-5A Mat::HIS3 rad52-R156A leu2-∆EcoRI::URA3-HO::leu2-∆BstEII  trp1-1  

W2180-3A Mat::HIS3 rad52-T163A leu2-∆EcoRI::URA3-HO::leu2-∆BstEII  trp1-1  

W2181-8A Mat::HIS3 rad52-C180A leu2-∆EcoRI::URA3-HO::leu2-∆BstEII  trp1-1  

W2179-16A Mat::HIS3 rad52-F186A leu2-∆EcoRI::URA3-HO::leu2-∆BstEII  trp1-1  

  

J1361 Mata 16X Gal-CEN - K.lactis URA3 ADE2+ kar1∆15 rho+ 

  

W4021-20A Mat::HIS3 ADE2 bar1::LEU2 trp1-1 LYS2 RAD52-C180A-CFP HO-iYCL018W  his3-

11,15::YFP-LacI::his3-x leu2-3,112::LacO::LEU2  

W4341-6D Mat::HIS3 ADE2 bar1::LEU2 trp1-1 LYS2 RAD52-C180A-CFP his3-11,15::YFP-LacI::his3-x 

leu2-3,112::LacO::LEU2  

W4341-16A Mat::HIS3 ADE2 bar1::LEU2 trp1-1 LYS2 RAD52-C180A-CFP HO-iYDR010C his3-

11,15::YFP-LacI::his3-x leu2-3,112::LacO::LEU2 

 

UM214-60B 

 

UM215-22B 

Mata ade2-1 bar1::LEU2 trp1-1 LYS2 RAD52-YFP RAD51-CFP ura::3xURA3-tetOx112 I-SceI-

iYEL023C TetI-mRFP1  

Mata ade2-1 bar1::LEU2 trp1-1 LYS2 RAD52-C180A-YFP RAD51-CFP ura::3xURA3-tetOx112 

I-SceI-iYEL023C TetI-mRFP1  
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UM157 MATa ade2-1 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2∆BstEII  lys2   TRP1  ura3-1  

MATα ade2-1 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2∆EcoRI LYS2 trp1-1 ura3-1 

UM158 MATa rad59∆ ade2-1 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2∆BstEII  lys2   TRP1  ura3-1  

MATα rad59∆ ade2-1 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2∆EcoRI LYS2 trp1-1 ura3-1 

UM159 MATa rad52::HIS5 rad59∆ ade2-1 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2∆BstEII  lys2   TRP1  ura3-1  

MATα rad52::HIS5 rad59∆ ade2-1 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2∆EcoRI LYS2 trp1-1 ura3-1 

UM160 MATa rad52-R70A ade2-1 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2∆BstEII  lys2   TRP1  ura3-1  

MATα rad52-R70A ade2-1 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2∆EcoRI LYS2 trp1-1 ura3-1 

UM161 MATa rad52-W84A ade2-1 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2∆BstEII  lys2   TRP1  ura3-1  

MATα rad52-W84A ade2-1 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2∆EcoRI LYS2 trp1-1 ura3-1 

UM162 MATa rad52-R85A ade2-1 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2∆BstEII  lys2   TRP1  ura3-1  

MATα rad52-R85A ade2-1 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2∆EcoRI LYS2 trp1-1 ura3-1 

UM163 MATa rad52-Y96A ade2-1 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2∆BstEII  lys2   TRP1  ura3-1  

MATα rad52-Y96A ade2-1 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2∆EcoRI LYS2 trp1-1 ura3-1 

UM164 MATa rad52- R156A ade2-1 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2∆BstEII  lys2   TRP1  ura3-1  

MATα rad52-R156A ade2-1 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2∆EcoRI LYS2 trp1-1 ura3-1 

UM165 MATa rad52-T163A ade2-1 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2∆BstEII  lys2   TRP1  ura3-1  

MATα rad52-T163A ade2-1 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2∆EcoRI LYS2 trp1-1 ura3-1 

UM166 MATa rad52-C180A ade2-1 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2∆BstEII  lys2   TRP1  ura3-1 

MATα rad52-C180A ade2-1 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2∆EcoRI LYS2 trp1-1 ura3-1 

UM167 MATa rad52-F186A ade2-1 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2∆BstEII  lys2   TRP1  ura3-1  

MATα rad52-F186A ade2-1 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2∆EcoRI LYS2 trp1-1 ura3-1 

UM168 MATa rad52-Y66A rad59∆ ade2-1 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2∆BstEII  lys2   TRP1  ura3-1  

MATα rad52-Y66A rad59∆ ade2-1 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2∆EcoRI LYS2 trp1-1 ura3-1 

UM169 MATa rad52-R70A rad59∆ ade2-1 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2∆BstEII  lys2   TRP1  ura3-1  

MATα rad52-R70A rad59∆ ade2-1 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2∆EcoRI LYS2 trp1-1 ura3-1 

UM170 MATa rad52-W84A rad59∆ ade2-1 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2∆BstEII  lys2   TRP1  ura3-1  

MATα rad52-W84A rad59∆ ade2-1 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2∆EcoRI LYS2 trp1-1 ura3-1 

UM171 MATa rad52-R85A rad59∆ ade2-1 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2∆BstEII  lys2   TRP1  ura3-1  

MATα rad52-R85A rad59∆ ade2-1 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2∆EcoRI LYS2 trp1-1 ura3-1 

UM172 MATa rad52-Y96A rad59∆ ade2-1 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2∆BstEII  lys2   TRP1  ura3-1  

MATα rad52-Y96A rad59∆ ade2-1 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2∆EcoRI LYS2 trp1-1 ura3-1 

UM173 MATa rad52- R156A rad59∆ ade2-1 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2∆BstEII  lys2   TRP1  ura3-1  

MATα rad52-R156A rad59∆ ade2-1 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2∆EcoRI LYS2  trp1-1 ura3-1 

UM174 MATa rad52-T163A rad59∆ ade2-1 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2∆BstEII  lys2   TRP1  ura3-1  

MATα rad52-T163A rad59∆ ade2-1 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2∆EcoRI LYS2  trp1-1 ura3-1 

UM175 MATa rad52-C180A rad59∆ ade2-1 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2∆BstEII  lys2  TRP1  ura3-1  

MATα rad52-C180A rad59∆ ade2-1 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2∆EcoRI LYS2  trp1-1 ura3-1 

UM176 MATa rad52-F186A rad59∆ ade2-1 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2∆BstEII  lys2 TRP1  ura3-1 

MATα rad52-F186A rad59∆ ade2-1 can1-100  his3-11,15  leu2∆EcoRI LYS2 trp1-1 ura3-1 
a
All strains are made in the W303 background except that they are RAD5 

b
 Zou and Rothstein (1997)  

c
 Lisby et al. (2003)  
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Supporting Protocols

Construction of pRS413-TRP1 A PCR fragment containing
the entire TRP1 gene was generated by primers SalI_TRP1_fw
(TGGATGGTgtcgacGATTGTACTGAGAGTGCACC) and
EcoRI_TRP1_Rv (ACCTTTACgaattcGCATAGGCAAGTGCAC-
AAAC) using pRS414 (Sikorski & Hieter, 1989) as substrate. The
resulting fragment was trimmed by digestion with EcoRI and SalI and
inserted into an EcoRI-SalI fragment of pRS413 (Sikorski & Hieter,
1989), a CEN4 vector that contains a HIS3 selectable marker, to
produce pRS413-TRP1.

Construction of strains All class C mutant alleles were transferred
into the RAD52 locus in W1588-4C from their original pWJ1086 con-
text, see Mortensen et al. (2002) by a PCR based method (Erdeniz
et al., 1997). The rad52 sequence in all rad52 class C mutant strains
were extended in frame by the gene encoding CFP or YFP. This was
done by transforming the mutant strains by plasmid pWJ1385, which
is a pRS414 based plasmid that contains the structural gene of RAD52
under the control of the MET25 promoter and terminator. Subse-
quently, endogenous rad52 mutant genes were tagged by CFP or YFP
sequences according to the method described in Lisby et al. (2001).

Viability after γ- and UV-irradiation, HO-endonuclease in-
duction and exposure to camptothecin sensitivity γ-irradiation
was performed as previously described (Smith & Rothstein, 1995) using
a Gammacell-220 60Co irradiator (Atomic Energy of Canada). UV irra-
diation was performed by using a Stratalinker 2400 UV Crosslinker from
Stratagene. Cells were exposed to a dose of 30 J/m2 at 254 nm. Tripli-
cates were performed for all experiments and all strains were sonicated
prior to plating. For each strain an appropriate number of cells were
plated on YPD plates (γ-ray experiments) or SC plates (UV-ray ex-
periments) before and after irradiation. Viability was determined after
three days of incubation in the dark at 30◦C by dividing the number of
colony forming units in a culture after irradiation with the correspond-
ing number obtained before irradiation. To evaluate the ability of rad52
mutant strains to survive sustained expression of the HO-endonuclease
in strains containing the native MAT locus, selected strains were trans-
formed by the HO-endonuclease encoding plasmid pJH283. For each
strain, at least two of the resulting transformants were grown overnight
in SC-Ura to midlog phase and each culture spotted in ten-fold serial
dilutions on two plates of solid SC-Ura medium containing either glu-
cose or galactose as carbon source, respectively. The ability of rad52
strains, which contain a single HOcs either at the MAT locus or in the
context of a direct repeat, leu2 -∆EcoRI::URA3 -HOcs::leu2 -∆BstEII,
to survive a brief expression of the HO-endonuclease was determined
by transforming strains by pJH283 or pJH132, respectively. Strains
were pre-grown in either SC-Ura 2% raffinose or SC-Trp 2% raffinose,
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transferred to liquid SC-Ura, 2% galactose or SC-Trp, 2% galactose
and incubated for 1 or 1.5 hours. The strains were appropriately di-
luted and plated on solid YPD medium before and after induction and
the plates were incubated for 2 days at 30◦C before the colonies were
counted. In the case of surviving a cut at the MAT locus, viability was
determined by dividing the number of Ura+ colonies with the number
of Ura+ colonies before induction. In the case of surviving a cut be-
tween directly repeated leu2 heteroalleles, viability was determined by
dividing the number of Trp+ colonies with the number of Trp+ colonies
before induction. The scheme to monitor intermediates in DSB repair
of a HO-endonuclease induced break situated between leu2 heteroalle-
les by Southern blot analysis was described previously [6]. DNA was
visualized using phosphorImager 445 SI and quantified by ImageQuant
software (Molecular Dynamics). A probe detecting the ADE2 locus was
added as a loading control. This probe was generated by the primers
ADE-F: 5’-CTCACTGGCTTGTTCCACAGG and ADE-B: 5’-ATG-
GCTCCTTTTCCAATCCTC.

HO-endonuclease and UV induced recombination To evaluate
the ability of rad52 mutant strains to perform HO-endonuclease in-
duced mating-type switching, the colonies on YPD plates obtained from
cultures that were briefly exposed to inductive medium, see above, were
replicated to SC-Ura plates and to plates containing lawns of MATa
(D297-4B or R113) and MATα tester strains (B3847 or R194). The
mating-type switching efficiency was determined by dividing the num-
ber of Ura+ MATα colonies with the total number of Ura+ colonies.
The numbers are means of five to seven individual trials for each rad52
mutant strain. To evaluate HO-endonuclease induced direct-repeat HR,
colonies on YPD plates obtained from cultures that were briefly exposed
to inductive medium were replica plated to SC-Leu, SC-Ura and SC-Trp
plates to detect HR events (Leu+ cells) and deletion events (Ura- cells)
and to determine survival rates (Trp+ cells), see above. The numbers
are means of five independent trials. In UV-induced interchromosomal
leu2 -∆EcoRI/leu2 -∆BstEII heteroallelic HR experiments, triplicates
were made for each strain analyzed. An appropriate number of cells
were plated onto SC and SC-Leu plates and irradiated as described
above. The HR frequency after UV irradiation was determined by di-
viding the total number of recombinants (Leu+ cells) in the culture by
the corresponding total number of surviving cells following irradiation.

Determination of Rad52 concentration in RAD52 and rad52
strains Three different 10 ml cultures of each strain were grown to
mid-log phase. The total protein extraction was done by glass bead
disruption as described in Harlow & Lane (1988). The protein was sep-
arated on sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)-10% polyacrylamide gel and
electrically transferred to Immobilon-P membrane (Millipore). The
membrane was blocked by 45 ml nonfat dry milk and probed with
Rad52 antibody (Mortensen et al., 1996) that has been affinity puri-
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fied using a Rad52-Sepharose column (Mortensen et al., 1996). The
resulting immunocomplexes were visualized using an enhanced chemi-
luminescence kit (Amersham) and analyzed by ImageQuant (Molecular
Dynamics). The relative protein levels (three trials for each allele) are
given as percentages of the Rad52 level in wild-type strains.





Chapter 5

Rad52 DNA binding activity is
required for second strand
capture in DNA DSB repair

5.1 Introduction

Rad52 is a key protein involved in DNA double strand break (DSB)
repair and homologous recombination (HR) in S. cerevisiae. Accord-
ingly, rad52 null strains have growth defects, fail to produce viable
spores, are defective in mating-type switching and have reduced levels
of meiotic and mitotic recombination (reviewed in Symington (2002)).
Extensive studies of this protein in S. cerevisiae and other organisms
have permitted to map several functional domains notably involved in
the interaction of Rad52 with itself, other proteins and DNA, suggesting
that Rad52 is a multi-task protein. The N-terminal domain of Rad52 is
evolutionary conserved and results from several studies, e.g. its crystal
structure determination and mutational analyses, are consistent with
this region being involved in DNA binding (Mortensen et al., 1996; Ka-
gawa et al., 2002; Singleton et al., 2002). Accordingly, Rad52 has been
shown to bind both double-stranded (ds) and single-stranded (ss) DNA,
with a higher affinity for the latter. Moreover, Rad52 promotes the an-
nealing of complementary ssDNA molecules in vitro (Mortensen et al.,
1996; Reddy et al., 1997; Shinohara et al., 1998; Van Dyck et al., 1998;
Kagawa et al., 2001). Interestingly, while point mutations in the C-
terminal domain of Rad52 or truncation mutations of this domain can
be partially or completely suppressed by over-expression of RAD51,
this is not the case for mutations situated in the Rad52 N-terminal re-
gion (Boundy-Mills & Livingston, 1993; Milne & Weaver, 1993; Schild,
1995; Asleson et al., 1999). These results suggest that the N-terminal
domain of Rad52 contains a central activity of the protein, an activity
that seems to have unique functions in DNA DSB repair in S. cerevisiae.
In an effort to identify amino acid residues of the N-terminal domain of
Rad52 that are important for Rad52 functions, Mortensen et al. (2002)
systematically replaced 76 of the 165 amino acid residues in this domain
with alanine. The mutants obtained were tested for their ability to re-
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pair γ-ray induced DNA damage and to perform mitotic HR and were
then divided into four classes according to their phenotypes. Among
these, nine mutants (rad52-Y66A, -R70A, -W84A, -R85A, -Y96A, -
R156A, -T163A, -C180A, and -F186A), defined as class C mutants,
displayed a phenotype similar to that observed in one of the first rad52
mutants identified, rad52-2 (P64L) (Resnick et al., 1986; Malone et al.,
1988; Boundy-Mills & Livingston, 1993; Kaytor & Livingston, 1994).
Thus, rad52 null strains transformed with plasmids expressing rad52
class C alleles were shown to be sensitive to γ-irradiation but profi-
cient for heteroallelic recombination (Mortensen et al., 2002). This
phenotype was then later confirmed in a more thorough characteriza-
tion study of strains where each of the nine rad52 class C mutations
had been integrated at the genomic RAD52 locus (Lettier et al., 2006).
Moreover, this study showed that these mutants were specifically de-
ficient in the repair of defined restriction enzyme-induced DNA DSBs
on a plasmid or at a genomic locus.

Why these mutants are unable to repair DNA DSBs and at which
step of the repair process these mutants are blocked remains unclear.
Recently, the DNA DSB repair process was dissected by studying the re-
cruitment and colocalization of fluorescently tagged proteins to the site
of DNA damage. In this study, Lisby et al. (2004) show that Rad52 is
recruited to sites of DNA damage in the S and G2 phases of the cell cy-
cle and that this recruitment is dependent on Rad52’s interaction with
Rfa1. Recruitment of another important DSB repair protein, Rad51, is
believed to occur after Rad52 has been recruited as Rad51 foci form at
the site of DNA damage in a Rad52-dependent manner (Gasior et al.,
1998; Miyazaki et al., 2004; Lisby et al., 2004). This is consistent with
the idea that Rad52 mediates Rad51 filament assembly by removing
RPA from ssDNA while simultaneously replacing it by Rad51 (Sung,
1997a; Benson et al., 1998; New et al., 1998; Shinohara & Ogawa, 1998;
Song & Sung, 2000; Sugiyama & Kowalczykowski, 2002; Sung et al.,
2003). Accordingly, we investigated whether the DNA DSB repair phe-
notype of the rad52 class C mutant was due to the fact that the mutant
Rad52 proteins were unable to recruit to a DNA DSB (Lettier et al.,
2006). We showed that the mutant protein was not only able to recruit
to the break, but that it was also able to recruit and colocalize with
Rad51 at this site, thus showing that recruitment of Rad52 and Rad51
to the break is not impaired in the rad52 class C mutants. Altogether,
these results suggest that the recombination mediator activity of Rad52
is not impaired in the rad52 class C mutants.

In addition to its recombination mediator activity, Rad52 has ss-
DNA binding and annealing activities (Mortensen et al., 1996). These
activities may be required if Rad52 mediates the annealing of ssDNA
saturated with RPA in SSA or during second strand capture (Shinohara
et al., 1998; Sugiyama et al., 1998, 2006). A closer analysis of the posi-
tion of each class C mutations within the N-terminal crystal structure
of hsRad52 revealed that the corresponding amino acid residues in the
human Rad52 structure are located in, or close to, the putative DNA-
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binding groove (Lettier et al., 2006). This observation suggests that
the class C mutants are deficient in DNA DSB repair because the class
C Rad52 mutant proteins are unable to bind DNA in a proper manner.
In agreement with this view, four of the corresponding human Rad52
mutant species: HsRad52-Y51A (ScY66A), HsRad52-R55A (ScR70A),
HsRad52-R70A (ScR85A), and HsRad52-Y81A (ScY96A) have been
purified, and the three latter species show decreased affinity for ssDNA
in gel shift assays (Kagawa et al., 2002; Lloyd et al., 2005). Moreover,
the fact that the rad52 class C mutants are deficient in HO-induced
single-strand annealing (SSA) suggest that the DNA annealing activ-
ity of Rad52 is also affected in these mutants (Lettier et al., 2006).
These results and the fact that the rad52 class C mutants cannot re-
pair DNA DSBs suggest that these mutants are probably impaired in a
step of the DNA repair process that requires intact Rad52 DNA binding
and annealing activities. Going back to the classical DNA DSB repair
models (Resnick & Martin, 1976; Szostak et al., 1983; Allers & Lichten,
2001; Haber et al., 2004), several steps could require these activities.
Interestingly, several research groups have recently focused on describ-
ing novel Rad52 functions that are different from its well-established
recombination mediator role and involve Rad52’s DNA binding and
annealing activities. Arai et al. (2005) have for example shown that
Rad52 is still required for the Rad51-promoted formation of D-loop
even in the absence of RPA. Specifically the authors suggest the exis-
tence of an active stoichiometric complex of Rad51-Rad52 (1:3 ratio)
bound to ssDNA that would be required for the invasion of dsDNA to
form a D-loop structure. Looking into a later step of the DSB repair
process, Sugiyama et al. (2006) found that Rad52 promotes annealing
of the ssDNA strand, displaced by Rad51-mediated strand exchange, to
a second ssDNA strand in vitro. The authors therefore suggested that,
in addition to and after its role in Rad51-mediated strand exchange,
Rad52 could also be involved in promoting second strand capture of
the second ssDNA tail derived from a DNA DSB via its DNA binding
and annealing activities.

With the goal of understanding why the rad52 class C mutants are
unable to repair DNA DSBs and in which step of the repair process
these mutants are impaired, a further characterization of the HR and
DSB repair phenotypes of two representative rad52 class C mutants,
rad52-R70A and rad52-C180A, has been performed. Using a new re-
combination assay, we first investigated the different types of recom-
bination events observed in these mutants to determine if the rad52
mutations had an effect on the repair pathway used for spontaneous
HR. The involvement of Rad51 in the spontaneous HR observed in
the rad52 class C mutants was also investigated using the same assay
as well as by fluorescence microscopy. In our previous study of these
mutants (Lettier et al., 2006), we concluded that the rad52 class C
mutants were impaired at a step of the repair process situated after
Rad51 recruitment. Accordingly, using a PCR strand-invasion assay,
we investigated if strand invasion occurred in our rad52 mutants. Fi-
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nally, with the goal of understanding why the rad52 class C mutants are
unable to repair DNA DSBs, we investigated if some of the previously
described suppressors of rad52 mutations could suppress the sensitivity
of the rad52 class C mutants to DNA damaging agents. Our results
are presented here.

5.2 Materials and Methods

5.2.1 Strains and media

Strains used in this study are presented in Table 5.6 (Supplementary
materials). All media were prepared as described by Sherman et al.
(1989) with minor modifications as the synthetic medium contained
twice the amount of leucine (60mg/L). All the strains used are isogenic
to W303 (Thomas & Rothstein, 1989) except that they are RAD5 (Fan
et al., 1996; Zou & Rothstein, 1997). Geneticin (G418) plates was
made by sterile-filtering a stock solution of geneticin (Sigma) to au-
toclaved, 50◦C warm YPD medium containing agar, to a final con-
centration of 300 mg/L. Nourseothricin (Nat) medium was made by
sterile-filtering a stock solution of nourseothricin to autoclaved, 50◦C
warm YPD medium containing agar, to a final concentration of 100
mg/L. Methyl methane-sulfonate (MMS) containing medium was made
by adding MMS (Sigma) to autoclaved, 50◦C warm SC medium con-
taining agar, to the final concentration desired. Galactose containing
plates (YP-Gal and SC-Gal) were made by filter sterilizing a 20% (w/v)
solution of galactose (Sigma) into autoclaved, 50◦C warm medium con-
taining agar, to a final concentration of 2%.

5.2.2 Construction of the heteroallelic recombina-
tion assay

To investigate the spectrum of recombination events in the rad52 class
C mutants, a heteroallelic recombination assay was constructed (Fig-
ure 5.2). This assay was built on top of the previously described leu2
interchromosomal heteroallelic recombination assay where HR is mea-
sured between leu2∆EcoRI and leu2∆BstEII alleles in a diploid strain
(Smith & Rothstein, 1995). As shown in Figure 5.2 and for simplic-
ity, the chromosomes carrying the leu2∆EcoRI and the leu2∆BstEII
alleles are named ChrIII-E and ChrIII-B, respectively. Approximately
350 bp downstream of the leu2 heteroalleles, ADE2 and ade2∆AatII
alleles were inserted at allelic positions on ChrIII-E and ChrIII-B, re-
spectively (Figure 5.2). The KanMX marker was inserted upstream
of the leu2∆BstEII allele, in the non-coding intergenic region be-
tween SPB1 and NBS1 (Figure 5.2). The marker was amplified by
PCR from plasmid pUG6 using the primers KanR_fw_80adpt and
KanR_rv_80adpt (Figure 5.1). These primers contain 80 bp-long
adaptamers, homologous to the genomic target site, which allowed the
integration of the KanMX marker by gene targeting. Similarly, the
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NAT1 marker was inserted downstream of the leu2∆BstEII allele on
the opposite arm of ChrIII-B, in the non-coding intergenic region be-
tween TRX3 and TUP1 (Figure 5.2). NAT1 was amplified by PCR
from plasmid pAG35 using the primers nat1_fw and nat1_rv (Fig-
ure 5.1) and this fragment was then inserted into the genome by gene
targeting. A second variant of the heteroallelic recombination assay
was also constructed where the KanMX and the NAT1 markers were
integrated as described above but on ChrIII-E (see Figure 5.14 in Sup-
plementary materials).

pUG6
4009 bp

KanMXAmpR

loxP site

KanR_fw_80adpt

KanR_rv_80adpt

TEF promoter

TEF terminator

loxP site

pAG35
4727 bp NAT1

AmpR

nat1 fw

nat1_rv

TEF promoter

TEF terminator

Figure 5.1. Maps representing the main features of the pUG6 and pAG35
plasmids.

5.2.3 Determination of spontaneous and induced
mitotic recombination rates

Spontaneous mitotic HR between leu2∆EcoRI and leu2∆BstEII het-
eroalleles was measured in diploid strains (interchromosomal HR) as
described previously (McDonald et al., 1997; Smith & Rothstein, 1999).
UV-induced interchromosomal leu2∆EcoRI/leu2∆BstEII heteroallelic
HR experiments were made in triplicates for each strain analyzed. The
HR frequency after UV irradiation was determined by dividing the
total number of recombinants in the culture by the total correspond-
ing number of surviving cells following irradiation. The recombinants
obtained on SC-Leu medium (synthetic medium lacking leucine) were
replica plated on G418 and Nat plates and colonies that could not grow
on these media were counted. Recombination rates and their standard
deviations were calculated using the the median method as described
by Lea & Coulson (1949).

5.2.4 Yeast live cell imaging and fluorescence mi-
croscopy

Cells used for fluorescence microscopy were grown in 2ml SC medium
overnight to an OD600 of 0.3 at 23◦C (to allow efficient formation of
the fluorescent chromophore). Cultures were spun down, cells were
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washed in fresh SC media and spun down again. 5µl of cells were im-
mobilized on a glass slide by mixing them a 37◦C solution of 1.2%
(w/v) low melting agarose (NuSieve 3:1 from FMC) containing SC
medium (Lisby et al., 2001). Live cell images were captured with a
cooled Evolution QEi monochrome digital camera (Media Cybernetics
Inc., USA) mounted on a Nikon Eclipse E1000 automated microscope
(Nikon, Japan). Images were captured at 100-fold magnification using
a Plan-Fluor 100x 1.3 NA objective lens. The illumination source was
a 103W mercury arc lamp (Osram, Germany). Image acquisition times
for Rad52-CFP and Rad52-YFP were 750 ms and 1 s, respectively, with
a 12.5% neutral density filter (ND8) in place to reduce photobleaching.
For each field of cells, nine to eleven fluorescent images were obtained at
0.4µm intervals along the Z-axis to allow inspection of all focal planes
of each cells.

5.2.5 Strand invasion assay

The strand invasion assay was performed as previously described ex-
cept that all strains used were RAD5 (Aylon et al., 2003). Wild-type
strains carrying an HO cut site (cs) on chromosome V (ura3 ::HOcs) as
well as the HO-endonuclease under the control of a GAL promoter inte-
grated at ade3 (ade3 ::GAL-HO), were a kind gift from M. Kupiec. The
composition of individual primers were also obtained from M. Kupiec.

5.2.6 Spot assay

Sensitivity to MMS was tested by spotting cell suspensions on complete
medium containing various concentrations of this chemical. Cells grown
overnight at 30◦C in 2ml appropriate medium were washed with sterile
MilliQ water, spun down and resuspended in an appropriate volume
of water. Six 10-fold dilutions of cell suspensions containing 108 cells
per ml were then made and 5 µl of each dilution was spotted on MMS-
containing medium. Plates were incubated at 30◦C for 2 days before
being examined and photographed (Prakash & Prakash, 1977).

5.2.7 Rad51 and Rad59 overexpression

For Rad51 overexpression experiments, strains were transformed with
the RAD51 overexpression plasmid, pYESS10Rad51 (Jiang et al.,
1996). This plasmid contains RAD51, under the control of a GAL
promoter, and URA3 as a marker. Strains were also transformed with
an empty plasmid for control. Transformants obtained were grown in
liquid SC-Ura (synthetic medium lacking uracil) medium containing 2%
galactose to a cell density of 107 cells/ml. Spot assay were carried out
as previously described (see 5.2.6), except that the cells were spotted
onto SC-Ura agar plates containing 2% galactose as a carbon source.
For Rad59 overexpression experiments, strains were transformed with
the 2µ-based plasmid pRS423-Rad59, which contains RAD59 and HIS3
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as a marker. Strains were also transformed with an empty plasmid for
control. Transformants obtained were grown and spotted as in the
RAD51 overexpression experiments, except that liquid SC-HIS (syn-
thetic medium lacking histidine) and SC-HIS agar plates were used.

5.3 Results

5.3.1 Description of the heteroallelic recombination
system

We have previously shown that the rad52 class C mutants are proficient
for HR at similar or higher levels than wild-type strains (Mortensen
et al., 2002; Lettier et al., 2006). These results were obtained using the
previously described leu2 heteroallelic assay which measures sponta-
neous interchromosomal recombination between two leu2 heteroalleles
in a diploid strain (Smith & Rothstein, 1995). However, in this as-
say, Leu+ recombinants can arise via several types of events, i.e. gene
conversion, gene conversion associated with a crossover, crossover be-
tween the leu2 alleles or break induced replication (BIR). Moreover, HR
events accompanied by chromosome loss can also result in viable Leu+

recombinants as a diploid S.cerevisiae strain is relatively tolerant of 2n-
1 monosomy. In order to further characterize the mitotic HR observed
in the rad52 class C mutant strains, we investigated if the spectrum of
recombination events obtained in these strains was identical to that of
wild-type strains or if this spectrum was biased towards a specific type
of HR event. As the different HR events mentioned above could not
easily be distinguished in the original leu2 assay, we constructed a new
assay containing a number of additional markers (Figure 5.2).

KanMX leu2 ADE2
∆EcoRI

∆BstEII ∆AatII

NAT1

ChrIII-E

ChrIII-B

Figure 5.2. Representation the heteroallelic recombination assay used in
this study. For simplicity, only one chromatid of each chromosome is repre-
sented (black line). The centromeres and the different alleles are represented
as black circles and colored boxes, respectively. Mutations present in some
of the alleles are represented as vertical black lines.

As shown in Figure 5.2, ADE2, ade2∆AatII, KanMX and NAT1
genes were added to the original assay (for a description of the con-
struction of this assay see Section 5.2.2). Accordingly, the diploid cells
used in this assay are Leu−, Ade+, resistant to G418 (KanR) and to
nourseothricin (NatR). An overview of the different events that can be
detected in this assay is presented below.
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Simple gene conversion

Simple gene conversion of either leu2 alleles will result in Leu+ recom-
binants. As these events are local, they will not alter the position of
the other markers thus recombinants obtained will be KanR and NatR.
Accordingly, these events can be scored as colonies that can grow on
SC-Leu, G418 and Nat plates.

Gene conversion associated with crossover or BIR

In order to differentiate between local gene conversion events and gene
conversion associated with crossover, crossover or BIR, the dominant
KanMX marker was integrated upstream of the leu2∆BstEII allele on
ChrIII-B (Figure 5.2). As shown in Figure 5.3, each of these events can
lead to the loss of the KanMX marker thus resulting in Leu+, KanS

recombinants. These events can therefore be scored as colonies that
can grow on SC-Leu but not on G418 plates.

Gene conversion associated with chromosome loss

Chromosome loss is rare in wild-type strains (Campbell et al., 1975;
Campbell & Fogel, 1977; Haber & Hearn, 1985) but is frequently ob-
served to accompany HR in rad52 null strains (Haber & Hearn, 1985).
As the rad52 class C mutant strains have a close to null DNA DSB re-
pair phenotype, it was important to verify if HR in the mutant strains
was often associated with chromosome loss. Moreover, as described
above, crossover events can lead to the loss of the KanMX marker that
we can detect by replica plating on G418 media. However, chromo-
some loss events can also result in the loss of KanMX, thus scoring this
event only could lead to a misinterpretation of the results. Accord-
ingly, to distinguish between crossovers and chromosome loss events,
we needed a system that could score for chromosome loss events specif-
ically. For this reason, the NAT1 marker was inserted downstream of
the leu2∆BstEII allele on the opposite arm of ChrIII-B (Figure 5.2).
We considered that chromosome loss had occurred when Leu+ recom-
binants that had lost both the KanMX and the NAT1 markers were
recovered. These were scored as colonies that could grow on SC-Leu
but not on either G418 plates or Nat plates. Moreover, the fact that the
MAT locus is also situated on chromosome III allowed a second verifica-
tion of chromosome loss. Indeed, loss of one homologue of chromosome
III from a non-mating MATa/MATα diploid leads to the formation of
monosomic strain expressing either MATa or MATα. Such cells can
therefore mate with wild-type cells of the opposite mating type. Ac-
cordingly, colonies scored as Leu+, KanS, NatS were tested for their
ability to mate with either wild-type MATa or MATα strains. Leu+,
KanS, NatS colonies that were able to mate were interpreted as result-
ing from a chromosome loss event.
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A. GC of ∆EcoRI 
+

CO upstream leu2

B. GC of ∆BstEII
+

CO downstream leu2

C. CO between ∆EcoRI
and

 ∆BstEII

D. BIR between ∆EcoRI
and

 ∆BstEII

Mitosis

Figure 5.3. Detection of (A and B) gene conversion (GC) events asso-
ciated with crossover (CO), (C) crossover (CO) between leu2∆EcoRI and
leu2∆BstEII or (D) BIR. In the two upper panels, chromosomes are repre-
sented with two chromatids (black lines). The centromeres, the leu2 alleles
and the KanMX marker are represented as black ovales, green and purple
boxes, respectively. Mutations present in the leu2 alleles are represented as
vertical black lines. Gene conversion is represented by a doted red arrow
pointing from the donor sequence to the recipient sequence. Crossover is
represented as a red cross. BIR is represented as a doted arrow going from
the point where BIR is initiated to the end of the chromosome being copied.
The lower panel represents the genotype of the diploid cells that can be de-
tected by replica plating on G418 plates after mitosis. As all events result
in the loss of the KanMX marker, these cells are Leu+, KanS . In this panel,
chromosomes are represented with only one chromatid and centromeres as
black circles.

Gene conversion associated with long conversion tracts

Approximately 350 bp downstream of the leu2 heteroalleles, ADE2
and ade2∆AatII alleles were inserted at allelic positions on ChrIII-
E and ChrIII-B, respectively (Figure 5.2). Accordingly, the parental
strain carrying ChrIII-E is Ade+ and produces white colonies while
the other, carrying ChrIII-B, is Ade− and produces red colonies. As
shown in Figure 5.4, if the conversion tract leading to gene conversion of
leu2∆EcoRI is long, co-conversion of ADE2 can occur. The resulting
recombinants are Leu+, Ade− and can be scored as red colonies on the
SC-Leu plates.
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ChrIII-E

ChrIII-B

ChrIII-E

ChrIII-B

Mitosis

Gene conversion

ChrIII-E

ChrIII-B

Long conversion tracts

~4000 bp

∆EcoRI

∆BstEII ∆AatII

Figure 5.4. Detection of gene conversion events involving long conversion
tracts in our heteroallelic assay. In the two upper panels, chromosomes are
represented with two chromatids (black lines). The centromeres and the dif-
ferent alleles are represented as black ovales and colored boxes, respectively.
Mutations present in some of the alleles are represented as vertical black
lines. The lower panel represents the genotype of the diploid cells obtained
after mitosis. As the long conversion tracts involved the ade2∆AatII al-
lele in the gene conversion of leu2∆EcoRI, these cells are Leu+, Ade−. In
the lower panel, chromosomes are represented with only one chromatid and
centromeres as black circles.

5.3.2 Wild-type spectrum of recombination events
observed in the class C mutants

Using the assay described above, we investigated the spectrum of re-
combination events in wild-type, rad52∆ and rad52-C180A strains.
The results obtained are presented in Table 5.1 and Figure 5.6.
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Table 5.1. Interchromosomal heteroallelic recombination rates of RAD52, rad52-C180A and rad52∆

Allele Total HR GC GC+long CT GC+CO/CO/BIR Chr. loss
Rate x 10−8 Rate x 10−8 Rate x 10−8 Rate x 10−8 Rate x 10−8

RAD52 160 ± 32 120 ± 23 22 ± 6 19 ± 5 3 ± 1.5
rad52∆ 6.8 ± 2.3a 3.1 ± 1.2 1.5 ± 0.8 1.8 ± 0.9 3.3 ± 1.4
rad52-C180A 114 ± 30b,c 106 ± 28 19 ± 7.2 15 ± 6.4 12 ± 5.4

a: p < 0.05 rad52∆ versus wild-type

b: p < 0.05 rad52-C180A mutant versus rad52∆

c: p > 0.05 rad52-C180A versus wild-type

KanMX leu2 ADE2
∆EcoRI

∆BstEII ∆AatII

NAT1

ChrIII-E

ChrIII-B

Leu+, Ade-, Kanr, Natr

GC + long CT

Leu+, Ade+, Kans, Natr

GC+CO/CO/BIR

Leu+, Ade+, Kanr, Natr

GC

Leu+, Ade+, Kans, Nats

Chr. loss

Figure 5.5. Summary of the different phenotypes obtained in this assay and their interpretation in terms of recombination events. The four
phenotypes obtained in this assay are shown together with a representation of ChrIII-E and ChrIII-B showing the allele configuration for each
phenotype. The events corresponding to each phenotype are also given. GC: Gene conversion, CT: conversion tract, CO: crossover, BIR: break-
induced replication, Chr.: chromosome.
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As shown in Figure 5.6, in the wild-type strain, most of the Leu+

prototrophs resulted from a simple gene conversion event of either
leu2∆EcoRI or leu2∆BstEII. This is in agreement with results from
Haber & Hearn (1985) who showed that simple gene conversion be-
tween two his4 heteroalleles was responsible for 74% of the recovered
His+ prototrophs. Other events leading to Leu+ recombinants in the
wild-type strain were gene conversion associated with crossover or BIR
which represent 24% (12%× 2 as we only detect 50% of the total num-
ber of crossover events) of the total HR rate. Again, this is in agree-
ment with previous results of 10 to 20% crossover frequencies obtained
when mitotic gene conversion were measured after selection for pro-
totrophs between heteroalleles on homologous chromosomes (Esposito,
1978; Haber & Hearn, 1985; Kupiec & Petes, 1988). Finally, a small
amount of Leu+ prototrophs arose from a process accompanied by chro-
mosome loss.
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Figure 5.6. Graph representing the spectrum of recombination events ob-
served in wild-type, rad52-C180A and rad52∆ strains as a percentage of the
total HR rate. The total HR is calculated from the total amount of Leu+

colonies obtained after plating on SC-Leu plates. GC: Gene conversion, CT:
Conversion tract, CO: Crossover, Chr.: Chromosome.

As expected and previously shown, HR was dramatically reduced
in the rad52∆ strain where gene conversion rates were about 4% of the
rate obtained in wild-type strains (Malone & Esposito, 1980; Haber &
Hearn, 1985; Mortensen et al., 2002; Lettier et al., 2006). In fact, for
these strains, the main event leading to the formation of Leu+ pro-
totrophs was chromosome loss which we found to represent as much
as 49% of the total recombination rate. Again, this is in agreement
with the results of Haber & Hearn (1985) who observed frequent loss
of an entire chromosome in rad52∆ strains. Finally, we also observed
an increase in the percentage of gene conversion events associated with
crossover in the absence of rad52 though not to the extent described
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by Haber & Hearn (1985).
The spectrum of HR events observed in the rad52-C180A mutant

strain was very similar to that obtained for the wild-type strain with re-
spect to gene conversion and gene conversion associated with crossover
or BIR (Figure 5.6). Interestingly, we found that the chromosome loss
rate was relatively high in this strain, representing up to 11% of the
total recombination rate.

5.3.3 Rad52-R70A and Rad52-C180A mutant pro-
teins colocalize with Rad51 in spontaneous
foci

We have previously shown that a Rad52 Class C mutant protein and
Rad51 co-localize at a defined DNA DSB induced by the I-SceI or
the HO endonucleases at two different loci (Lettier et al., 2006). This
showed that the inability of the rad52 class C mutants to repair DNA
DSBs is not due to an inability to recruit Rad51 to the site of damage.
Moreover, this suggests that the recombination mediator role of Rad52
in intact in the class C mutants. To confirm this further, we investigated
if Rad52 Class C mutant proteins, Rad52-R70A and Rad52-C180A,
and Rad51 co-localized in spontaneous foci. The results obtained are
presented in Table 5.2.

Table 5.2. Rad52-R70A and Rad52-C180A mutant proteins colocalize with
Rad51 in spontaneous foci

Allele Spontaneous Rad52
focus (% Cells)

Colocalization of Rad52
and Rad51 foci (%)

G1 S/G2/M G1 S/G2/M

RAD52 1(181) 18(22) 100 100
rad52-R70A 6(158) 41(133) 100 94
rad52-C180A 3(111) 32(72) 100 68

Given in parenthesis are the total number of cells counted.

In agreement with previous results, practically no spontaneous foci
were observed in G1 and about 20% of the cells contained a Rad52 foci
in S/G2/M. In both rad52 class C mutant strains, a larger number of
cells spontaneously formed Rad52 repair foci during the cell cycle com-
pared to wild-type strains (Lisby et al., 2001; Lettier et al., 2006). In
G1, all Rad52 foci co-localized with Rad51 foci in the rad52 class C mu-
tant strains. In S/G2/M, 100%, 94% and 68% co-localization between
Rad52 and Rad51 foci was observed for the wild-type, rad52-R70A and
rad52-C180A strains, respectively. This shows that the Rad52 class C
mutant proteins are able to recruit Rad51 at the site of spontaneous
DNA damage.
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5.3.4 HR observed in the class C mutants is depen-
dent on Rad51

If the spontaneous foci observed in the rad52 class C mutant cells rep-
resent the site of on-going DNA repair by HR, the results above suggest
that HR observed in the rad52 class C mutants involves Rad51. We
therefore investigated if HR in the rad52 class C mutants was Rad51-
dependent using the version of the heteroallelic assay presented in Fig-
ure 5.14 (see Supplementary materials) in strains where rad51 had been
deleted. The results obtained are presented in Table 5.3. In the ab-
sence of rad51, mitotic recombination rates decreased to the level ob-
served in rad52∆ strains for both RAD52 and rad52 class C mutant
strains. This shows that, using our assay, HR observed in these strains
is strongly dependent on Rad51. This suggest that spontaneous HR
in the rad52 class C mutant and wild-type strains occurs by a similar
mechanism that is dependent on both Rad51 and Rad52. In these ex-
periments, very few colonies were obtained and plating of high amounts
of cells was necessary to obtain a value for the total HR rate. More-
over, no colonies could be scored as resulting from events associated
with crossover or chromosome loss. For this reason, only the total HR
rate is given in Table 5.3.

Table 5.3. Effect of deletion of rad51 on interchromosomal heteroallelic
recombination rates of RAD52, rad52-R70A and rad52-C180A

Allele Total HR
Rate x 10−8

RAD52 rad51∆ 1.9 ± 1.2
rad52-R70A rad51∆ 1.4 ± 1.0a

rad52-C180A rad51∆ 1.4 ± 1.0a

a: p > 0.05 mutants versus wild-type

5.3.5 A Rad52 class C is proficient for strand inva-
sion

According to classical HR models (Szostak et al., 1983), transfer of ge-
netic information between DNA strands involves strand invasion of a
homologous donor sequence by one of the resected 3’ ends of the DNA
DSB to initiate DNA synthesis. In this step, Rad52 is believed to act
as a mediator, promoting the assembly of the Rad51 nucleoprotein fil-
ament onto ssDNA (Song & Sung, 2000; Sugiyama & Kowalczykowski,
2002; Sung et al., 2003). In order to verify that this function is intact
in the rad52 class C mutants, we performed an assay originally used
at the MAT locus by J. Haber and co-workers and later adapted by
the Kupiec laboratory at the URA3 locus on chromosome V (White &
Haber, 1990; Aylon et al., 2003). In this assay, a specific DNA DSB is
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formed by the HO-endonuclease in a ura3 ::HOcs allele on chromosome
V. This break can be repaired by HR using the ura3 ::HOcs-inc allele
inserted on chromosome II as a template. Accordingly, one of the 3’
ssDNA tails of the DSB on chromosome V will invade the homologous
template on chromosome II and initiate DNA synthesis. This will ex-
tended the 3’ end of chromosome V by chromosome II sequences, thus
creating a PCR substrate for primers situated adjacent to the homol-
ogy regions on chromosome II and V, respectively (see primers P1 and
P2 in Figure 5.7, Panel A).

A

B
P1

P2

0 0.5 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 L 0 0.5 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 L

Wild-type rad52-R70A

Time in galactose (hs) Time in galactose (hs)

Chromosome V

Chromosome II

Figure 5.7. Strand invasion PCR assay. (A) Primers P1 and P2 situated
on each side of the homology region on chromosome II and V, respectively,
amplify the polymerized invading intermediate. (B) PCR products obtained
in wild-type (left) and rad52-R70A mutant strains. L: 1 Kb ladder (New
England Biolabs).

First, we followed the formation and repair of the HO-induced DNA
DSB in wild-type and rad52-R70A strains. This was done both by
analysis the survival of these strains on SC-Gal plates and by quanti-
tatively measuring the amount of intact chromosome V by PCR (see
Figure 5.15, Supplementary Materials). In agreement with our previ-
ous results (Lettier et al., 2006), the rad52-R70A mutant was unable to
repair the HO-induced DSB. We then performed a PCR invasion assay
to follow strand invasion as described above. As shown in Figure 5.7,
Panel B, strand invasion products are detected in wild-type and rad52-
R70A strains. Indeed, for both strains, a PCR product appeared ap-
proximately 2-3 hours after induction of the break with galactose. For
the wild-type strain, this correlates with the time points where minimal
levels of intact chromosome are observed (Figure 5.15, Supplementary
Materials). It is important to note that, in the results described by
(Aylon et al., 2003), the PCR product obtained as a result of strand
invasion is not detected at the late time points and the authors con-
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clude that this is because repair is completed. In our hands, a strong
band can still be observed at the last time point (7 hours after induc-
tion) and the reason for this is unknown. One hypothesis is that DNA
synthesis elongating the invading 3’-end can, in some cases, proceed
beyond the region of homology thus copying the P1 annealing site back
to chromosome V. If this occurs, both P1 and P2 primers can annealing
on chromosome V even after repair has been completed. To test this
hypothesis, wild-type cells were plated on YP-Gal plates and incubated
for 2 days. Colonies formed on SC-Gal after this time were considered
to derive form cells that repaired the HO-induced break on chromosome
V thus were able to divide and form a colony. A representative number
of colonies were picked, their DNA was extracted and PCR was run
using primers P1 and P2. In 20% of the cases, a band was obtained
showing that the transfer of the P1 annealing site from chromosome II
to chromosome V does take place in about 20% of the cell population.
Controls were run with cells that had not been induced on SC-Gal and
no P1-P2 PCR product was ever recovered with these cells.

Although it is clear that additional experiments need to be run,
we conclude that rad52-R70A mutant strains are proficient for strand
invasion and that it is therefore not at this step of the DNA DSB repair
process that these mutants are blocked.

5.3.6 Neither overexpression of RAD59 nor de-
creased amounts of RPA suppress the DNA
DSB repair phenotype of a class C mutant

In order to understand the origin of the DNA DSB repair phenotype
observed in the rad52 class C mutants, suppressors of this phenotype
were investigated.

Because of its N-terminal sequence similarity with Rad52, Rad59
is often described as a Rad52 paralog. Although Rad59 is unable to
complement all the functions of Rad52, the two proteins have been
shown to have some overlapping functions (Bai & Symington, 1996;
Bai et al., 1999; Petukhova et al., 1999a; Davis & Symington, 2001; Wu
et al., 2006a; Feng et al., 2007). Rad59 has been shown to binds both ss
and dsDNA as well as to promote annealing of complementary ssDNA
(Petukhova et al., 1999a; Davis & Symington, 2001). Moreover, Rad59
was found to enhance Rad52-mediated DNA annealing, both in the
absence and in the presence of RPA (Wu et al., 2006b). Interestingly,
some rad52 mutations situated in the N-terminal domain of the protein
(rad52 -R70K and rad52 Class E mutants) have been shown to have
synergistic defects with rad59∆ (Bai et al., 1999; Feng et al., 2007).
Previously, we showed that deletion of RAD59 did not affect the hyper-
rec phenotype of the rad52 class C mutant strains thus concluding
that this phenotype was not due to a helper role of Rad59 (Lettier
et al., 2006). Here, we investigated if overexpression of RAD59 could
suppress the DNA DSB repair phenotype observed in the rad52-R70A
and rad52-C180A mutant strains. The results obtained, presented in
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Figure 5.8, showed that overexpression of RAD59 did not suppress the
sensitivity of these strains to MMS. Accordingly, the function of Rad52
that is impaired in the rad52 class C mutants cannot be substituted by
Rad59.

RAD52 + pRS423

rad52∆ + pRS423

rad52-R70A + pRS423

rad52-C180A + pRS423

no MMS 0.025% MMS

RAD52 + pRS423-RAD59

rad52∆ + pRS423-RAD59 

rad52-R70A + pRS423-RAD59

rad52-C180A + pRS423-RAD59

Figure 5.8. Effect of RAD59 overexpression on the survival of RAD52,
rad52∆, rad52-R70A and rad52-C180A strains to MMS. Strains were spotted
on SC-HIS medium containing the mentioned amounts of MMS.

As mentioned above, all the amino acid residues in the hsRad52
structure corresponding to rad52 class C mutations are located in,
or close to, the putative Rad52 DNA-binding groove. Moreover, four
of the corresponding human Rad52 mutant species: HsRad52-Y51A
(ScY66A), HsRad52-R55A (ScR70A), HsRad52-R70A (ScR85A), and
HsRad52-Y81A (ScY96A) have been purified, and the three latter
species show decreased affinity for ssDNA in gel shift assays (Kagawa
et al., 2002; Lloyd et al., 2005). Accordingly, we speculate that it is
the DNA binding and/or annealing activities of Rad52 that are im-
paired in our rad52 mutants. This is in agreement with our previous
findings showing that the rad52 class C mutants are unable to repair
an HO-induced DSB between two direct repeats by single strand an-
nealing (SSA) (Lettier et al., 2006). Interestingly, an allele of RFA1,
rfa1-D228Y, has been shown to partially suppress the SSA defects of
rad52∆ strains (Smith & Rothstein, 1999). This is probably due to
a lower amount of RPA complex in this mutant that increases sponta-
neous annealing of non RPA-coated ssDNA (Smith & Rothstein, 1995).
Based on these results, we then investigated if rfa1-D228Y would in-
crease survival of the rad52 class C mutant strains to DNA damaging
agents. However, our results show that the rfa1-D228Y mutation did
not have any positive effect on the survival of the rad52 class C mu-
tants to MMS (Figure 5.9). This shows that decreasing the amount
of RPA complex does not suppress the DNA DSB repair phenotype of
the rad52 class C mutants and suggests that it is not the presence of
the RPA complex on ssDNA that hinders DNA DSB repair in these
mutants.
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RAD52 RFA1

rad52∆ RFA1

rad52-C180A RFA1

no MMS 0.005% MMS

RAD52 rfa1-D228Y

rad52∆ rfa1-D228Y 

rad52-C180A rfa1-D228Y

Figure 5.9. Effect of rfa1-D228Y mutation on the survival of RAD52,
rad52∆ and rad52-C180A strains to MMS. Strains were spotted on YPD
medium containing the mentioned amounts of MMS.

RAD52 srs2∆

rad52-R70A srs2∆

rad52-R70A SRS2

0 krad 40 krad

rad52-R70A srs2∆

Figure 5.10. Effect of srs2 deletion on the survival of RAD52 and rad52-
R70A strains to γ-irradiation. Results from two different rad52-R70A srs2
are shown. Strains were spotted on YPD medium and irradiated at the
mentioned doses.

5.3.7 Deletion of srs2, but not overexpression of
RAD51, suppresses the DNA DSB repair phe-
notype of a class C mutant

A known suppressor of the MMS sensitivity of a number of rad52 muta-
tions is the SRS2 helicase (Milne et al., 1995; Schild, 1995). Moreover,
Srs2 has been shown to physically interact with Rad51 and to act as
a negative regulator of HR by disrupting the Rad51 nucleoprotein fil-
ament (Krejci et al., 2003; Veaute et al., 2003). Interestingly, addition
of Rad52 was shown to partially overcome the inhibitory effect of Srs2,
suggesting that Srs2 and Rad52 antagonize each other in regulating HR
(Krejci et al., 2003; Macris & Sung, 2005). To investigate if deletion
of srs2 could have an effect of the DNA DSB repair phenotype of the
rad52 class C mutants, we constructed double mutants, containing both
rad52-R70A and srs2∆, and analyzed there sensitivity to γ-irradiation
in a spot assay. Surprisingly, deletion of srs2 suppressed the sensitivity
of the rad52-R70A class C mutant to irradiation (Figure 5.10). Similar
results were obtained when sensitivity to MMS was analyzed (data not
shown).

Most of the rad52 mutations that have been reported to be sup-
pressed by deletion of srs2 affect the Rad51 binding domain of Rad52.
Accordingly, these mutations were also suppressed by overexpression of
RAD51 (Milne et al., 1995; Schild, 1995). Although the Rad51 bind-
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RAD52 + pRS426

rad52∆327 + pRS426

rad52-R70A + pRS426

no MMS % MMS

RAD52 + pRAD51

rad52∆327 + pRAD51

rad52-R70A + pRAD51

rad52-C180A + pRS426

rad52-C180A + pRAD51

Figure 5.11. Effect of RAD51 overexpression on the survival of RAD52,
rad52∆327, rad52-R70A and rad52-C180A strains to MMS. Strains were
spotted on SC-Gal-URA medium containing the mentioned amounts of MMS.
The rad52∆327 was used as a positive control as its MMS sensitivity is
suppressed by RAD51 overexpression (Milne & Weaver, 1993; Asleson et al.,
1999).

ing domain seems unaffected in the rad52 class C mutants (see above
and Lettier et al. (2006)), we investigated if overexpression of RAD51
could suppress the MMS sensitivity in these strains. As showed in Fig-
ure 5.11, overexpression of RAD51 did not suppress the DNA DSB
repair phenotype of the rad52-R70A and rad52-C180A class C mutant
strains. Accordingly, our results suggest that suppression of the DNA
DSB repair phenotype of the rad52 class C mutants by srs2 may be
independent of Rad51.

5.3.8 Deletion of srs2 affects spontaneous foci for-
mation but not the hyper-rec phenotype of a
class C mutant

Intrigued by the fact that deletion of srs2 suppresses the DNA DSB
repair phenotype of the rad52-R70A mutant, we further investigated if
this deletion had an effect on some of the other phenotypes observed
in this mutant.

Recently, we observed that, in strains where the class C mutant
Rad52 is tagged with YFP (yellow fluorescent protein), an abnormally
high percentage of S/G2/M cells contain a spontaneous focus. Further-
more, we showed that such foci are longer-lived than those observed in
wild-type strains (Lettier et al., 2006), but why this is the case re-
mains unclear. One can hypothesize that the inefficient DNA binding
of the class C mutant Rad52 hampers the DNA repair process, thus
prolonging the need for Rad52 assembly at the site of the lesion. If
Srs2 antagonizes Rad52 in this process, deleting srs2 should have an
effect on the spontaneous foci formation in the rad52 class C mutant
strains. As shown in Table 5.4, deletion of srs2 reduced the number of
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rad52-R70A cells containing a spontaneous focus to the level observed
in wild-type strains, thus the spontaneous focus formation phenotype of
the rad52-R70A mutants could also be suppressed by deletion of srs2.

Table 5.4. Effect of srs2 deletion on Rad52-R70A spontaneous foci forma-
tion

Allele Spontaneous Rad52-R70A focus (% Cells)
G1 S/G2/M

RAD52 0a 14a

rad52-R70A 0a 56a

rad52-R70A srs2∆ 0(205) 15(33)

a: From Lettier et al. (2006)

Given in parenthesis are the total number of cells counted.

Another characteristic phenotype of the rad52 class C mutants is
that they perform HR at wild-type or higher levels (Mortensen et al.,
2002; Lettier et al., 2006). Considering the fact that these mutants are
unable to repair DNA DSBs, we suggested that spontaneous HR was
mainly triggered by lesions other than DNA DSBs (Lettier et al., 2006).
Based on the results presented above, Srs2 appears to impair DNA
DSBs repair by HR in the rad52 class C mutants. However, one can
envision that this effect is not limited to DNA DSB repair but concerns
all Rad52-dependent HR. We therefore investigated the effect of com-
bining the srs2 deletion and the rad52-R70A mutation on mitotic HR.
For these experiments, the simple leu2 interchromosomal heteroallelic
recombination assay, in which HR is measured between leu2∆EcoRI
and leu2∆BstEII alleles in a diploid strain, was used (Smith & Roth-
stein, 1995). In agreement with previous findings (Aguilera & Klein,
1988), we found HR to be increased about 9-fold in the RAD52 srs2∆
strain compared to wild-type strains (Table 5.5). The HR rate observed
in the rad52-R70A srs2∆ strain was about half of that observed in the
RAD52 srs2∆ strain and this value was found not to be significantly
different from the HR rate of the rad52-R70A SRS2 strains. Accord-
ingly, this shows that the rad52-R70A mutation is epistatic to srs2.

5.4 Discussion

Rad52 is a key protein involved in both DNA DSB repair and HR in S.
cerevisiae. To date, two main activities of Rad52 have been described:
its DNA binding/annealing activity and its recombination mediator
activity.

The domain of Rad52 responsible for DNA binding is situated in
the evolutionary conserved N-terminal part of the protein (Mortensen
et al., 1996). Rad52 can bind both single- and double-stranded DNA
and promotes annealing between complementary single-stranded DNA
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Table 5.5. Effect of srs2 deletion on interchromosomal recombination in
rad52-R70A mutant strains

Allele Heteroallelic recombination Fold increase
(Rate x 10−8) (compared to WT)

RAD52 SRS2 110 ± 30 1
RAD52 srs2∆ 944 ± 138a,b 8.6
rad52-R70A SRS2 370 ± 60a 3.4
rad52-R70A srs2∆ 480 ± 87a,c 4.4

a: p < 0.05 mutants versus wild-type

b: p < 0.05 RAD52 srs2∆ mutant versus rad52-R70A mutant

c: p > 0.05 rad52-R70A srs2∆ mutant versus rad52-R70A mutant

molecules in vitro (Mortensen et al., 1996; Reddy et al., 1997; Shinohara
et al., 1998; Kagawa et al., 2001). Rad52 is also believed to mediate
Rad51 filament assembly by removing RPA from the ssDNA while si-
multaneously replacing it by Rad51 (Song & Sung, 2000; Sugiyama &
Kowalczykowski, 2002). This assumption is strongly backed-up by the
fact that Rad52 can alleviate the inhibitory effect of RPA in strand
exchange assays in vitro (Sung, 1997a; Benson et al., 1998; New et al.,
1998; Shinohara & Ogawa, 1998). Moreover, Rad52 has been shown to
bind both Rad51 (Milne & Weaver, 1993; Shen et al., 1996a; Shinohara
& Ogawa, 1998) and RPA (Park et al., 1996; Hays et al., 1998; Shino-
hara et al., 1998). Importantly, both the DNA binding/annealing and
the mediator activities of Rad52 have been described in several differ-
ent organisms going from yeast to human thus suggesting that these
activities are conserved.

When considering the Rad52 activities in the context of the classical
DNA DSB repair models (Resnick & Martin, 1976; Szostak et al., 1983;
Allers & Lichten, 2001) (reviewed in Haber et al. (2004)), the recombi-
nation mediator activity is generally associated with the strand invasion
step. Indeed, after 5’-3’ resection of the DNA DSB ends, the resulting
3’ ssDNA tails, covered by RPA, need to engage in the repair process
by invading a homologous template and priming for DNA synthesis.
This requires prior removal of RPA and subsequent covering of the ss-
DNA tails by an active nucleoprotein filament of Rad51. As mentioned
above, this step has been shown to be efficiently mediated by Rad52
in vitro thus leaving little doubt about the physiological relevance of
the Rad52 mediator activity in this context. In contrast, the function-
ality of the DNA binding/annealing activity of Rad52 in vivo is still
unclear. Several lines of evidence suggest however that this activity
is biologically relevant. For example, single-strand annealing (SSA),
a DNA repair pathway used to repair lesions between direct repeats
by simple DNA annealing of the resected single-stranded complemen-
tary ends, has been shown to be impaired in the absence of Rad52
(Fishman-Lobell et al., 1992; Sugawara & Haber, 1992). Interestingly,
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deletion of other proteins know to be important players of recombi-
nation such as RAD51, RAD54, RAD55 and RAD57 has no negative
effect on SSA (Ivanov & Haber, 1995). Accordingly, Rad52 seems to be
the key player of SSA thus suggesting that Rad52 can promote DNA
annealing in vivo. In their study showing that Rad52 could promote
the annealing of complementary ssDNA molecules in vitro, Mortensen
et al. (1996) proposed that Rad52 DNA annealing could assist in ho-
mology search. Later, Shinohara et al. (1998) proposed that Rad52
could mediate Rad51-independent recombination through ssDNA an-
nealing assisted by RPA as they observed that Rad52-RPA interaction
enhanced annealing of complementary ssDNA molecules. A similar role
of HsRad52 in the Rad51-independent recombination pathway was also
proposed by Kagawa et al. (2001).

More recently, however, new findings have suggested a role for
Rad52 DNA binding in Rad51-dependent recombination. Arai et al.
(2005) proposed that Rad52 and Rad51 bind ssDNA as a complex
and that this is required for the functional binding of the proteins-
ssDNA complex to dsDNA in the strand invasion step. Importantly,
they showed that this function of Rad52 was necessary even in the ab-
sence of RPA. Using immunofluorescence in vivo, Miyazaki et al. (2004)
showed that Rad52 remained at the site of an HO-induced DNA DSB
longer than Rad51 and the authors therefore suggested that Rad52
could have a postsynaptic role after dissociation of the Rad51 filament.
In agreement with this, Sugiyama et al. (2006) showed that Rad52 pro-
motes annealing of the ssDNA strand that is displaced by DNA strand
exchange by Rad51 and RPA, to a second ssDNA strand in vitro. As
this resembles the situation described by classical DNA DSB repair
models as second strand capture, the authors suggest a role for Rad52
in this step.

Here, we present further evidence for the physiological importance
of the Rad52 DNA binding/annealing activity in DNA DSB repair by
characterizing rad52 mutants that are impaired in this function.

5.4.1 DNA binding by Rad52 is required for second
strand capture

In this study, we have used the separation of function rad52 class C
mutants described previously (Mortensen et al., 2002; Lettier et al.,
2006), to investigate the physiological importance of the Rad52 DNA
binding/annealing activity in DNA DSB repair. We have previously
shown that these mutants are unable to repair even a defined DNA
DSB on a chromosome (Lettier et al., 2006) and an analysis of four
corresponding human Rad52 mutant species, in gel shift assays, have
shown that these mutants have a decreased affinity for ssDNA (Kagawa
et al., 2002; Lloyd et al., 2005). Accordingly, the Rad52 DNA binding
activity appears to have a central role in the repair of DNA DSB in
S. cerevisiae. In our previous analysis of these mutants, we showed
that a class C Rad52 mutant protein tagged with YFP was able to
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recruit to a defined DNA DSB and to recruit Rad51 to the site of
the break (Lettier et al., 2006). Interestingly, this suggest that DNA
binding by Rad52 is not required for the recruitment of the protein to
the DNA DSB and that this recruitment must therefore be mediated
by Rad52 interaction with proteins already present at the break such
as the RPA complex. This has been suggested previously by Hays et al.
(1998) (Model A) and by Lisby et al. (2004) who showed that Rfa1 is
recruited to a DNA DSB before Rad52 and that Rad52 foci do not form
in cells lacking Rfa1. Moreover, our laboratory has recently identified a
region in the middle part of Rad52 that is responsible for foci formation
(Plate, 2006). By yeast-two hybrid analysis, a Rad52 mutant lacking
this region was shown to be unable to interact with Rfa1 (Swee H.
Jensen, personal communication), thus suggesting that this interaction
is important for Rad52 re-localization to the site of DNA damage.

The next step of the DNA DSB repair pathway that could poten-
tially involve Rad52’s DNA binding activity is strand invasion. How-
ever, using a strand invasion PCR assay (White & Haber, 1990; Aylon
et al., 2003), we showed that the rad52-R70A mutant was able to per-
form strand invasion as efficiently as wild-type strains. Accordingly,
the Rad52 DNA binding activity does not appear to be involved at this
stage of the repair process. One can hypothesize that the role of Rad52
described by Arai et al. (2005) is mainly driven by Rad52’s interac-
tion with Rad51, a function that appears to be intact in the class C
Rad52 mutants as they can recruit Rad51 to a DNA DSB (Lettier et al.,
2006). Importantly, we show that although the rad52 class C mutants
seem proficient in strand invasion, they are still unable to repair the
HO-induced DNA DSB that initiated the repair process as shown in
Figure 5.15 (Supplementary materials). This suggests that the rad52
class C mutants are impaired in a step downstream of strand invasion.

The last step of the DNA DSB repair that could require the Rad52
DNA binding/annealing activity is second strand capture and we sug-
gest that this step is impaired in the rad52 class C mutants. Specifically,
in the SDSA model, this step consists in the displacement of the invad-
ing 3’ end after DNA synthesis and the re-annealing of this end with
the other single-stranded tail of the DSB. We envision that this process
is promoted by the DNA binding/annealing activity of the N-terminal
domain of Rad52. Supporting this view, we have previously shown that
the rad52 class C mutants are unable to repair a defined DNA DSB
between direct repeats by SSA (Lettier et al., 2006), a mechanism that
has been shown to mainly involve Rad52 (Ivanov & Haber, 1995). This
suggests that the class C Rad52 mutant protein is impaired in its abil-
ity to bind and anneal two single-stranded DNA molecules in order to
close the DSB. Accordingly we propose that this activity is required
for second strand capture, thus suggesting an essential role of DNA
binding/annealing by the N-terminal domain of Rad52 in this step of
the DNA DSB repair process.
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5.4.2 Quality control role of Srs2 in second strand
capture

In order to investigate if inefficient DNA binding was the only cause in
the rad52 class C mutants’ inability to repair DNA DSBs, we looked
for suppressors of this phenotype. Among the known rad52 suppressors
tested, deletion of srs2 was the only one that could suppress the DNA
DSB repair phenotype of the rad52 class C mutants. This was sur-
prising as the rad52 mutations previously reported to be suppressed by
deletion of srs2 affect the Rad51 DNA binding domain of Rad52 (Milne
et al., 1995; Schild, 1995), which is not the case of our rad52 mutants.
Moreover, we showed that overexpression of RAD51 does not suppress
the MMS sensitivity of the rad52 class C mutants, suggesting that the
Rad52-Rad51 interaction is intact in these mutants. Accordingly, our
results suggest that Srs2 impairs DNA DSB repair in the rad52 class C
mutants, and that this process is independent of Rad51. Moreover, we
show that deletion of srs2 complements the foci formation phenotype
of the rad52 class C mutant cells, suggesting that the spontaneous foci
observed in rad52-R70A represent ongoing repair of spontaneous DNA
DSBs. Indeed, in rad52-R70A SRS2 strains, Srs2 may severely slow
down DNA DSB repair (long-lasting foci) and unrepaired DSBs even-
tually lead to cell death (high sensitivity to MMS and γ-irradiation).
However, in rad52-R70A srs2∆ strains, the negative effect of Srs2 is
relieved, thus allowing for close to wild-type levels of spontaneous foci
formation and DNA DSB repair.

In the context of second strand capture, we envision that Srs2 acts
as a "quality controller" of the DNA binding/annealing step by re-
moving Rad52 from ssDNA if annealing is weak. In our case, weak
DNA annealing is due to the inability of the class C Rad52 mutant
protein to efficiently bind DNA. However, in reality, weak annealing
could be the sign that Rad52 is trying to anneal ss-stranded DNA
molecules with low sequence identity that do not belong together. If
this was allowed to happen, it would have severe consequences such as
chromosomal translocations. Interestingly, this resembles Srs2’s role in
preventing untimely HR events by removing the Rad51 nucleoprotein
filament from ssDNA (Krejci et al., 2003; Veaute et al., 2003) (reviewed
in Macris & Sung (2005)). In fact, the inhibitory effect of Srs2 on the
Rad51-mediated recombination reactions was found to be partially sup-
pressed by addition of Rad52 and Krejci et al. (2002) suggested that
Srs2 and Rad52 antagonize each other in the regulation of HR. In agree-
ment with this view, Kaytor et al. (1995) found that overexpression of
SRS2 on a high copy plasmid increased the MMS sensitivity of RAD52
wild-type strains. In our model (Figure 5.12), we propose that Srs2
acts to dissociate the paired ss-DNA ends and prevent repair if weak
DNA annealing between these ends is detected. This can be achieved
by Srs2’s DNA helicase activity and/or removal of the Rad52 molecules
promoting the annealing. However, the former hypothesis is preferred
as no Rad52-Srs2 interaction has yet been reported. To our knowledge,
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this describes a novel role of Srs2 in DNA DSB repair.

Srs2 Rad52 Srs2 Rad52 class C

Annealing No Annealing

Rad52 class C

Annealing

Strand invasion

Second strand capture

A. B. C.

Figure 5.12. Rad52 and Srs2 antagonize each other in the second strand
capture step of the DNA DSB repair pathway.

5.4.3 Is second strand capture required for sponta-
neous HR?

As previously reported, the rad52 class C mutants are unable to repair
DNA DSBs yet they perform mitotic HR at wild-type or higher levels
(Mortensen et al., 2002; Lettier et al., 2006). In this study, we show
that the spectrum of recombination events observed in the rad52 class
C mutants is similar to that observed in wild-type strain, suggesting HR
occurs by the same pathways in these strains. However, higher rates
of HR events associated with chromosome loss were observed in the
rad52-C180A mutant strain and we suggest that this may represent the
fraction of HR events that were initiated by a spontaneous DNA DSB.
Indeed, as the rad52-C180A mutant is unable to repair such lesions,
HR could result in the loss of the broken chromosome. If this is true,
one can conclude that most HR events observed in this mutant must
have been induced by lesions that are not DNA DSBs (Lettier et al.,
2006).

We show that Srs2 impairs DNA DSB repair in these mutants
and we propose a model where the DNA binding/annealing activity
of Rad52 competes with the DNA helicase activity of Srs2 at the sec-
ond strand capture step of the DNA DSB repair process. Interestingly,
the ability of the rad52 class C mutants to perform HR does not seem
to be influenced by the presence or the absence of Srs2. Indeed, we
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show that deletion of srs2 in a rad52-R70A mutant does not signifi-
cantly affect the mitotic HR rate in this strain. These results suggest
that rad52-R70A is epistatic to srs2. One way to explain these results
is to postulate that second strand capture is not required in the DNA
repair process that drives spontaneous HR in S.cerevisiae. This would
imply that the lesion that triggers spontaneous HR does not result in a
physical separation of the DNA ends and is therefore not a DNA DSB
(Figure 5.13). In our previous characterization of the rad52 class C
separation of function phenotype, we postulated that a DNA DSB was
not the main lesion that triggers spontaneous HR in S.cerevisiae and
proposed nicks or single-stranded DNA stretches as possible candidates
(Lettier et al., 2006). The fact that second strand capture does not seem
to be involved in the repair mechanism responsible for spontaneous HR
only strengthens this hypothesis.

Figure 5.13. Model of single-stranded gap induced homologous recombina-
tion. The lesion that triggers spontaneous HR does not result in a physical
separation of the DNA ends, thus its repair by HR does not require second
strand capture.

5.5 Supplementary materials
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Table 5.6. Strains used in this study

Strain Genotype

UMR79-11 Matα ade2∆ leu-∆EcoRI::ADE2 trp1-1
UM228-5C MATa ade2∆ leu-∆BstEII::ade2-∆AatII lys2∆ SPB1::kanMX

TRX3::NAT1
UM229-A MATα ade2∆ leu-∆EcoRI::ADE2 trp1-1 rad52-C180A
UM229-B MATa ade2∆ leu-∆BstEII::ade2-∆AatII lys2∆ SPB1::kanMX

TRX3::NAT1 rad52-C180A
UM237-A MATα ade2∆ leu-∆EcoRI::ADE2 trp1-1 rad52∆
UM237-B MATa ade2∆ leu-∆BstEII::ade2-∆AatII lys2∆ SPB1::kanMX

TRX3::NAT1 rad52∆
UM195-52D MATα trp1-1 ade2∆ leu2-∆EcoRI::ADE2 SPB1::kanMX

TRX3::NAT1 rad51∆
UM196-7D MATα trp1-1 ade2∆ leu2-∆EcoRI::ADE2 SPB1::kanMX

TRX3::NAT1 rad51∆ rad52-R70A
UM197-8A MATα trp1-1 ade2∆ leu2-∆EcoRI::ADE2 SPB1::kanMX

TRX3::NAT1 rad51∆ rad52-C180A
UM194-39A MATa ade2∆ lys2∆ leu2-∆BstEII::ade2-∆AatII rad51∆
UM199-4A MATa ade2∆ lys2∆ leu2-∆BstEII::ade2-∆AatII rad51∆ rad52-

R70A
UM200-1B MATa ade2∆ lys2∆ leu2-∆BstEII::ade2-∆AatII rad51∆ rad52-

C180A
W3847-7B MATa ADE2 bar1::LEU2 leu2-3,112 trp1-1 YFP-RAD51

RAD52-CFP
UM204-37A MATa ADE2 bar1::LEU2 leu2-3,112 lys2∆ CFP-RAD51 rad52-

R70A-YFP
UM205-11D MATa ADE2 bar1::LEU2 leu2-3,112 lys2∆ YFP-RAD51 rad52-

C180A-CFP
UM225-11B MATα-inc ura3::HOcs lys2::ura3-HOcs-inc ade3::GALHO leu2-

3,112 trp1-1 ade2-1
UM225-8B MATα-inc ura3::HOcs lys2::ura3-HOcs-inc ade3::GALHO leu2-

3,112 trp1-1 ade2-1 rad52-R70A
W1588-4C MATa ade2-1 leu2-3,112 trp1 LYS2
J786 MATa ade2-1 leu2-3,112 trp1-1 rad52-C180A
J788 MATa ade2-1 leu2-3,112 trp1-1 rad52-R70A
J883 MATa ade2-1 leu2-3,112 trp1-1 rad52-∆327
W3800-35D MATa ade2-1 leu2-∆BstEII trp1-1 rad52∆
UM268-22C MATa ade2-1 leu2-3,112 trp1-1 srs2::HIS3 rad52-R70A-YFP
UM267-17B MATa ade2-1 leu2-∆BstEII lys2∆ srs2::HIS3 rad52-R70A
UM269-A MATα ade2-1 leu2-∆EcoRI trp1-1 srs2::HIS3 rad52-R70A
UM136-2C MATα ade2-1 leu2,3-112 trp1-1 srs2::HIS3
UM267-47A MATα ade2-1 leu2,3-112 trp1-1 rad52-R70A
UM267-55C MATα ade2-1 leu2,3-112 trp1-1 srs2::HIS3 rad52-R70A
W1588-4A MATα ade2-1 leu2-3,112 trp1-1

All strains are derivatives of W303 except that they are RAD5
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Figure 5.14. Representation of a variant of the heteroallelic recombination
assay used in this study. For simplicity, only one chromatid of each chromo-
some is represented (black line). The centromeres and the different alleles
are represented as black circles and colored boxes, respectively. Mutations
present in some of the alleles are represented as vertical black lines.
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Figure 5.15. Quantitative measurement of intact chromosome V by PCR.
(A) Primers P2 and P3 situated on each side HO cut site on chromosome
V. (B) PCR products obtained in wild-type (left) and rad52-R70A mutant
(right) strains. (C) Survival of wild-type and rad52-R70A mutant strains to
an HO-induced DNA DSB on chromosome V. The HO-endonuclease, under
the control of a GAL-promoter, is induced and cuts the HOcs on chromosome
V when strains are plated on galactose containing plates.



Chapter 6

Homologous recombination in
Aspergillus nidulans

6.1 Aspergillus nidulans as a model or-
ganism

Aspergillus nidulans is a filamentous fungus typically found in soil.
As it primarily grows asexually, this fungus was first classified as a
deuteromycete. However, in the 1960s, an analysis of the sexual fruit-
ing bodies of a common soil ascomycete, Emericella nidulans, showed
that its cleistothecia germinated into A. nidulans colonies. Accord-
ingly, A. nidulans was reclassified as an ascomycete and renamed E.
nidulans. This "taxonomically correct" name is however not commonly
used. During the past fifty years, A. nidulans has been used as a model
organism to study the physiology, biochemistry, genetics and molecu-
lar biology of multicellular eukaryotes. Several reasons can justify the
status of this fungus as a model organism.

Firstly, it belongs to the genus Aspergillus which contains species
that are important enzyme and food producers as well as human patho-
genes and therefore have a daily impact on human life (Timberlake &
Marshall, 1989). Secondly, it is relatively easy to handle as a laboratory
organism. It grows rapidly on both solid and in liquid media under a
variety of nutritional conditions (Pontecorvo et al., 1953; Clutterbuck,
1974). Unlike many industrially or medically relevant aspergilli such
as A. oryzae and A. fumigatus, A. nidulans has a well-characterized
sexual cycle. This is a strong advantage as it permits the generation of
strains carrying new gene combinations in a relatively short amount of
time. Moreover, the fact that the conidia produced during the asexual
cell cycle are uninucleate provides a way of selecting for strains by sim-
ple replica-plating on selective media allowing large-scale screening for
strains of interest. Additionally, these conidia are very stable structures
that can be stored in dried or frozen state for long periods of time mak-
ing the establishment of large fungal strain collections possible. Next,
the recent release of its genome sequence (Galagan et al., 2005) and of
those of several other aspergilli (Nierman et al., 2005b; Machida et al.,
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2005; Pel et al., 2007), has given the possibility of understanding these
organisms further by using comparative genomics (see 6.1.2). A. nidu-
lans has more genes than S. cerevisiae and also contains more introns.
It is a multicellular organism as septa divide the hyphae into com-
partments or cells. All in all, this places A. nidulans closer to higher
eukaryotes than S. cerevisiae on the evolutionary ladder. Finally, the
increasing amount of genetic tools and techniques being developed for
A. nidulans has and will considerably ease the process of gene target-
ing in this organism thus opening an infinite amount of possibilities to
generate new strains and acquire further knowledge of this organism,
filamentous fungi and higher eukaryotes in general.

6.1.1 Life cycle of A.nidulans

The life cycle of A. nidulans is constituted of 3 cell cycles: an asexual, a
sexual and a parasexual cycle as represented in Figure 6.1 (for reviews
see Timberlake (1990) and Adams et al. (1998)).

Nuclear fusion

Heterokaryon

Conidiophore

Ascospores

Homokaryon

Heterozygous
 Diploid

 Conidiospores

Cleistothecia

Asexual cycle

Sexual cycle

Parasexual cycle

Germination

Meiosis

+

Anastomosis

Nuclear fusion

Haploidization

Homozygous
 Diploid

or

Haploid
Potentially new strain

Figure 6.1. Life cycles of A.nidulans. Graphical representation of the
asexual (black arrow), sexual (red arrows) and parasexual (blue arrows) life
cycles of A. nidulans. Hyphae are represented as green tubes containing
nuclei (coloured circles).

The asexual cycle (black arrows in Figure 6.1) is initiated by the
germination of a mitotically derived conidiospore. This results in the
formation of tubular hyphae that grow vegetatively to form a mycelium.
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Hyphae are long, tube-like structures divided by walls, called septa, into
compartments or cells. Each cell usually contains several nuclei sharing
the same cytoplasm. Hyphal growth occurs both by apical extension
and branching resulting in circular-shaped colonies on solid media (see
Figure 6.2).

Figure 6.2. Picture of three colonies of A.nidulans strain IBT 27263 (argB2,
pyrG89, veA1 ) growing on solid complete medium. A small amount of coni-
diospores was collected from a asexually growing colony using a sterile tooth-
pick. Some conidiospores were then deposited at three different position on
a plate by gently touching the surface of the medium with the toothpick.
The colonies observed in this picture are approximately 4-5 days old, grow
asexually and produce green conidiospores.

On solid media, fungal colonies that have reached a certain size
will form specialized aerial structures called conidiophores. After sev-
eral stages of development, these conidiophores bear several chains of
conidiospores (Figure 6.3). When these chains are 4 to 5 conidiospores
long, the spore at the end of the chain is fully matured and can therefore
restart the asexual cycle when released from the conidiophore.

Figure 6.3. Picture of a conidiophore of A.nidulans obtained by scanning
electron microscopy. This type of structure is produced during the asexual
cell cycle and bears several chains of haploid conidia. The scale bar represents
5µm. Picture from work of Dr. Cavaliere, R. used with his permission.

The sexual cell cycle (red arrows in Figure 6.1) usually begins at
the center of the colony where the oldest mycelium can be found. The
signal(s) that triggers the entrance into this cycle remains unclear but
could be hormone-related (Champe et al., 1987). The sexual cycle
begins as two nuclei fuse to form a diploid nucleus and is character-
ized by the formation of cleistothecia or "fruiting bodies" imbedded
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in specialized cells named Hülle cells. Within these structures, sev-
eral rounds of meiosis and mitosis lead to the formation of hundreds
of asci, each containing eight ascospores. In most cases, the two nu-
clei that fuse are identical thus meiosis will not result in genetically
different strains. However, in some cases, genetically different nuclei
can be present within the same hyphae. Indeed, two mycelia growing
in proximity of each other are able to fuse or anastomose to form a
heterokaryon (Figure 6.1). In this structure, two types of genetically
different nuclei share a common cytoplasm within the hyphae. If two
nuclei with different genotypes fuse (karyogamy), they will form a het-
erozygous diploid nucleus. When such a nucleus enters meiosis, meiotic
recombination will produce ascospores with new genetic combinations
(Hoffmann et al., 2001).

Another mechanism for the recombination of genetic information
in A. nidulans is the parasexual cycle (blue arrows in Figure 6.1). In
general, this cycle is considered as a laboratory phenomenon that very
rarely occurs in nature. This cycle is initiated when two strains with
complementing auxotrophies are mixed and anastomose to form a het-
erokaryon. Heterokaryons are unstable but can be maintained using
selective medium where both genomes are required for growth (Pon-
tecorvo et al., 1953). Eventually, two genetically different nuclei will
fuse to produce a heterozygous diploid. When the diploid undergoes
mitosis, mitotic recombination can take place leading to exchange of
genetic markers. As diploids are unstable, haploidization will eventu-
ally occur creating a genetically new haploid strain (Figure 6.1). Hap-
loidization can also be triggered by chemicals such as benomyl, which
increases the frequency of non-disjunction of chromosomes during mi-
tosis (Bignami et al., 1977). This often results in random chromosome
loss thus also leading to the formation of new haploid strains.

6.1.2 The A.nidulans genome: an important tool
for comparative genomics

In February 2003, the complete genome sequence of A.nidulans was re-
leased and available online (Ref: Aspergillus Sequencing Project. Broad
Institute of MIT and Harvard (http://www.broad.mit.edu)). The data
is regularly updated and additional releases containing new annotations
and information have been made since 2003. Other important aspergilli
have also been sequenced recently such as the human pathogen A. fumi-
gatus (Nierman et al., 2005b), A. oryzae used in the production of sake,
miso and soy sauce (Machida et al., 2005) and the enzyme and organic
acid producer A. niger (Pel et al., 2007). Comparing the similarities
and differences between these genomes permits the study of how these
different aspergilli are related in evolution. This way, one can under-
stand more about their physiology or get insight into aspects of genome
evolution and gene regulation likely to be common to all eukaryotes.
Moreover, sets of genes that are unique to each aspergillus species can
bring information on specific characteristics such as pathogenicity in
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the case of A. fumigatus.
A. nidulans has 8 chromosomes and its genome has a size of approx-

imately 30 Mb containing about 9400 genes coding for proteins of over
100 amino acids. About 50% of the A. nidulans genome is coding and
it has a gene density of about 1 gene per 3000bp (Galagan et al., 2005).
In comparison, A. fumigatus and A. oryzae also have 8 chromosomes
each and genome sizes of about 28 Mb and 37 Mb, respectively. The
additional megabases of A. oryzae genome are mainly constituted of
genes involved in the synthesis and transport of secondary metabolites
and the authors suggest that these genes were transferred to A. oryzae
from other species during evolution (Machida et al., 2005). In a compar-
ative study of the A. nidulans genomes with the genomes of A. oryzae
and A. fumigatus, Galagan et al. (2005) showed that their sequences
are considerably different, similar to the differences observed between
mammals and fish, which diverged approximately 450 millions years
ago (Galagan et al., 2005). Interestingly, although extensive rearrange-
ments were observed, conserved synteny blocks were found between the
three species, suggesting similar genome evolution. Comparison be-
tween the three genomes also revealed that sexual reproduction could
be possible in A. oryzae and A. fumigatus. Indeed, the presence of
the HMG mating-type gene was confirmed in A. fumigatus (Poggeler,
2002; Galagan et al., 2005) while an alpha mating-type gene was re-
ported in A. oryzae (Galagan et al., 2005). A. nidulans had previously
been shown to contain both mating-type genes making it homothallic
(or self-fertile) (Dyer et al., 2003). Interestingly, comparison between
the mating-type systems of these three species revealed that these genes
occupy nearly identical positions in their respective genomes and that
conserved synteny was observed in the neighboring regions (Figure 6.4).

A. nidulans alpha

A.  oryzae alpha

A.  fumigatus HMG

A. nidulans HMG
200 kb

Figure 6.4. Comparison of MAT loci between A. nidulans, A. oryzae and
A. fumigatus. Grey lines indicate predicted orthologs. Red genes indicate
orthologs from the left flank of the A. nidulans alpha locus with the left
flanks of the A. fumigatus and A. oryzae loci. Cyan genes indicate orthologs
with the right flank of the A. nidulans HMG locus. Picture from (Galagan
et al., 2005).

From these results, Galagan et al. (2005) proposed a model that
predicts a common homothallic ancestor for all three species. More-
over, the authors concluded that the possible existence of mating in
A. oryzae and A. fumigatus suggested by their results, can present
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potential medical and industrial interest.
Using comparative genomics, high amounts of information can be

retrieved that can permit us to understand the biology and evolution of
different organisms. The sequencing of other Aspergillus genomes will
surely provide data that will be the source of studies similar to that
of Galagan et al. (2005) thus providing insight into how these organ-
isms work. Such knowledge is of great interest for both the industrial
and the medical fields; for example, understanding the mechanisms of
pathogenicity in species that cause invasive aspergillosis could provide
potential targets for drug development (Nierman et al., 2005a). Im-
portantly, understanding these organisms better will make it possible
to develop strategies to exploit their potentials at our advantage. This
will increase the need for efficient genetics tools that will make specific
strain engineering possible. As presented below, many research groups
including ours, have already contributed to make this a reality.

6.2 From homologous recombination to
gene targeting

Gene targeting is the method used to insert a DNA fragment into a
specific genomic target site in an organism of interest. This specific in-
tegration is homology-driven as DNA fragment used contains sequences
homologous to the genomic site that is being targeted. Two types of
gene targeting events have been described depending on the configu-
ration of the ends of the fragment when paired with the homologous
target. When the ends of the fragment point towards each other the
gene targeting event is defined as "ends-in" (Figure 6.5, A).

A B

Target

Substrate
Substrate

Target

Figure 6.5. Gene targeting by (A) ends-in or (B) ends out recombination.
Red and blue boxes represent homologous DNA sequences on the substrate
and the target DNA.

On the other hand, if the ends of the fragment point away from each
other, the gene targeting event is defined as "ends-out" (Figure 6.5, B)
(Hastings et al., 1993). As the gene targeting method developed in
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our lab and presented later in this chapter is based on "ends-out" gene
targeting, the rest of this description will focus on this type of event.
The mechanisms by which "ends-out" gene targeting takes place have
been extensively studied and two main models have been proposed (see
Figure 6.6). One model by Leung et al. (1997) suggests that gene
replacement occurs by the formation of extensive heteroduplex DNA
(hDNA) between the DNA fragment and the target region, that would
span across the whole target region length. Accordingly the authors
proposed that gene replacement occurs when one end of the DNA sub-
strate invades the target duplex and is then assimilated. The resulting
heteroduplex region and any potential mismatches are then acted upon
by the mismatch repair system (see Figure 6.6, Panel A).

Mismatch repair

One-ended invasion

A B

Two-ended invasion

Figure 6.6. Graphical representation of the two main models of the mech-
anism of gene targeting. (A) One end of the DNA substrate invades the
genomic target site thus forming a long stretch of hDNA. Mismatch repair
correct any potential mismatches (white and black circles) within the het-
eroduplex. (B) Both ends of the DNA substrate invade the genomic target
site leading to a crossover events at each end of the fragment. As both
strands of the substrate are integrated at the target site, mismatch repair is
not needed here. This figure is adapted from Leung et al. (1997).

Another model, proposed by Hastings et al. (1993), suggests that
gene targeting occurs by separate crossovers at each of the two ends
of the targeting fragment (see Figure 6.6, Panel B). This model is in
agreement with the results of Li et al. (2001) in mammalian cells as they
observed hDNA formation with both ends of the targeting substrate.
In yeast, Langston & Symington (2004) showed that gene targeting
is initiated by independent strand invasions at the two ends of the
targeting substrate (see Figure 6.6, Panel B). They also showed that
integration by the one-ended model (Figure 6.6, Panel A) occurs mainly
when the mismatch repair system is impaired and therefore rarely in
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wild-type cells.
As presented above, homologous recombination (HR) is the mecha-

nism that allows gene targeting in vivo. In the yeast, S. cerevisiae, HR
is the main pathway used for DNA repair making gene targeting rela-
tively efficient in this organism. However, this is not the case in higher
eukaryotes and gene targeting in these organisms is a much more diffi-
cult task. For this reason, development of efficient gene targeting meth-
ods in higher eukaryotes has been the goal of several research groups,
including ours.

6.3 Increasing gene targeting in higher eu-
karyotes

The recent release of the genome sequence of Aspergillus nidulans, as
well as several other aspergilli, has tremendously widened the possibil-
ities of studying these industrially and medically relevant organisms.
Indeed, the dream of creating fungal strain collections similar to those
already existing for S. cerevisiae, e.g. Yeast Knockout (YKO) collec-
tion, Yeast GFP-clone collection, Yeast GST-fusion collection, etc, has
now become realistic. Working towards this goal, several groups have
developed gene targeting methods to enable and ease the creation of
such strains in aspergilli (Bird & Bradshaw, 1997; Chaveroche et al.,
2000; Yang et al., 2004; Yu et al., 2004; Zarrin et al., 2005; Forment
et al., 2006; Nayak et al., 2006; Nielsen et al., 2006). Unfortunately,
this process is often slowed down by the fact that gene targeting in fila-
mentous fungi is far from being as efficient as in budding yeast. Indeed,
the DNA substrates classically used for gene targeting in S. cerevisiae
are relatively inefficient in filamentous fungi as they most often inte-
grate randomly in the genome of these organisms. This is due to the
fact that DNA DSB repair in these organisms mainly takes place by
non-homologous end-joining (NHEJ), a mechanism by which two DNA
ends are directly ligated without the need for a homologous template.
Interestingly, this is similar to what is observed in higher eukaryotes
where it poses limitations on the gene targeting possibilities in mouse
and plants and for its use in human gene therapy. For these reasons,
increasing the efficiency of gene targeting has been the goal of many
research groups in the past few years.

One of the strategies used to increase gene targeting efficiency has
been to delete the genes responsible for NHEJ. This way, DNA repair
should mainly take place by HR thus increasing the amount of targeted
genomic integration. In A. nidulans, Nayak et al. (2006) showed that
gene targeting efficiency could be highly increased in a null strain of
the human KU70 homolog, nkuA, as the frequency of non-homologous
integrations was greatly reduced in such a strain. This strategy was
also successfully used in several other fungi (Kooistra et al., 2004; Ni-
nomiya et al., 2004; Krappmann et al., 2006; Poggeler & Kuck, 2006;
Takahashi et al., 2006) but did not appear to work in mammalian cells
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(Pierce et al., 2001; Dominguez-Bendala et al., 2006). The reason for
this remains unclear but it could be due to the fact that the mammalian
Ku proteins are involved in other cellular processes such as V(D)J re-
combination and that the deletion of the Ku genes could therefore have
unexpected repercussions (Nussenzweig et al., 1996; Gu et al., 1997;
Ouyang et al., 1997). Another explanation is the existence of alterna-
tive end-joining pathways independent of Ku (Feldmann et al., 2000;
Ma et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2003; McVey et al., 2004).

Another attempted strategy to increase gene targeting efficiency has
been to promote HR by over-expressing genes known to be involved in
this repair pathway. One target of this strategy has been the A. nidu-
lans uvsC, a homolog of the yeast RAD51. uvsC null mutants show high
sensitivity to MMS, are defective in meiosis and deficient in gene tar-
geting (Seong et al., 1997; Van Heemst et al., 1997; Ichioka et al., 2001).
Natsume et al. (2004) investigated if an increase in the transcription of
uvsC would increase gene targeting efficiency in A. nidulans. This was
only a half success as gene targeting efficiency was increased several fold
when uvsC transcription was high but these events were showed not to
be linearly correlated. Accordingly, higher transcription levels of uvsC
did not further increase gene targeting efficiency and had severe impacts
on mycelial growth. These results are in agreement with those of Yanez
& Porter (1999) who were able to increase gene targeting 2-to 3-fold by
over-expressing human RAD51 about 4-fold in human cells. Similarly
to what was observed in A. nidulans, Flygare et al. (2001) later showed
that a 10-fold over-expression of hRad51 had severe consequences as it
suppressed cell proliferation in addition to other abnormal phenotypes.
Over-expression of another HR protein, Rad52p, in human cells was
not crowned with success either as it appeared to inhibit gene target-
ing Yanez & Porter (2002). However, expression of S. cerevisiae Rad52
in human cells did result in an increase in gene targeting by HR in these
cells (Di Primio et al., 2005).

Following the idea of increasing gene targeting efficiency by pro-
moting HR in the fungal cell, our research group developed an efficient
PCR-based gene targeting method based on a strategy previously devel-
oped for S. cerevisiae (Erdeniz et al., 1997). In this method, the target-
ing substrate, called bipartite substrate, is constituted of two pieces of
linear DNA each containing part of a selection marker. While integra-
tion of the classical DNA substrates used for "ends-out" gene targeting
generally require one HR event at each end of the DNA substrate (two
HR events in total) (Langston & Symington, 2004), integration of our
substrate requires an additional HR event between the two fragments
of the bipartite substrate. This event is essential as it reconstitutes
the functional marker used for selection. Accordingly, we have investi-
gated whether this additional requirement for an HR event within the
substrate itself can channel the entire targeting substrate into the HR
pathway thus promoting HR between the ends of the substrate and the
targeted area in the genome. In the paper presented below, we show
that this method increases gene targeting efficiency by reducing the
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number of false positive transformants obtained. This is important as
it minimizes the amount of screening required, an often tedious step
in gene targeting experiments. Moreover, a higher number of positive
integrants is obtained without having to disrupt the NHEJ pathway in
the strains and organisms of interest which saves both work and risks of
crosstalk between the NHEJ phenotype and the phenotype of interest.
Also, our method presents the undeniable advantage of a recyclable
marker. Indeed, once the genomic region of interest has been success-
fully targeted, the selectable marker, flanked by a direct repeat, can be
excised via direct-repeat recombination. This allows multiple rounds
of gene targeting to be performed in the same strain. Moreover, as the
same marker is re-used each time, the vector serving as a template for
the construction of the constant parts of the bipartite gene-targeting
substrate can be used for every construction round. This is an advan-
tage as the amount of available efficient selectable markers can become
limiting if several rounds of gene targeting need to be performed and
this applies to both NHEJ-proficient and -deficient strains.

My contribution to this work was to show that the bipartite method
could be used to perform gene deletions. As I was interested in study-
ing HR in A. nidulans, I created a deletion strain of the S. cerevisiae
RAD52 homolog, radC. How this strain was generated is presented in
the following article and a characterization of the A. nidulans radC
strain is presented in Chapter 7.
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Abstract

The rapid accumulation of genomic sequences from a large number of eukaryotes, including numerous Wlamentous fungi, has created
a tremendous scientiWc potential, which can only be realized if precise site-directed genome modiWcations, like gene deletions, promoter
replacements, in-frame GFP fusions and speciWc point mutations can be made rapidly and reliably. The development of gene-targeting
techniques in Wlamentous fungi and other higher eukaryotes has been hampered because foreign DNA is predominantly integrated ran-
domly into the genome. For Aspergillus nidulans, we have developed a Xexible method for gene-targeting employing a bipartite gene-tar-
geting substrate. This substrate is made solely by PCR, which obviates the need for bacterial subcloning steps. The method reduces the
number of false positives and can be used to produce virtually any genome alteration. A major advance of the method is that it allows
multiple subsequent genome manipulations to be performed as the selectable marker is recycled.
  2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, the complete genome sequences of a
number of Wlamentous fungi, including that of the model
fungus, Aspergillus nidulans, have become available
(reviewed in Archer and Dyer, 2004). This has created a tre-
mendous potential to obtain insight into many important
aspects of fungal biology such as transcriptional regulation,
secondary metabolite production, cellular diVerentiation,
tissue specialization, hyphal growth, and pathogenicity.
Experimentally, this potential can only be fully exploited if
precise genome modiWcations like gene deletions, promoter
replacements, in-frame GFP fusions and speciWc point
mutations can be made. This has been demonstrated for the
yeast, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, where the combination of
a complete genome sequence and eYcient gene-targeting
methods has made this organism the genetically best char-
acterized eukaryote. Moving from unicellular to multicellu-

lar model organisms, A. nidulans is a good choice since
gene-targeting success rates are typically quite high, lying in
the range of 10–50%, which is orders of magnitudes higher
than for most other multicellular eukaryotes (Schaefer,
2001). Although, most types of genome manipulations have
been reported for A. nidulans, the methods often employ
several cumbersome Escherichia coli based cloning steps
and therefore the development of a versatile cloning-free
method is desirable. To avoid bacterial cloning, three simi-
lar PCR-based methods have recently been successfully
used to perform gene deletions and promoter replacements
in A. nidulans using a one-step gene replacement strategy
(Yang et al., 2004; Yu et al., 2004; Zarrin et al., 2005). In all
three methods, the Wnal gene-targeting substrate is gener-
ated by combining three overlapping fragments in a subse-
quent PCR. A simpler and more Xexible PCR-based
method, which allows the selectable marker to be recycled,
has previously been developed for S. cerevisiae (Erdeniz
et al., 1997). The method employs PCR to generate two
composite DNA fragments, here termed a bipartite gene-
targeting substrate, that are fused in vivo by homologous
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recombination (HR) to form the active gene-targeting sub-
strate. In this method, the selectable marker is Xanked by a
direct repeat, which allows multiple rounds of gene target-
ing to be performed in the same strain as the marker can be
excised via direct-repeat recombination. Furthermore, inte-
gration as well as direct-repeat recombination events are
easily scored as a selectable/counter-selectable marker is
used. This method has been used to create gene deletions,
point mutations, allele replacements and GFP fusions (Erd-
eniz et al., 1997; Lisby et al., 2001; Reid et al., 2002a,b). The
only prerequisite for each class of genome modiWcation is a
vector that serves as a template for constant parts of the
bipartite gene-targeting substrate. In the present study, we
demonstrate that this gene-targeting scheme can be
adapted to A. nidulans to eYciently create gene deletions
and point mutations. Furthermore, we show that the use of
bipartite substrates results in a higher frequency of correct
targeting events compared to that obtained with the corre-
sponding continuous substrates.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Strains, media, and plasmids

The A. nidulans strain, IBT 27263, (argB2, pyrG89, and
veA1) was used for all gene-targeting experiments. The
strain is derived from GO51 of the Glasgow strain collec-
tion. Solid and liquid media were made according to Clut-
terbuck (Clutterbuck, 1974). 5-Xuoroorotic acid (5-FOA)
was from Sigma. 5-FOA medium was made by adding
Wlter-sterilized 5-FOA to a Wnal concentration of 1.3 mg/ml
to minimal medium supplemented with 10 mM uridine,
10 mM uracil, 4 mM L-arginine and 2% agar cooled to 50 °C
after autoclavation. E. coli strain DH5� was used as host
for plasmid construction. Plasmids pUC57 and pUC18
were obtained from Fermentas and New England Biolabs
(NEB), respectively. Plasmid pDJB2 contains pyr-4 of Neu-
rospora crassa (Ballance and Turner, 1985) and pYA11 har-
bors both argB and yA of A. nidulans (Aleksenko and
Ivanova, 1998).

2.2. Oligonucleotides, PCR, and cloning

A linker, d(pGGGTACCC) containing a KpnI cut site
was obtained from NEB. Oligonucleotides were supplied by
MWG-Biotech AG and are listed in Table 1. PCR was per-
formed using the Expand High Fidelity PCR kit from
Roche according to manufacturer’s recommendations. All
PCR products were puriWed from agarose gels using a GFX
puriWcation kit (Amersham–Pharmacia). Plasmid construc-
tion was performed using standard methods (Sambrook
and Russell, 2001) and all inserted PCR fragments were
sequenced by MWG-Biotech AG.

pYA11-KpnI served as PCR template for the mutant
allele yA-KpnI (see Section 2.3) and was constructed by
ligating a phosphorylated KpnI linker, see above, into the
SmaI restriction site of pYA11. The KpnI site is situated

401 bp downstream of the ATG of yA and causes a frame-
shift mutation.

pYA11-I-SceI served as PCR template for the mutant
allele yA-I-SceI (see Section 2.3) and was constructed by
inserting a yA-I-SceI containing PCR fragment digested
with MfeI and NheI into a MfeI–NheI vector fragment of
pYA11. This PCR fragment was generated in two steps.
First, two PCR fragments were made in separate reactions
using primer pairs (Y1 and O1) and (Y2 and O2), respec-
tively, and pYA11 as template. Second, these two fragments
were fused via 32 bp I-SceI sequences (Moure et al., 2003;
Plessis et al., 1992) present in their ends using the primer
pair Y1 and Y2 by PCR. In pYA11-I-SceI, the 32 bp I-SceI
recognition sequence is located 1579 bp downstream of the
ATG of yA and causes a frameshift mutation.

Table 1
Oligonucleotides used in this study

All sequences are shown in 5�–3� direction. Bases shown in bold capitals
anneal to the template DNA. Sections of the oligonucleotides in lower
case characters represent fusion tags.

Primer Usage Sequence

M1 Recyclable primers 
for gene targeting

catggcaattcccggggatcGCCGGC
AATTCTTTTTAGGTAGC

M2 CCAGAAGCAGTACACGGC
M3 GTTGTCTGCTTGCGCTTCTTC
M4 catggtggtcagctggaatTCCTCC

GCCATTTCTTATTCCC
R1 catggcaattcccggggatcTGGAT

AACCGTATTACCGCC
R2 catggtggtcagctggaattTGCCAA

GCTTAACGCGTACC
D1 Deletion of radC aattccagctgaccaccatgCACTAT

CGACCTCGTCTTATGC
D2 GGATACTCCTGAATCTCGAC
U1 CGCCTTCGGATCGATGAG
U2 gatccccgggaattgccatgCGACTG

CATCCGTACTAGCAGTCTGATGCG

TGTGATGCTTGCCGGGCC
Y1 Mutagenesis in yA aattccagctgaccaccatgCAAA

TGTTCTATCATGGGGGC
Y2 gatccccgggaattgccatgGGTTG

ATTGGGAATATGTAGTTC
O1 Cloning cgctatattaccctgttatccctagc

gtaactCGGCAGATTTTCTGT
GAAGAG

O2 agttacgctagggataacagggtaat

atagcgCGAGCGAGGTCTCAA
CAAC

O3 ATCATTGCTGCAGCATCGAT

TCCTCCGCCATTTCTTA
O4 TACTTCTAGAACCTAGGGCCGGCAA

TTCTTTTTAGGTAG
O5 AGCAATGCATCTGGAGAATCGAT

AAATGTTCTATCATGGGGGC
O6 GATGCATGCCTGGAGACTAGTGGTT

GATTGGGAATATGTAGTTC
O7 ACCTGAAGCTTAACGCGTACCCGGGAA

GATCTCATGGTCATAGCTGTTTCCTG
O8 ACTGGCATGCAGCGGCCGCAGCTAG

CACAATTGAGGCGCGCC

GAGCTGATACCGCTCGCCGC
O9 Probe P4 TGGGTTGAACCGCTTACTCAG
O10 CAGCTGCAGCATGAAATCCAG
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pRSub3 was used to produce targeting fragments
described in Section 2.4 and was constructed in three steps.
First, a 1.4 kb PCR fragment, which contained the entire N.
crassa pyr-4 marker, was generated by the primer pair O3
and O4 using pDJB2 as template. This fragment was
digested with XbaI and PstI and inserted into an XbaI–PstI
vector fragment of pUC57 to produce pRSub1. Next, a
2146 bp PCR fragment was generated by using the primer
pair O5 and O6 and pYA11-KpnI as template. This frag-
ment, which contains the yA-KpnI allele and a BpmI recog-
nition sequence just downstream of the yA locus, was
digested with ClaI and SphI and inserted into a ClaI–SphI
pRSub1 vector fragment to produce pRSub2. Finally, the
2146 bp PCR fragment obtained above was digested with
NsiI and SpeI to release a fragment containing the yA-KpnI
allele and a BpmI recognition sequence just upstream of the
yA locus. This fragment was inserted into an NsiI–AvrII
vector fragment of pRSub2 to produce pRSub3, see Fig. 1.

pDEL1 served as PCR template for the marker-contain-
ing fragments of the bipartite substrates for the radC dele-
tion (see Section 2.3). The vector contains the pyr-4 marker
and a 290 bp direct repeat and was constructed in three
steps. First, the XmaI site of pUC18 was destroyed by
digesting the plasmid by XmaI, Wlling out the ends by Kle-
now polymerase (Large Fragment from NEB) followed by
religation of the blunt ends to produce pJST1. Next, a 290
bp fragment, which was generated by PCR using the primer
pair O7 and O8 and pJST1 as template, was digested by
HindIII and SphI and inserted into a HindIII–SphI vector
fragment of pJST1 to form pJSH1. Finally, an XbaI and
PstI fragment isolated from pRSub1, which contains the
entire pyr-4 gene, was inserted into an XbaI–PstI vector
fragment of pJSH1 to yield pDEL1.

2.3. PCR-based bipartite substrates for gene-targeting 
experiments

The two marker-containing fragments of the bipartite sub-
strates were ampliWed by PCR using pDEL1 as template. Spe-
ciWcally, for creating deletions, the primer pairs (R1 and M3)
and (M2 and R2) were used for the upstream and down-
stream fragments, respectively; and for making point muta-

tions, primer pairs (M1 and M3) and (M2 and M4) were used
for the upstream and downstream fragments, respectively.

To delete radC in the genome, the upstream (2088 bp)
and downstream (2033 bp) speciWc targeting sequences
Xanking radC were PCR ampliWed from genomic DNA
using the primer pairs (U1 and U2) and (D1 and D2),
respectively. The 5� Xanking targeting sequence was fused
to the upstream marker fragment (described above) by
PCR using primers U1 and M3. The 3� Xanking sequence
was fused to the downstream marker fragment by using
primers M2 and D2.

For creating genomic point mutations in yA, mutant yA
alleles were ampliWed from either pYA11-KpnI or pYA11-
I-SceI using the primers, Y1 and Y2. In each case, the
resulting fragment was fused to both the upstream and the
downstream central marker fragment using primer pairs
(Y1 and M3) and (M2 and Y2), respectively, in two inde-
pendent reactions.

2.4. Gene-targeting substrates derived from pRSub3

pRSub3 is used as a source of both bipartite and com-
plete gene-targeting substrates. Depending on the choice of
restriction enzymes, substrates with homologous or non-
homologous ends can be produced. Substrates with homol-
ogous ends were generated by exploiting the fact that the
two asymmetric BpmI recognition sites in pRSub3 are
located so that BpmI cuts inside the yA targeting sequence
even though its recognition sequence is located outside the
yA targeting sequence (see Fig. 1). SpeciWcally, double
digestions with BpmI–XcmI and BssHII–BpmI generated
the 3.9 kb upstream and 3.7 kb downstream fragments of
the bipartite substrate, respectively, while BpmI digestion
alone gives the 7.1 kb, continuous substrate. Substrates with
non-homologous ends were generated by exploiting the fact
that NsiI and SphI cleaves pRSub3 outside yA leaving
18 bp of non-homologous sequences in both ends of the
substrate. SpeciWcally, double digestions with NsiI–XcmI
and BssHII–SphI were performed to yield the fragments of
the bipartite substrate while a double digestion with NsiI–
SphI was performed to generate the continuous substrate.

2.5. Transformation and selection of direct-repeat 
recombinants

Genetic transformation of A. nidulans protoplasts was
preformed as previously described (Johnstone et al., 1985),
except that protoplasting was achieved by using the
enzyme, Glucanex, (Novozymes A/S), at a concentration of
40 mg/ml in protoplasting buVer. All transformations were
performed with 107 protoplasts in 100 �l transformation
buVer (Johnstone et al., 1985). For experiments using PCR
derived fragments, 1–2 �g DNA was used unless otherwise
indicated. In experiments where the eYciency of the two
plasmid derived substrate types, continuous and bipartite,
are compared, the same amount of DNA was used (in a
range of 0.3–1 �g DNA).

Fig. 1. A graphical representation showing the relevant features of
pRSub3. The location of the pyr-4 gene is given as an open arrow and the
location of the yA targeting sequences as open boxes. The stars indicate
the position of the new KpnI site. The positions of relevant restriction
enzyme cut sites are indicated. BpmI and the enzyme pair NsiI and SphI
are used to produce outer homologous and non-homologous substrate-
ends, respectively. BpmI recognizes an asymmetric sequence and the cuts
produced from the sites with the orientations CTTGAG and CTCAAG
are labeled BpmI and BpmI�, respectively. The actual BpmI recognition
sites are located outside the yA targeting sequences as this enzyme cuts
16 bp downstream of CTTGAG and 14 bp upstream of CTCAAG.
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Transformants were puriWed by streaking out spores to
obtain single colonies on selective minimal medium. From
these, direct-repeat recombinants were selected by plating
approximately 106 spores on 5-FOA containing plates and
incubated at 37 °C for 3–4 days. The resulting recombinants
were further puriWed by streaking out spores on a fresh 5-
FOA containing plate.

2.6. Southern blot hybridization

Genomic DNA from A. nidulans strains was isolated
either as previously described (Blin and StaVord, 1976) or
using the FastDNA spin kit from Qbiogene, Inc. For each
sample, 2 �g genomic DNA was digested with appropriate
restriction enzyme(s). Blotting was done as described by
Sambrook and Russell (2001) using RapidHybe hybrid-
ization buVer (Amersham–Pharmacia) for probing.
Probes for detecting the radC locus were: probe P1, a
2088 bp PCR fragment ampliWed from genomic DNA
using primer pair U1 and U2 and Probe P2, a 2033 bp
PCR fragment made using primer pair D1 and D2. Probes
for detecting the yA locus were: Probe P3, a 1461 bp frag-
ment of yA, generated from pRSub2 by BamHI digestion
and Probe P4, a 361 bp fragment, made by PCR from
genomic DNA using the primer pair O9 and O10. All
probes were radioactively labeled with [�-32P]dCTP by
random priming using Rediprime II kit (Amersham–
Pharmacia).

3. Results

We were interested in developing a versatile PCR-
based gene-targeting system for A. nidulans, where the
selectable marker can be recycled. Such a system has pre-
viously been developed and successfully used to create
genome modiWcations like gene deletions, point muta-
tions and GFP fusions in S. cerevisiae. (Erdeniz et al.,
1997; Reid et al., 2002a,b). The system is based on a
bipartite gene-targeting substrate in which each of the
two fragments carries a targeting sequence as well as a
part of a selectable marker gene. None of the two individ-
ual fragments contain a functional marker, but if the
fragments fuse by HR via overlapping marker sequences,
a complete and functional marker is generated after co-
transformation as shown in Figs. 2A and B. In addition,
the bipartite substrate is designed so that a direct repeat
is formed when it is integrated into the genome. This fea-
ture allows the marker to be eliminated in a subsequent
direct-repeat recombination event, thereby permitting
several rounds of gene targeting using the same marker.
In S. cerevisiae, the Kluyveromyces lactis URA3 gene is
often used as the marker, since it only rarely recombines
with the endogenous URA3 gene (Bailis and Rothstein,
1990). Transformants can easily be selected on media lack-
ing uracil, and direct-repeat recombinants can be identiWed
by counter selecting on media containing 5-FOA. Similar
advantages can be obtained for A. nidulans by using the

URA3 homolog, pyr-4, from N. crassa (Ballance and
Turner, 1985). Accordingly, we tested the possibility of
adapting the bipartite gene-targeting method to A. nidu-
lans using pyr-4 as a marker. SpeciWcally, we tested
whether it could be used to make gene deletions and
point mutations. For this purpose, a general vector,
pDEL1 containing pyr-4 Xanked by a 290 bp direct
repeat was constructed, see Section 2 and Fig. 2C.
pDEL1 serves as the template for all constant parts of the
bipartite gene-targeting fragments. These fragments can
be used in any gene-deletion or point-mutation
experiment.

3.1. PCR generated bipartite gene-targeting substrates can 
be used for gene deletion

First, we tested the possibility of deleting a gene using a
bipartite PCR derived gene-targeting substrate in A. nidu-
lans by deleting radC (AN4407.2), a gene putatively
involved in DNA repair (Goldman and Kafer, 2004).
pDEL1 was used as a template in two independent PCR
reactions to generate the constant segments of the bipar-
tite substrate that contain the marker and the repetitive
sequences (see, Fig. 2C). In parallel, two speciWc targeting
fragments Xanking radC were generated by PCR using
genomic DNA as template. The bipartite gene-targeting
substrate was completed in a second and Wnal round of
PCR. This was achieved by fusing the fragment contain-
ing the 2/3 upstream part of the pyr-4 marker gene with
the upstream radC targeting fragment. Similarly, the frag-
ment containing the 2/3 downstream part of the pyr-4
marker was fused to the downstream radC targeting frag-
ment. A speciWc fusion of two PCR fragments was possi-
ble as the fragments contained identical sequences in their
ends, see Fig. 2C. Such ends were generated by using
primer pairs where one of the primers is an adaptamer, a
chimeric oligonucleotide where the 3�-end acts as a nor-
mal PCR primer and the 5�-end contains a speciWc fusion-
tag, see Fig. 2C and Erdeniz et al. (1997).

The bipartite gene-targeting substrate was transformed
into A. nidulans and twelve transformants were obtained.
In two of these transformants, radC was shown to be
replaced by pyr-4 as assessed by a PCR assay (data not
shown). These two strains were transferred to media con-
taining 5-FOA to select for direct-repeat recombinants.
The 5-FOA treatment produced numerous candidates,
which were puriWed and shown to be incapable of growth
in the absence of uracil. After an initial PCR screen, one
of the direct-repeat recombinants was selected for charac-
terization by Southern blot hybridization. For the poten-
tial radC� strain, a single fragment was detected
corresponding to the fragment size expected if a single
repeat unit has replaced radC, see Fig. 3. We therefore
conclude that both radC and the pyr-4 marker had been
successfully deleted from the genome. A biological char-
acterization of the resulting radC� strain will be described
elsewhere.
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Fig. 2. Integration of bipartite gene-targeting substrates and subsequent direct-repeat recombination events to (A) delete your favorite gene, YFG (shown as
an orange box), or (B) create a point mutation in the endogenous copy of YFG. In vivo recombination between two PCR fragments generates a functional,
selectable N. crassa pyr-4 gene. (A) Recombination between each fragment and the homologous chromosomal locus, via the two targeting sequences up and
down (shown as grey boxes), results in deletion of YFG and insertion of pyr-4, shown as a white box, Xanked by a direct repeat (shown as black boxes
labeled DR). The chromosome is illustrated by two parallel fat lines with a solid black oval at the end, representing the centromere. After subsequent direct-
repeat recombination, the pyr-4 marker is excised leaving only a single DR sequence and the strain is ready for a new round of pyr-4 based gene-targeting.
Red boxes and lines are fusion tags, which are used during the construction of the gene-targeting substrate, see panel C. (B) Recombination between each
fragment and the homologous chromosomal locus results in a duplication of YFG where both copies contain a point mutation depicted with an asterisk.
During the integration, the two non-homologous fusion tags, a, and, B, are deleted from the ends of the fragments. After the subsequent direct-repeat recom-
bination event, the point mutation is retained in the genome whereas the pyr-4 marker is lost, thus, preparing the strain for a new round of pyr-4 based gene-
targeting. (C) Construction of bipartite gene-targeting substrates by two subsequent rounds of PCRs. The positions of individual primers are illustrated as
arrows. Arrows with a red extension are adaptamers, see Section 2, and the red section illustrates the part of the primer that is used in a subsequent fusion
PCR. In adaptamers, the sequence, A, is complementary to the sequence, a, and, B, is complementary to, b. Sequences, A, and, B, are not related. The names
of primers are given in blue circles. In experiments designed to delete YFG (left side of the Wgure), the Wrst round of PCR ampliWes the two targeting
sequences, Up and Down, in two individual PCRs using the primer pairs (U1 and U2) and (D1 and D2) and either genomic or plasmid DNA as template.
Note that D1 and U2 are adaptamers. In parallel, two fragments containing pyr-4 and repeat sequences are generated by using the primer pairs (R1 and M3)
and (M2 and R2) with pDEL1 as template. Only the relevant part of pDEL1 is shown including the position of the direct repeats, DR, and the pyr-4 marker
gene. Note that R1 and R2 are adaptamers. In the second round of PCR, the fusion PCR, the appropriate PCR fragments are fused in two independent reac-
tions that involve primer pairs (U1 and M3) and (M2 and D2) to complete construction of the bipartite gene-targeting substrate for deletion of YFG. In
experiments designed to introduce a point mutation in YFG (right side of the Wgure), the Wrst round of PCR ampliWes the YFG open reading frame (or a sec-
tion of YFG if the gene is not essential) that will act as the targeting sequence and, which contains the desired alteration. The YFG fragment is generated in
a single PCR using the adaptamer pair Y1 and Y2 and either genomic or plasmid DNA as template. In parallel, two fragments containing pyr-4 sequences
are generated by using the primer pairs (M1 and M3) and (M2 and M4) and pDEL1 as template. Note that M1 and M4 are adaptamers. In the second
round of PCR, the fusion PCR, the appropriate PCR fragments are fused in two independent reactions that involve primer pairs (Y1 and M3) and (M2 and
Y2) to complete construction of a bipartite gene-targeting substrate designed to introduce a point mutation into YFG.
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3.2. PCR generated bipartite gene-targeting substrates can 
be used to create point mutations

An experiment was performed to investigate the versatil-
ity of the bipartite method by attempting to introduce point
mutations into the genome. In the present study, we use the
term “point mutation” in the broad sense as it covers intro-
duction of restriction enzyme cut sites into the genome. The
scheme for introducing point mutations into the genome is
similar to the one described for gene deletions above, except
that the direct repeat is now constituted by two identical
targeting sequences, which contain the mutation (Figs. 2B
and C). After transformation and integration of the bipar-
tite substrate, the original allele is replaced by the selective
marker Xanked by a direct repeat of the mutant allele. In a
subsequent direct-repeat recombination event, the marker
and one repeat are excised from the genome, leaving a sin-
gle copy of the mutant allele. However, integration of the
gene-targeting substrate may also occur in such a way that
only one of the two repeats contains the mutant allele. This
has been observed in S. cerevisiae, especially when the
mutation is located close to the outer end of the substrate
(Erdeniz et al., 1997). If only one repeat contains the
mutation, screening amongst the direct-repeat recombi-
nants derived from the primary transformant is necessary

to identify strains containing the desired genomic alter-
ation.

Construction of the bipartite gene-targeting substrate
for point mutations requires a total of three PCRs com-
pared to the four needed to create the corresponding sub-
strate for gene deletions. This is because only a single
speciWc targeting fragment is required, which is generated in
one PCR by using a single pair of adaptamers, Y1 and Y2
in Fig. 2C. The targeting fragment is then fused to both of
the two fragments, which contain the overlapping parts of
pyr-4, in two PCRs to complete formation of the bipartite
substrate. In this case, the outer ends of the bipartite sub-
strate contain adaptamer sequences that are not homolo-
gous to the target site (Fig. 2B). Such ends could potentially
impede eYcient homologous integration as they need to be
removed by nucleases during the integration process. Alter-
natively, a bipartite substrate with homologous outer ends
can be made if the targeting sequence is generated in two
parallel PCR reactions by two primer pairs, where each
pair consists of a regular primer and an adaptamer. Next,
the resulting two fragments are fused to the pyr-4 contain-
ing fragments in the same way as described for gene dele-
tion substrates. However, in a large scale genome
modiWcation experiment, it may be important to limit costs
by using as few primers and PCRs as possible. For this rea-
son, we addressed the possibility of using bipartite sub-
strates containing non-homologous adaptamer derived
sequences in the outer ends.

To test the possibility of introducing speciWc point muta-
tions into the genome by using a bipartite gene-targeting
substrate we attempted to insert new restriction enzyme cut
sites into the yA locus (AN6635.2). yA was selected for this
analysis as a strain with a dysfunctional yA gene develops
yellow, instead of the usual green conidiospores (O’Hara
and Timberlake, 1989) allowing an easy way to score gene-
targeting events. When the outcome of the targeting event
produces a direct repeat where both copies contain a
mutated yA allele, the transformants are yellow. In the
cases, where only one of the repeats contains the mutation,
transformants develop green conidia and cannot be distin-
guish from strains resulting from ectopic integration events.
However, gene-targeted strains can easily be identiWed after
the selection for direct-repeat recombinants since many yel-
low clones will develop. Accordingly, the ability of a trans-
formant to produce yellow colonies after direct-repeat
recombination was used to assess whether it was the result
of a gene-targeting event.

Two diVerent alleles of yA, yA-KpnI, and yA-I-SceI,
were chosen for the point-mutation experiment. These
alleles were ampliWed by PCR from the plasmids, pYA11-
KpnI and pYA11-I-SceI. For each allele, the PCR product
was fused to the two overlapping pyr-4 containing frag-
ments in two individual PCRs and the resulting bipartite
gene-targeting substrates were co-transformed into A. nidu-
lans. Only few of the primary transformants produced the
yellow phenotype expected for events where the integration
at yA contained the mutation in both repeats. SpeciWcally,

Fig. 3. Deletion of the radC locus. (A and B) Graphical representations of
the radC locus before and after deletion of the radC open reading frame,
respectively. In panel A, the radC open reading frame is illustrated as an
open arrow and in panel B the repeat that remains after direct-repeat
recombination is shown as a black box labeled DR. The up- and down-
stream targeting sequences are shown as grey boxes and the positions of
relevant restriction enzyme cut sites and the predicted fragment size of a
digest are indicated. The positions of the two probes, P1 and P2, are
shown as thick black lines. (C and D) Southern blot analysis of the radC
locus in a wild-type strain (lane marked Wt) and in a radC deletion strain
(lane marked radC�). The probe used for a speciWc analysis is shown
below each panel. Small arrows point to relevant fragment sizes.
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with the yA-KpnI substrate none of the seven primary
transformants were yellow, and with the yA-I-SceI sub-
strates 10 out of 35 were yellow (Table 2). The remaining
primary transformants were green. Next all transformants
were plated on 5-FOA plates. As expected, yellow primary
transformants produced only yellow direct-repeat recombi-
nants. In addition, many of the green primary transfor-
mants were capable of producing yellow direct-repeat
recombinants demonstrating that they were the result of a
gene-targeting event. Of the 7 and 25 green transformants
obtained with the yA-KpnI and the yA-I-SceI substrates,
respectively, 4 and 16 could produce yellow colonies. In
total, with bipartite substrates containing the yA-KpnI and
the yA-I-SceI alleles, 57 and 74% of all primary transfor-
mants, respectively, were able to form yellow conidia, see
Table 2. The remaining primary transformants (43 and

26%, respectively) never developed yellow conidia after 5-
FOA treatment indicating that they were the result of an
ectopic integration event. These results indicate that the yA
locus had been targeted at a high frequency.

The status of the yA locus in four direct-repeat recom-
binants, two from each point mutation experiment, was
analyzed by PCR. vIn all four cases, the size of the result-
ing yA fragment was identical to the one obtained from a
wild-type strain, and subsequent digestion of the fragment
by either KpnI or I-SceI indicated that the desired point
mutation had been correctly created in the genome (data
not shown). Next, the two potential yA-KpnI strains were
analyzed by Southern blot analysis to conWrm that they
were the result of successful gene-targeting events. Geno-
mic DNA from each strain was either digested with HpaI,
which cuts outside the targeted area, or co-digested with
HpaI and KpnI, where the latter only cleaves the yA HpaI
fragment if the yA-KpnI allele is present (Fig. 4A). The
blots were analyzed using two diVerent probes. The Wrst
probe, P3, hybridizes to the yA speciWc targeting sequence
of the bipartite substrate and therefore detects the yA
locus as well as any additional ectopically integrated
gene-targeting substrates (if any are present). On the other
hand, the second probe, P4, detects only the yA locus as it
hybridizes to a region of yA that is not included in the
gene-targeting substrate. This experiment is designed to
show whether the fragments detected in the previous
experiment are generated from the yA locus. For the two
mutant strains, probe P3 only detected a single fragment
for HpaI digested samples (Fig. 4B). The size of this frag-
ment was identical to the fragment detected by probe P4
(Fig. 4C). As expected, these fragments were in the same

Table 2
Introduction of restriction enzyme cut sites into yA using PCR generated
bipartite gene-targeting substrates

a The number of primary transformants producing yellow spores are
shown in parenthesis.

b Four micrograms of substrate was used in this experiment.

Site 
introduced

Trial Number of transformants Gene-targeting 
eYciency (%)Total Yellow on 5-FOA

KpnI 1 5 (0)a 3 60
2 2 (0) 1 50
Total 7 (0) 4 57

I-SceI 1 3 (0) 1 33
2 2 (1) 2 100
3b 30 (9) 23 77
Total 35 (10) 26 74

Fig. 4. Insertion of a novel KpnI site in the endogenous yA by the use of a bipartite gene-targeting substrate generated by PCR. (A) Graphical representa-
tion of the yA locus. The yA open reading frame is illustrated as an open arrow, the location of the new KpnI site as a star and the sequence used in the tar-
geting substrate is shown as a grey box. The positions of relevant restriction enzyme cut sites and the predicted fragment sizes of a digest are indicated. The
positions of the two probes, P3 and P4, used for Southern blot analysis are shown as thick black lines. (B, C, D, and E) Southern blot analysis of the yA
locus in a wild-type strain (lane marked Wt) and in two mutated strains (lanes 1 and 2). The restriction enzyme(s) used for a speciWc analysis and the probe
used to detect the relevant fragments are shown below each panel. Small arrows point to relevant fragment sizes.
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position as the yA fragments detected in DNA from a
wild-type strain by probes P3 and P4. This demonstrates
that direct-repeat recombination was successfully
achieved and rules out the possibility that integration of
the bipartite substrate at the yA locus was accompanied
by any additional ectopic integration events. Further-
more, for the HpaI–KpnI digested samples, hybridization
with probes P3 and P4 showed that the yA HpaI fragment
from the mutant strains could be cleaved by KpnI (Figs.
4D and E). Accordingly, the yA-KpnI allele was success-
fully inserted into yA of both mutant strains. A similar
Southern blot analysis was performed for the two poten-
tial yA-I-SceI mutant strains. Likewise, the analysis con-
Wrmed that correct point mutations had been created in
the two strains after direct-repeat recombination (data
not shown). Overall these results show that bipartite
PCR generated gene-targeting substrates can be success-
fully used to make point mutations in the genome of
A. nidulans.

3.3. Bipartite gene-targeting substrates increase successful 
targeting compared to continuous gene-targeting substrates

Encouraged by the results above, a more careful analysis
of the point-mutation gene-targeting method was per-
formed to determine whether bipartite substrates were tar-
geting the desired locus as eYciently as traditional
continuous gene-targeting substrates. We also addressed
whether the presence of non-homologous adaptamer
sequences in the ends of point-mutation substrates reduced
the gene-targeting eYciency. However, the targeting
eYciencies of diVerent PCR generated substrates are not
easily comparable as they may contain diVerent degrees of
PCR generated errors. To solve this problem, a plasmid,
pRSub3, was constructed from which all combinations of
substrate fragments can be liberated, including versions
where the outer substrate-ends are either homologous or
non-homologous to the target site (Fig. 1 and Section 2).

Transformation of A. nidulans, with the four diVerent
substrate types rarely produced yellow primary transfor-
mants. In fact only one out of a total of 42 primary trans-
formants obtained was initially yellow. This is similar to the
result obtained by the PCR derived yA-KpnI bipartite sub-
strate (see Section 3.2). Transformation with substrates
containing non-homologous ends produced slightly lower
numbers of transformants compared to the numbers
achieved by substrates containing homologous ends. How-
ever, the gene-targeting eYciencies determined for the two
substrate types were identical, Table 3. We then compared
the gene-targeting eYciencies obtained with bipartite sub-
strates with those obtained with continuous substrates. The
numbers of transformants obtained using bipartite sub-
strates were reduced approximately twofold compared to
those obtained with the corresponding continuous sub-
strates (Table 3). In contrast, the gene-targeting eYciencies
obtained with bipartite substrates were two- to threefold
higher compared to those obtained with the continuous

substrates (Table 3). The average gene-targeting eYciency
for integrating the yA-KpnI allele using a bipartite gene-tar-
geting plasmid (pRSub3) derived substrate was 62%. This is
similar to the eYciencies obtained when PCR derived
bipartite substrates were used to create yA-KpnI strains
(57%) and yA-I-SceI strains (74%), compare Table 2 and 3.

To conWrm that all yellow direct-repeat recombinants
presented in Table 3 were due to correct targeting of yA, all
transformants were analyzed by Southern blot analysis.
First, we investigated the status of the yA locus before
direct-repeat recombination. In this case, a 12.2 kb HpaI
fragment is expected if the substrate is integrated at yA by
HR, see Fig. 5A. In transformants obtained with continu-
ous as well as with bipartite gene-targeting substrates, HpaI
fragments larger than 12.2 kb were often observed indicat-
ing that additional DNA was inserted at the yA locus,
Fig. 5B. The larger fragments may be due to polymerization
of gene-targeting fragments by non-homologous end-join-
ing. If this happens prior to integration at yA by HR, sev-
eral gene-targeting fragments can simultaneously be
integrated at the yA locus. However, after integration at yA,
the polymer will always contain an outer direct repeat.
Accordingly, the desired genomic alteration may still be
obtained from such transformants by direct-repeat recom-
bination. To test this possibility, one randomly selected yel-
low colony from each of the 15 yellow direct-repeat
recombinants presented in Table 3 was subjected to South-
ern blot analysis. In all cases, only the desired genomic
alteration was left in the genome (Figs. 6A, B, C, and data
not shown). Apparently, direct-repeat recombination gen-
erally results in complete removal of all additional
sequences that integrated at the locus. Based on these
results, we conclude that non-homologous ends in the gene-
targeting substrate do not adversely aVect the gene-target-
ing eYciency nor do they result in any unwanted ectopic
co-integration events.

4. Discussion

With the increasing availability of fully sequenced fun-
gal genomes, the demand for eYcient gene-targeting meth-
ods for Wlamentous fungi has increased. In the present

Table 3
Introduction of a KpnI site into endogenous yA by gene-targeting. Com-
parison of the eYciency obtained by bipartite- and continuous gene-tar-
geting substrates derived from pRSub3

. a H are homologous- and NH are non-homologous ends.
b The number of primary transformants producing yellow spores are

shown in parenthesis.

Substrate End-
types

Number of 
transformants

Yellow on 
5-FOA

Gene targeting 
eYciency (%)

Bipartite Ha 5 (1)b 3 60
NH 8 (0) 5 63
Total 13 (1) 8 62

Continuous H 17 (0) 5 30
NH 12 (0) 2 17
Total 29 (0) 7 24
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study, we have adapted a PCR-based gene-targeting
method from S. cerevisiae, which can be used to create vir-
tually any genome modiWcation, in A. nidulans and demon-

strated that it works eYciently for creating gene deletions
and point mutations. The ability to create speciWc point
mutations allows for a more detailed analysis of enzymatic
activities e.g., by construction of separation of function
mutants or construction of genes encoding a mutant pro-
tein where the capacity for a posttranslational modiWca-
tion has been altered. Even essential genes can be
manipulated this way if the resulting point mutation is not
lethal. In this case, it is important to note that the direct
repeat used to introduce the mutation needs to cover the
entire open reading frame of the gene of interest. This way,
one repeat unit consisting of the entire mutated open read-
ing frame will be in the normal position with respect to the
original promoter of the gene.

After integration of the gene-targeting substrate, the selec-
tive marker will be Xanked by a direct repeat. This is an
important feature of the method and it provides three main
advantages. First, since the marker can be eliminated by
direct-repeat recombination, it allows iterative gene-targeting
experiments to be performed as the marker can be recycled.
Hence, the genome of a progenitor strain can be manipulated
an unlimited number of times. Second, in the scheme used to
introduce a deletion, one of the direct-repeat sequences
remains in the genome after the procedure is completed. It is
therefore easy to adjust the procedure to allow construction
of fusion genes, e.g., to tag proteins with GFP or to allow
promoter swapping. The only requirement is a vector where
the pyr-4 marker is Xanked by the relevant sequence as a
direct repeat, e.g., by the sequence encoding GFP or by the
promoter sequence of choice. Third, in methods, where the
selective marker gene remains at the target locus after inte-
gration, transcription from the marker gene may inXuence
the state of the chromatin structure at the targeted region.
Accordingly, the phenotype of a given mutation inserted by
such a method could be inXuenced by this eVect as the regu-
lation of neighbor genes may be aVected. This problem is
minimized in the method presented here as the marker is
eliminated by direct-repeat recombination.

Fig. 5. Analysis of the yA locus after transformation with a plasmid derived bipartite gene-targeting substrate. (A) A graphical representation of the struc-
ture of the yA locus after integration of the bipartite gene-targeting substrate by mechanisms that only involve HR. The two yA open reading frames are
illustrated by large open arrows, the pyr-4 marker gene is shown as a small open arrow and the location of the new KpnI site as a star. The position of HpaI
cut sites and the predicted fragment size of the digest is indicated. The positions of the probe, P3, used for Southern blot analysis are shown as thick black
lines. (B) Southern blot analyses of the yA locus in 10 transformed strains. The wild-type locus is included for comparison (lane marked Wt). The analyses
of DNA from transformants obtained by continuous and bipartite substrates containing homologous ends are shown in lane 1 and lanes 2–4, respectively;
and by continuous and bipartite substrates containing non-homologous ends are shown in lanes 5–8 and 9–10, respectively. For each lane the genomic
DNA was HpaI digested and probed with P3. Small arrows to the right of each panel point to relevant fragment sizes.

Fig. 6. Analysis of the yA locus after transformation with a plasmid
derived bipartite gene-targeting substrate and after elimination of the pyr-
4 marker by subsequent direct-repeat recombination. For a graphical rep-
resentation of the yA locus after direct-repeat recombination including the
positions of the probes, P3 and P4, and predicted fragment sizes of rele-
vant digests, see Fig. 4A. (A, B, and C) Southern blot analyses of the yA
locus in 10 transformed strains after selection for direct-repeat recombi-
nants. The wild-type locus is included for comparison (lane marked Wt).
The analyses of DNA from transformants obtained by continuous and
bipartite substrates containing homologous ends are shown in lane 1 and
lanes 2–4, respectively; and by continuous and bipartite substrates con-
taining non-homologous ends are shown in lanes 5–8 and 9–10, respec-
tively. The restriction enzyme(s) used for a speciWc analysis and the probe
used to detect the relevant fragments are shown to the left of each panel.
Small arrows to the right of each panel point to relevant fragment sizes.
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In the method, gene-targeting is achieved by co-trans-
formation with a bipartite gene-targeting substrate. This
allows PCR construction of substrates where the marker
is Xanked by large targeting sequences that help to
increase the eYciency of the directed integration process
(Bird and Bradshaw, 1997). The bipartite substrate is
made via two successive PCRs. In contrast, construction
of the corresponding continuous substrate generally
requires three successive PCRs or a second reaction where
three PCR fragments are fused simultaneously. Since
DNA polymerases are not error free, an additional round
of PCR increases the possibility of the Wnal targeting sub-
strate containing unwanted mutations. More importantly,
PCR ampliWcation of a large continuous fragment that
contains a direct repeat is diYcult and often results in
production of a small byproduct, which results from PCR
recombination between the repetitive sequences (Meyerh-
ans et al., 1990). The bipartite method circumvents this
problem because each repeat is ampliWed in separate reac-
tions.

A successful gene-targeting event using a bipartite gene-
targeting substrate requires that three HR events take
place. At Wrst glance, this hardly seems favorable given that
in A. nidulans non-homologous end-joining rather than HR
is the predominant process for integration of recombinant
DNA (Goldman et al., 2002). However, since bipartite sub-
strates only produce transformants if the marker is recon-
stituted by HR it may be envisioned that this HR event
may channel the entire substrate into the HR pathway.
Mechanistically this is feasible since in organisms ranging
from S. cerevisiae to mammals DNA double strand breaks,
DSBs, are repaired in large protein structures termed repair
centers (reviewed in Lisby and Rothstein, 2005)
Importantly, when multiple DNA DSBs are introduced in
S. cerevisiae, the resulting DNA ends are typically localized
in a single repair center (Lisby et al., 2003). Therefore, when
the bipartite substrate is fused in the cell by HR in a DNA
repair center, the two outer ends of the substrate may likely
be embedded in the same center, which is specialized for
HR. If so, the entire substrate may preferentially proceed in
the HR pathway and integrate at the desired location. In
agreement with this view, the gene-targeting eYciency
determined for bipartite substrates is threefold higher com-
pared to the eYciency obtained by the corresponding con-
tinuous gene-targeting substrate. A higher ratio of correctly
to ectopically integrated transformants means less cumber-
some screening to identify desired transformants. At the
same time, we note that the overall transformation
eYciency obtained with bipartite substrates is reduced com-
pared to the eYciency obtained with continuous substrates.
This may be due to the fact that ectopic integration of the
individual fragments of a bipartite substrate cannot pro-
duce viable transformants. Thus, the increased gene-target-
ing eYciency obtained with bipartite substrates may simply
reXect a reduced number of ectopic integrants.

The activity of the non-homologous end-joining path-
way may be visible in some of the integrations at the yA

locus. In the Southern blot analyses in Fig. 5B showing the
conWguration of the yA locus after transformation, it was
interesting to note that in lanes 1, 3, 8, 9, and 10 the yA spe-
ciWc probe hybridizes to two restriction fragments, when
only a single band was expected. This would typically be
interpreted as a result of ectopic integration. However,
given that the subsequent Southern blot analyses (Figs. 6A,
B, and C) of the same strains after elimination of the pyr-4
marker in all cases fail to show any evidence of ectopic inte-
gration, it is highly unlikely that ectopic integration could
account for the additional band in the transformants. Per-
haps, they may be explained as the result of diVerent
degrees of repeat loss, caused by the instability of large tan-
dem repeats during shake Xask growth of mycelia prior to
genomic DNA isolation.

In genome-wide gene-modiWcation projects, it may be
important to reduce costs for primers and PCR. The use of
adaptamers is well suited for this purpose as previously
described for S. cerevisiae (Reid et al., 2002a,b). For exam-
ple, in a gene deletion project the number of targeting frag-
ments can be reduced by 50% if entire intergenic regions are
ampliWed by adaptamers and used as targeting sequences.
This is possible as the same fragment can be used to target
the upstream gene as well as the down stream gene. Simi-
larly, in projects where only one speciWc targeting sequence
is needed, like in substrates for making point mutations, the
targeting fragment can be created using a single adaptamer
pair to reduce costs as two primers and one PCR can be
saved for every point mutation strain to be created. A con-
sequence of using adaptamer pairs to generate targeting
sequences is that the Wnal gene-targeting substrate will con-
tain short adaptamer derived sequences in the outer ends,
which are not homologous to the genomic target sequence.
In S. cerevisiae such ends are eYciently removed by the
Rad1/Rad10 endonuclease (Sung et al., 1993; Tomkinson
et al., 1993; Ivanov and Haber, 1995). Since a RAD1 homo-
log (AN3620.1) is present in the A. nidulans genome (Gold-
man and Kafer, 2004), we reasoned that a similar activity
would be present in A. nidulans. In agreement with this, we
show that the presence of non-homologous ends does not
seem to inXuence the gene-targeting eYciency. We conclude
that it is possible to take advantage of adaptamers for mak-
ing gene-targeting substrates for A. nidulans.

The bipartite method presented here is extremely Xexible
and can easily be adapted to perform genome manipulations
like promoter replacements and GFP tagging. It is suitable
for large scale genome alteration projects since the substrates
are PCR based and the method reduces the screening
required to Wnd correct integrants. Recently, key genes, mus-
51 (a KU70 homolog) and mus-52 (a KU80 homolog), in the
non-homologous end-joining repair pathway have been
deleted in N. crassa. Such strains have shown gene-targeting
eYciencies approaching 100% (Ninomiya et al., 2004). If sim-
ilar mutant strains were available for A. nidulans, the bipar-
tite method could easily be adapted to a high throughput
gene-targeting scheme. In addition, it may eliminate poly-
merization of gene-targeting substrates and thereby eliminate

110 Homologous recombination in Aspergillus nidulans
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the need to verify that unwanted sequences are left at the tar-
get locus after direct-repeat recombination.
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Chapter 7

Characterization of a deletion
strain of the Aspergillus
nidulans radC, a homolog of
the double-strand break repair
gene RAD52

7.1 Introduction

The Rad52 protein of the yeast S. cerevisiae plays a key role in the
repair of DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) and homologous recombi-
nation (HR). Accordingly, deletion of RAD52 in budding yeast results
in severe recombination and DSB repair phenotypes. ∆rad52 mutants
have growth and sporulation defects, are extremely sensitivity to DNA
damaging agents and are deficient in mating-type switching as well as
in mitotic and meiotic recombination (reviewed by Krogh & Syming-
ton (2004)). The N-terminal of Rad52 is evolutionary conserved and
contains the DNA binding as well as the self-association domains of
the protein. Importantly, several studies have shown that these func-
tions are also present and active in Rad52 of higher eukaryotes (Shen
et al., 1996b; Mortensen et al., 1996, 2002). The central region of Rad52
contains the RPA binding domain. Again, Rad52 has been shown to
interact with RPA in both yeast and human suggesting that this func-
tion is also conserved (Park et al., 1996; Hays et al., 1998; Shinohara
et al., 1998). Finally, the C-terminal part of the protein contains the
Rad51 binding (Milne & Weaver, 1993; Shen et al., 1996a; Shinohara
& Ogawa, 1998; Krejci et al., 2002) and the multimer formation do-
mains Ranatunga et al. (2001). Although this region of Rad52 is less
conserved at the amino acid residue level, several studies have shown
that the Rad51 binding ability of Rad52 through this domain seems to
be conserved from yeast to human (Milne & Weaver, 1993; Shen et al.,
1996a; Shinohara & Ogawa, 1998; Krejci et al., 2002).

Homologs of ScRAD52 have been isolated from various other or-
ganisms such as fungi, fish, chicken, mouse and human, underlining its
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importance (Sakuraba et al., 2000; Ostermann et al., 1993; van den
Bosch et al., 2001; Takahashi & Dawid, 2005; Bezzubova et al., 1993;
Bendixen et al., 1994; Muris et al., 1994; Shen et al., 1995). Surpris-
ingly, mouse cell lines lacking RAD52 are not hypersensitive to DNA-
damaging agents such as γ-irradiation or MMS. MmRad52−/− mice are
both viable and fertile and show no gross abnormalities. However, gene
targeting experiments in MmRad52−/− ES cells demonstrated a reduced
frequency of targeted integration in these cells (Rijkers et al., 1998).
Similar results were obtained in RAD52−/− mutants of the chicken B-
cell line DT40 (Yamaguchi-Iwai et al., 1998). Altogether, these results
suggest that although the structure and biochemical activities of Rad52
have been conserved during evolution, its roles in recombination and
repair of DNA lesions have evolved from yeast to higher eukaryotes.
While ScRad52 is required for both mitotic and meiotic recombina-
tion as well as for the repair of DNA DSBs in yeast, the mammalian
Rad52 species do not seem to play a major role in these processes.
One hypothesis to explain these phenotypic differences is that func-
tional homologs of Rad52 could have developed during evolution. In
fact, in S.cerevisiae, Rad59 has been described as a ScRad52 paralog
and the two proteins have been shown to have overlapping functions
(Bai & Symington, 1996; Bai et al., 1999; Wu et al., 2006b; Feng et al.,
2007). Moreover, two Rad52 homologs, Rad22A (Rad22) and Rad22B
(Rti1), have been identified in the fission yeast Schizosaccharomyces
pombe. Interestingly, rad22A and rad22B deletion mutants have dif-
ferent phenotypes where rad22A mutants behave similarly to the S.
cerevisiae rad52 mutants with respect to recombination and radiation
sensitivity while rad22B mutants have a much milder phenotype (Suto
et al., 1999; van den Bosch et al., 2001; Doe et al., 2004). To date, no
Rad52 functional homologs have been described in mammalian cells.
However, proteins that appear to have overlapping function with the
latter have been described. For example, work by Fujimori et al. (2001)
in chicken DT40 cells revealed that double mutant cells of rad52 and
xrcc3, one of the mammalian RAD51 paralogs, are inviable whereas
each of the single mutants grows normally. These results suggest that
XRCC3 and Rad52 have overlapping functions in chicken cells. Re-
cently, results obtained by Saeki et al. (2006) implied that a key role
of the tumor suppressor BRCA2 in vivo is to deliver Rad51 to ssDNA
which is one of the roles of Rad52 in budding yeast (Song & Sung, 2000;
Sugiyama & Kowalczykowski, 2002). Moreover, a functional homolog
of BRCA2, the Caenorhabditis elegans CeBRC-2 (Martin et al., 2005),
has recently been shown to promote Rad51 mediated D-loop forma-
tion, a function directly dependant on CeBRC-2’s ability to bind both
Rad51 and DNA. In this study, CeBRC-2 was also shown to mediate
DNA single-strand annealing and the authors therefore suggested that
CeBRC-2 could have replaced the role of Rad52, which is absent from
C. elegans (Petalcorin et al., 2006).

In order to investigate the role of Rad52 in filamentous fungi and
further understand how this protein has evolved, we have characterized
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a deletion strain of the A.nidulans radC, a homolog of the S. cerevisiae
RAD52. Our results show that the radC∆ strain is highly sensitive to
MMS but surprisingly resistant to γ-ray induced DNA damage. Sexual
crosses between radC∆ mutants are sterile suggesting a role of RadC in
meiosis. Moreover, the radC∆ strain is deficient in both gene targeting
and gap repair implying a role of RadC in recombination in A. nidu-
lans. This suggests that, as Rad52, RadC is a multi-functional protein
involved in DNA repair and HR in A. nidulans. Moreover, our results
show that some aspects of the phenotype observed in the A. nidulans
radC∆ strain resemble those observed in S. cerevisiae rad52∆ strains
while other aspects are closer to what is observed in the mammalian
RAD52−/− cells. Accordingly, our results strengthen the hypothesis
that the roles of Rad52 in DNA DSB repair and HR have changed
throughout evolution.

7.2 Materials and Methods

7.2.1 Strains, media and plasmids

All experiments were performed using the A. nidulans strain, IBT
27263, (argB2, pyrG89, and veA1 ) as reference strain. All the strains
used in this study are presented in Table 7.1. The A. nidulans radC∆
strain, IBT 28010, was generated using a bipartite substrate-based gene
targeting method and confirmed by Southern analysis as described pre-
viously (Nielsen et al., 2006). Solid and liquid media were made ac-
cording to Clutterbuck (Clutterbuck, 1974). Minimal and complete
media were supplemented with 10mM uridine, 10mM uracil and 4mM
L-arginine if not stated otherwise. MMS or HU complete media were
made by adding MMS or HU to complete media containing 2% agar and
cooled down to 50◦C after autoclavation. Plasmid pYA1 contains argB,
yA and AMA1 of A. nidulans (Aleksenko & Ivanova, 1998). Plasmid
pYA1-I-SceI carries a yA allele in which an I-SceI restriction site has
been inserted thus causing a frameshift mutation (Nielsen et al., 2006).
In the rest of this article, this allele will be referred to as yA-I-SceI.
Plasmid pYA-Icegap1 was used as a substrate for the gap repair ex-
periments. Plasmid pRSUB3 contains the entire N. crassa pyr4 gene
flanked by directly repeated sequences of a yA-KpnI allele. In this al-
lele, the KpnI site has been inserted 401 bp downstream of the ATG of
yA thus causing a frameshift mutation (Nielsen et al., 2006).

7.2.2 Cloning

pYA-Icegap1, used for the gap repair experiments, was constructed by
inserting a yA-I-SceI containing fragment, cut out of pYA1-I-SceI using
MfeI and NheI, into a MfeI-NheI vector fragment of pYA1.
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Table 7.1. Strains used in this study

Strain Genotype Source/Reference

IBT 27263 argB2, pyrG89, veA1 IBT
IBT 28010 argB2, pyrG89, veA1, radC∆ Nielsen et al., 2006
IBT 27266 argB2, pyrG89, veA1, yA-KpnI This study
IBT 28539 argB2, pantoA10, veA1, radC∆, yA-KpnI This study
IBT 26166 biA1, veA1 IBT*
IBT 26134 pantoA10, veA1 IBT*
IBT 28540 pantoA10, veA1, yA-KpnI This study
IBT 28538 argB2, pyrG89, veA1, radC∆, yA-KpnI This study

* IBT, Instituttet for Bioteknologi Strain Collection (Lyngby, Denmark)

7.2.3 Transformation of A. nidulans

Genetic transformation of A. nidulans protoplasts was performed as
previously described (Johnstone et al., 1985) except that protoplasting
was achieved by using the enzyme, Glucanex, (Novozymes A/S), at a
concentration of 40 mg/ml in protoplasting buffer. All transformations
were performed with 107 protoplasts in 100 µl transformation buffer.
For experiments using PCR derived fragments, 1-2 µg DNA was used
unless otherwise indicated.

7.2.4 cDNA analysis

The radC mRNA transcript was analyzed using the SMART RACE
cDNA amplification kit (Clontech Laboratories Inc., Mountain View
USA.) that allows reverse transcription and PCR amplification of both
5’ and 3’ ends of a given mRNA. Briefly, cDNA for both 5’ and 3’ am-
plification was prepared according to manufacturer recommendations
from total RNA extracted from exponentially growing mycelia in min-
imal medium. 5’ cDNA was generated by PCR using a single radC in-
ternal reverse primer (5’-GAGGAAGCTGCTGCCCTTCAAGCAC-3’)
and the universal primer mix supplied with the kit. The PCR product
was inserted into the pGEM-T vector system (Promega Corp., Madison,
USA.), and propagated in E. coli. The inserts from several clones were
sequenced. Cloned 3’ end cDNA fragments were acquired in a similar
manner using radC specific primers (5’-ATCGCCAGAAACCCGTTT-
GAGGAAGCC-3’ and 5’-AACGCGCTCTGCGGAACTTCGGC-3’).

7.2.5 Spot assay

Sensitivity to MMS and hydroxyurea (HU) was tested by spotting coni-
dial suspensions on complete medium containing various concentrations
of these chemicals. Specifically, a series of 10-fold dilutions of conidial
suspensions containing 108 cells per ml were made and 5 µl of each
dilution was then spotted on chemical-containing medium. To test for
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sensitivity to UV and γ-irradiation, conidial suspensions were spot-
ted as described above on complete medium. Plates were then irradi-
ated with different doses of UV or γ irradiation. UV irradiation was
performed by using a Stratalinker 2400 UV Crosslinker from Strata-
gene (La Jolla, California, USA). γ-irradiation was performed using a
γ-irradiator at the Radiation Research Department at Risø National
Laboratory (Roskilde, Denmark). After UV irradiation, plates were
wrapped into aluminium foil to avoid repair by photolyase. All plates
were incubated at 37◦C for 2-3 days before being examined and pho-
tographed.

7.2.6 Gene targeting assay

The continuous substrate used for the gene targeting experiment was
cut out of pRSub3 using BpmI as described previously (Nielsen et al.,
2006). Cutting with BpmI generates a 7.1 kb fragment containing the
pyr4 gene flanked by two direct repeats of yA-KpnI. This fragment
was used to investigate gene targeting efficiency at the yA locus in the
radC∆ strain.

7.2.7 Gap repair assay

To evaluate the gap-repair frequency, radC strain IBT 27266 and
radC∆ strain IBT 28538, carrying a non-functional yA-KpnI allele,
were transformed with a gapped pYA-Icegap1 plasmid. This substrate
was made by cutting a 900 bp fragment out of the yA-I-SceI marker
of pYA-Icegap1 using the restriction enzymes NheI and MfeI. When
the plasmid is repaired by HR using the genomic yA-KpnI allele, a
functional yA gene is reconstituted on the plasmid and the colonies ob-
tained produce green conidia. In contrast, if the plasmid is repaired by
NHEJ, no functional yA is produced and colonies obtained will have
yellow conidia. After transformation, protoplasts were plated on mini-
mal media supplemented with uracil and uridine and incubated for 2-3
days before observation. Gap repair efficiency was calculated as the
total number of green colonies divided by the total number of yellow
colonies obtained after transformation with the gapped fragment.

7.2.8 Analysis of the meiotic phenotype of the
radc∆ strain

Meiosis was investigated by sexual crossing of A. nidulans strains. This
was performed by plating 106 conidia of each parental strain in the
central part (about 3.5 cm diameter) of a minimal media plate. In cases
where the two parental strains had a common auxotrophy (for example,
argB2 ), the minimal medium was supplemented accordingly. Ideally,
none of the parental strain are able to grow on minimal media and a 0.5
cm3 cube of solid complete media was therefore placed in the center of
the plate to allow initial germination and growth. The high density of
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germinating conidia promotes heterokaryon formation and conidiation.
After 2-3 days incubation at 37◦C , the plates were sealed with two
layers of parafilm, wrapped in aluminium foil to induce meiosis and
incubated for and additional 14 days. Plates were then examined for
number and size of the cleistothecia formed. The ascospore content of
the cleistothecia was determined visually using microscopy and viability
was assessed by plating the spores on complete media.

7.3 Results

7.3.1 Sequence and cDNA analysis of the radC gene

The present annotation of the A.nidulans radC (AN4407.1) (As-
pergillus Sequencing Project, Broad Institute of MIT and Harvard
(http://www.broad.mit.edu)), describes an ORF of 2001 bp interrupted
by 4 introns, encoding a protein of 582 amino acids. Interestingly, this
is approximately 100-150 amino acid residues longer than for example
S. cerevisiae or human Rad52 and this may prove to be significant for
the functions of RadC. The predicted coding sequence based on concep-
tual translation of genomic DNA has previously been available online
from NCBI (Accession: AY032591 & XM_656919). To confirm these
predictions, mRNA was isolated from A. nidulans strain, IBT 26166,
and sequenced by 5’ and 3’ RACE (rapid amplification of cDNA ends)
(see Figure 7.1).

In order to locate the transcription start site of the radC mRNA
transcript, five individual subcloned 5’ cDNA fragments were se-
quenced. The five independent fragments started at four different
points located within a 25 nucleotide region of the 5’. Thus, initia-
tion of transcription is expected to occur between -93 and -67 bp of
the start codon. Unexpectedly, the 5’ sequencing revealed the presence
of a novel 68 nucleotide intron not determined in previous conceptual
translations. At first, it was thought that the intron was located in
the 5’ untranslated region of the transcript, but closer examination re-
vealed that the intron interrupted a novel open reading frame (ORF),
which was in frame with the conceptual translations and thus added
16 novel amino acid residues to RadC. Sequence comparison with radC
homologs from several fungal strains showed that these 16 amino acid
residues and the position of the intron are conserved. Sequencing of
the 3’ cDNA revealed that the final intron of radC is three nucleotides
larger than previously annotated from conceptual translations, result-
ing in one aa less. The polyadenine splice signal, occurs 344 nucleotides
downstream of the TAA stop codon.

7.3.2 The radC mutant is highly sensitive to MMS
but not to IR

As mentioned earlier, deletion of rad52 in S.cerevisiae results in mu-
tants that are highly sensitive to ionizing radiation (Resnick, 1975;
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     gggtgactcttcacgtgacttcgcggcatagcagggcatcctgacgcgtttccacgatgggcttcagcctA1AGCCTG2,3AGCG 
     ACCCCA4CATGAGTTA5GAACATCAACTCCTTATGATAGCTCTCATAGAGTAACTCATAGAGTAATCTATTCATAAACTTAATC 

   1 ATG CCA GC  gtgagtccaccatcacttctcgaccaaactccgacaggctacgtaaactaacgcgtaccgcgtctcag  C  
M   P   A                                     

  78 GTT GGC GAC CAA CAT CGA GGC GGC CCG GCA AGC ATC ACA ATG CCA GAT GCA ACA GGA GTC ATC
     V   G   D   Q   H   R   G   G   P   A   S   I   T   M   P   D   A   T   G   V   I   

1006 GAA TTC G  gtagtaagttgatgcaatgtacagctcattttaccctaggtcgctgatcggatcag  GT GAT GTT TTT
     E   F   G                                                               D   V   F 

2082 TCT GCA CAA CAG CAT CAG CAA CAG CAC CAG CAC TAA CACTATCGACCTCGTCTTATGCCAACCCCCGTCCT 
     S   A   Q   Q   H   Q   Q   Q   H   Q   H   . 

2153 CTCTCACTTTCCACAAAGCATGTACCATATCCGCCTATGCTTCAGTACAACCACCACACCGCAAACTTGCACGACCTTACATT 
2236 CGGGGAGTTGGGGAACGGCGTCACGGAGAAACTAGGGCTAATGGAAATAACTGGGCTCATTCGCGTGTTTGTTTCTATGATGA 
2319 TTCAAATTTTTCTAAAGGCATTGGACTGGAACCATTTGACTTTCCTTCGGCTTCTGCTATTTGGTGGCTTTTTTTTCCTTTCG 
2402 CTATTTTATTCACCGAACAGCAATCTGTGCTTCTTTTTGATGAATAGATCATTCTCGAAA****taaagtgccaaacccatag 

ATG : Novel putative start codon 
XXX : Novel putative amino acid residues 
ATG : Originally annotated as start codon 
gta : Confirmed to be part of the intron 
.  : Stop codon 
**** : Polyadenylation site 
Upper case : Sequenced cDNA by RACE analysis 
Lower case : Genomic DNA 
Lower case (italics) : Intron sequence inferred from genomic DNA
1, 2, 3, 4 & 5 :  Initial nucleotide from sequencing of five independent 5’ cDNA ends

Figure 7.1. Results of the cDNA sequencing of radC.

Resnick & Martin, 1976). In contrast, this severe phenotype is not ob-
served in rad52 mammalian cells (Rijkers et al., 1998; Yamaguchi-Iwai
et al., 1998). γ-irradiation is known to mainly kill cells by induction
of DNA DSBs, but also causes a variety of DNA modifications such as
clustered base-modifications, abasic sites, nicks, as well as DNA-DNA
and DNA-protein crosslinks (Ward, 2000; Jenner et al., 2001; Bjelland
& Seeberg, 2003; Cadet et al., 2004). The ability of the A.nidulans
radC∆ mutant to survive such lesions was investigated by testing the
sensitivity of the mutant to γ-irradiation by spot assay. For control
and comparison, serial dilutions of S. cerevisiae RAD52 wild-type and
rad52∆ strains were also spotted. For each dose tested, the A. nidulans
and the S. cerevisiae containing plates were irradiated together so that
both types of cells would receive the same amount of irradiation. The
results obtained are presented in Figure 7.2.

As expected the S. cerevisiae rad52∆ strain was extremely sensitive
to IR while the wild-type strain was practically unaffected. In contrast
to the S. cerevisiae rad52∆ strain, the radC∆ mutant strain was not
highly sensitive to γ-irradiation. In fact, both A. nidulans radC and
radC∆ strains were equally resistant showing that deletion of radC had
no effect on strain survival after IR. These results suggest that the A.
nidulans RadC is not involved in the repair of DNA DSBs in somatic
cells, similar to what is observed for rad52 mutants in mammalian cells.

As the radC∆ mutant was not sensitive to γ-ray induced DNA
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Control 10 krad 20 krad 40 krad 60 krad

radC

radC∆

S.c RAD52

S.c rad52∆

Gamma-irradiation

Figure 7.2. (Top panel) Survival spot assay of radC∆ mutant after different
doses of γ-irradiation. (Bottom panel) Survival spot assay of S. cerevisiae
wild-type and rad52∆ strains after the same doses of γ-irradiation showing
the extreme sensitivity of the rad52 mutant. A. nidulans spores and S.
cerevisiae cells were plated on CM and YPD medium respectively.

DSBs, we then investigated the sensitivity of this mutant to other
known genotoxins such as UV, MMS and HU. While UV induces pyrim-
idine dimers and photoproducts that are primarly repaired by Rad52-
independent pathways (Sinha & Hader, 2002), MMS and HU have both
been shown to induce lesions that can interfere with replication forks
(Lundin et al., 2002; Michel et al., 2004; Lundin et al., 2005). The
results obtained are presented in Figure 7.3 and show that the radC
and radC∆ strains were equally resistant to UV irradiation although
the radC∆ mutant seemed to be slightly more sensitive at high doses.
Interestingly, a striking difference was observed between the two strains
after treatment with MMS and HU. Indeed, survival of the radC∆ mu-
tant strain was severely affected by both compounds while only a low
level of sensitivity was observed in the radC strain. These results sug-
gest that RadC has an important role in the repair of DNA lesions that
involve the replication machinery.

7.3.3 Gene targeting and gap repair efficiencies are
severely reduced in the radC∆ strain

In S. cerevisiae, Rad52 is essential for HR. To investigate whether the
A. nidulans RadC protein is also involved in HR, a gene-targeting ex-
periment was performed at the A. nidulans yA locus (AN6635.2) as
described previously (Nielsen et al., 2006). yA was selected for this
analysis as a strain with a dysfunctional yA gene develops yellow, in-
stead of the usual green conidiospores (O’Hara & Timberlake, 1989),
thus providing an easy way to score gene targeting events. The gene
targeting substrate used for this experiment is the same as the plasmid-
derived continuous substrate previously used by Nielsen et al. (2006)
to introduce a KpnI point mutation in yA. Here, we used the fragment
containing ends homologous to the target site which has previously
been shown to result in a gene-targeting efficiency of about 30% in the
wild-type strain (Nielsen et al., 2006). In comparison, no yellow trans-
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Figure 7.3. Survival spot assay of radC∆ mutant using different types of
genotoxins: (A) UV irradiation, (B) MMS and (C) HU. A. nidulans spores
were plated on CM medium.

formants were obtained when we transformed this substrate into the
radC∆ strain, suggesting that gene targeting is impaired in this strain.
We also investigated the ability of the radC∆ strain to repair a defined
DNA DSB on a plasmid by HR. To do this, we used a gap-repair assay
where a gapped plasmid can be re-circularized by HR with a genomic
homologous target sequence or simple ligation by NHEJ. Again, the
A.nidulans yA was used as a reporter as repair of the plasmid occurs
by using the yA gene as donor. In agreement with the results obtained
in the gene targeting experiment, the radC∆ strain was unable to re-
pair the gapped plasmid by HR as no green transformants were ever
obtained (see Table 7.2). In comparison, the radC strain was able to
repair the gapped plasmid using HR with an efficiency of 0.6%. Al-
though the repair efficiency of the radC strain is low, one would have
expected to obtain about 7 (1159× 0.6%) yellow radC∆ transformants
if the repair efficiency in the radC∆ strain was identical to that of the
radC strain. All in all, these results show that repair by HR is severely
reduced, if not impaired, in the radC∆ strain and suggest that the
RadC protein plays an important role in HR in A. nidulans.

7.3.4 Meiotic phenotype of the radC∆ mutant

In S. cerevisiae and most sexually reproducing eukaryotes, recombina-
tion is very frequent during meiosis where it ensures the correct pairing
and segregation of homologous chromosomes during meiotic division I.
Meiotic recombination is a well-regulated event of the meiotic cell cy-
cle as it is initiated genome-wide by the specific formation of multiple
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Table 7.2. Plasmid gap repair efficiency in the A. nidulans radC∆ strain

Trial radC radC∆
yellow green yellow green

1 245 1 97 0
2 170 1 62 0
3 550 15 240 0
4 2 0 123 0
5 3329 10 637 0

Total 4296 27 1159 0

DNA DSBs at chromosomal hot spots, a process involving the topoi-
somerase type II-like protein, Spo11 (for recent review see Keeney &
Neale (2006)). In S. cerevisiae, rad52 null strains are unable to repair
these DSBs and are defective in meiosis (Krogh & Symington, 2004).
This shows that ScRad52 has a key role in the repair of the Spo11-
induced DNA DSBs by HR in budding yeast. Spo11 is widely conserved
(Keeney & Neale, 2006) and A. nidulans also contains a Spo11 homolog
(AN8259.1) (Goldman & Kafer, 2004). In this study, we show that the
radC∆ mutant is not sensitive to γ-irradiation, suggesting that the
many DNA DSBs induced are repaired through a RadC-independent
pathway. As many DNA DSBs are produced during meiosis, we inves-
tigated if these lesions could also be repaired in the absence of RadC
by studying the meiotic phenotype of the radC∆ mutant strain.

First, a self-mating sexual cross was set up using the radC∆ strain,
IBT 28010. A similar cross using the reference strain IBT 27263 was
set up as a control. Conidiospores were plated in the middle of a min-
imal media plate supplemented with uracil, uridine and arginine and
the plate was processed as described in Materials and methods. For
the radC∆ strain, the cleistothecia formed on the plates after 14 days
of incubation in the dark were extremely small (more than 100 times
smaller than what is normally observed) and contained no ascospores.
Curiously, the cleistothecia produced with the reference strain were
also small but these contained viable ascospores. From these results,
we concluded that deletion of radC seemed to affect meiosis. However,
an inherent problem of self-mating sexual crosses is that it is impossible
to select for the formation of the nuclear fusion (homo-dikaryon), thus
the appropriate starvation conditions supposed to promote meiosis are
difficult to control experimentally. This may explain the unexpected
low yield and small size of the cleistothecia produced in our self-mating
experiments. To avoid this problem, we decided to investigate cleis-
tothecia arising from a forced cross between two radC∆ strains (Fig-
ure 7.4).

To do this, we first introduced a new marker combination into the
radC∆ background by crossing the radC∆ strain IBT 28010 to the radC
strain, IBT 28540. This cross proceeded normally and the cleistothe-
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Figure 7.4. Effect of the deletion of radC on cleistothecia formation. (A)
Cleistothecia from a forced cross between two radC strains. (B) Cleistothecia
from a forced cross between two radC∆ strains. (C) Representation of the
population of cleistothecia obtained from a forced cross between two radC
strains. (D) Representation of the population of cleistothecia obtained from
a forced cross between two radC∆ strains. Percentages for each type of
cleistothecia are given.

cia were both normal in size and ascospore content. The ascospores
from this cross were isolated and cultured and a haploid strain, IBT
28539, was obtained. This strain was subsequently crossed with the
radC∆ strain IBT 28010, using the pantoA10 and pyrG89 markers to
force the cross. Similarly to was observed for the self-mating cross,
the cleistothecia that originated from the forced cross were very scarce
and abnormally small (Figure 7.4). Furthermore, out of 30 cleistothe-
cia examined, none contained ascospores. These results show that the
deletion of radC has a severe effect on the formation of fruiting bodies
and suggest that RadC is required in meiosis in a step prior to ascospore
formation.

7.4 Discussion

Deletion of RAD52 in S. cerevisiae and vertebrates results in cells with
very different phenotypes going from extremely severe DNA DSB re-
pair and HR defects in the budding yeast to only reduced HR in mam-
malian cells Symington (2002); Rijkers et al. (1998); Yamaguchi-Iwai
et al. (1998). These results indicate that the role of Rad52 has changed
during evolution and that functional homologs or proteins having over-
lapping functions with Rad52 have evolved. If this is true, investigating
Rad52 functions in lower and higher eukaryotes, may give further in-
sight into how the roles of Rad52 have changed with time. In this study,
we have investigated the role of the A. nidulans homolog of ScRAD52,
radC, in the repair of different types of induced DNA damage, in homol-
ogous recombination as well as in meiosis. We showed that, similarly
to what has previously been observed in S.cerevisiae rad52 null strains,
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the radC∆ strain is highly sensitive to the DNA damaging agents MMS
and HU but not to UV. Moreover, the radC∆ strain is defective in meio-
sis, as it fails to produces viable ascospores, and in HR, measured by its
inability to perform gene targeting and plasmid gap repair. Interest-
ingly, the radC deletion strain resembled the RAD52−/− mammalian
cells in their ability to survive γ-irradiation, which suggests that RadC
is not involved in the repair of γ-ray induced lesions.

7.4.1 A. nidulans RadC is not involved in the repair
of γ-ray induced DNA DSBs

In this study, we show that the radC∆ mutant is not sensitive to γ-ray
induced DNA damage. Several explanations are possible to account
for this result. One hypothesis is that γ-ray induced DNA DSBs are
not repaired via the HR pathway in A.nidulans as it is the case in S.
cerevisiae. A second pathway known to be involved in DNA DSB repair
in higher eukaryotes is the NHEJ pathway (for recent review see Burma
et al. (2006)). Indeed, NHEJ has been shown to play an important role
in the repair of DNA DSBs in vertebrates as cells defective in either
Ku70 and Ku80, two of the key proteins in NHEJ, are sensitive to IR
(Smider et al., 1994; Gu et al., 1997; Nussenzweig et al., 1997; Ouyang
et al., 1997). Moreover, although HR is the pathway of choice for the
repair of DNA DSBs in S. cerevisiae, work by Siede et al. (1996) showed
that the NHEJ pathway is involved in the repair of some γ-ray induced
DSBs in an HR-deficient background. To our knowledge, although Ku
deletion strains have been constructed in several fungi (Kooistra et al.,
2004; Ninomiya et al., 2004; Krappmann et al., 2006; Poggeler & Kuck,
2006; Takahashi et al., 2006), their sensitivity to IR has not be reported
and it is therefore difficult to assess the role of NHEJ in repair of γ-
ray induced DNA DSBs in these organisms. Most recently however,
(Meyer et al., 2007) showed that the A. niger kusA mutant was 10
times more sensitive to γ-ray than wild-type strains. This suggests that
γ-ray induced DNA lesions are mainly repaired by the NHEJ pathway
in filamentous fungi. As this pathway is intact in the radC∆ mutant,
this can explain why this strain is resistant to γ-irradiation.

A second hypothesis is that the repair of γ-ray induced DNA lesions
does occur via HR in A.nidulans, but that the key proteins involved
in this process are different from those of S. cerevisiae. Interestingly,
this hypothesis has previously been proposed to explain why no severe
phenotype was observed in RAD52−/− mammalian cells (Rijkers et al.,
1998; Yamaguchi-Iwai et al., 1998). These results suggested that, in
vertebrates, proteins having overlapping functions with Rad52 have
evolved. Supporting this idea, a rad52 xrcc3 DT40 chicken cell line was
shown to be inviable while each of the single mutants can proliferate
normally (Fujimori et al., 2001). These results suggest that XRCC3
may have overlapping functions with Rad52 and that both proteins
can substitute for one another in HR. A clear advantage of evolving
proteins with overlapping functions is the fact that mechanisms that
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are important for the cell, such as HR, can be maintained in case the
functions of one of these proteins is impaired. Accordingly, the existence
of yet undescribed functional homologs of RadC in A. nidulans may
explain that γ-ray induced DNA lesions can be repaired by HR in the
absence of RadC.

Finally, one can postulate that A. nidulans RadC is involved in
the repair of γ-ray induced DNA DSBs in a cell cycle-dependent or a
cell type-dependent manner. Indeed, the conclusions drawn here are
based on data from resting conidia and it has been shown that some
discrepancy can be observe between data from resting and germinat-
ing conidia (Babudri et al., 1998). Moreover, studies in both chicken
and mouse showed that HR and NHEJ are differentially involved in
the repair of γ-ray induced DNA damage. Specifically, MmRAD54−/−

deficient mice are hypersensitive to IR at the embryonic but not at the
adult stage (Essers et al., 2000). Similarly, when DNA DSB repair was
observed in γ-irradiated cells of the DT40 chicken B-cell line, NHEJ
was the preferred repair pathway during G1-early S phase whereas HR
took over in late S-G2 phase (Takata et al., 1998). HR has also been
shown to be the DNA DSB repair pathway of choice during S-phase in
human cells (Saleh-Gohari & Helleday, 2004). Based on these results,
it appears that both HR and NHEJ are active DNA repair pathways
in higher eukaryotes and have more specialized roles than what is ob-
served in budding yeast where NHEJ is mostly only required when HR
is defective. The fact that the radC deletion strain is not sensitive to
γ-ray induced DNA DSBs may reflect that, at the conidial stage, NHEJ
is the dominant repair pathway.

7.4.2 A. nidulans RadC is involved in HR

In this study, we showed that gene targeting and gap repair efficiencies
were severely reduced in the radC∆ strain. Both these processes have
been shown to be impaired in S. cerevisiae rad52∆ strains which sug-
gests that integration of the gene targeting substrate and repair of the
gapped plasmid occurs by Rad52-dependent HR. In fact, using a similar
assay in S. cerevisiae, we have previously shown that a gapped plasmid
was always repaired by HR in RAD52 strains but predominantly re-
paired by NHEJ in rad52∆ strains (Lettier et al., 2006). In the assay
used in this study, the high number of yellow colonies recovered sug-
gests that repair of the gapped plasmid occurs primarily by NHEJ in
the wild-type radC strain. Indeed, less than 1% of the transformants
obtained with this strain were green thus contained a plasmid that had
been repaired by HR. Nevertheless, in the rad52∆, no green transfor-
mants were obtained and together with the fact that no recombinants
were obtained in the gene targeting experiment in this strain either, we
conclude that HR is severely reduced if not impaired in the absence of
RadC in A. nidulans. Accordingly, similar to the role of Rad52 in S.
cerevisiae, RadC appears to have a key role in HR in A. nidulans.
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7.4.3 A. nidulans RadC is required after replication
arrest

Our results show that the radC∆ strain is hypersensitive to both MMS
and HU which suggests a direct role of RadC in the repair of the lesions
induced by these two genotoxins. At first glance, these results can
seem in contradiction with the fact that RadC does not appear to be
involved in the repair of DNA DSBs. Indeed, MMS has been used for
many years as an IR mimetic agent and HU has been shown to induce
replication arrest and to generate the formation of DNA DSBs at newly
replicated DNA (Lundin et al., 2002). However, recent data obtained
after the treatment of mammalian cells with MMS and HU have given
new insight into the mode of action of these chemicals.

MMS is an alkylating agent that has been shown to induce randomly
distributed heat-labile DNA lesions in vivo (Lundin et al., 2005). Al-
though this compound does not create DNA DSBs, both HR-deficient
S. cerevisiae and mammalian cells have been shown to be hypersensi-
tive to MMS treatment (Symington, 2002; Lundin et al., 2005). One
possible explanation for this is that stalled replication forks formed at
alkylated sites trigger the formation of lesions that require HR to be
repaired (Michel et al., 2004). HU has been shown to inhibit DNA
replication by blocking DNA synthesis and preventing the dNTP pool
expansion normally occurring at G1/S (Koc et al., 2004). Hence, HU
treatment leads to stalled replication fork and has been shown to induce
the formation of DNA DSBs at newly replicated DNA in mammalian
cells (Lundin et al., 2002). As for MMS, both HR-deficient S. cere-
visiae and mammalian cells have been shown to be hypersensitive to
HU treatment (Symington, 2002; Lundin et al., 2002). In a study of
DNA repair after replication arrest, Lundin et al. (2002) showed that
both HR and non homologous end-joining (NHEJ) were required for
survival after HU treatment. In the same study, cells were treated with
thymidine which only slows down the replication fork but does not
induce DNA DSB formation. Interestingly, only HR was required to
survive thymidine treatment suggesting that NHEJ is only involved in
DNA repair at stalled replication forks in the presence of DNA DSBs.
Accordingly, other types of lesions or substrates produced at stalled
replication forks were triggering the need for HR.

Altogether these results suggest that DNA DSBs are not the cause
of death of HR-deficient cells after MMS or HU treatment. For this
reason, the fact that the radC deletion strain is sensitive to MMS and
HU but not to γ-irradiation is not contradictory. A common charac-
teristic of MMS and HU is that they both promote replication fork
arrest. Several models have been proposed to explain what takes place
at stalled replication fork and suggest the formation of DNA structures,
e.g. chicken foot structures, including Holliday junctions (Postow et al.,
2001; McGlynn & Lloyd, 2001; Sogo et al., 2002; Michel et al., 2004)
which potentially require the HR pathway to be repaired. Support-
ing this view are results obtained in prokaryotes in which replication
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restart is extensively studied. Several studies suggest that the recom-
bination machinery is crucial in the reactivation of stalled replication
forks as it enables the repair or bypass of blocking lesions in an error-
free way (for recent review see Heller & Marians (2006)). One example
is the recombination-dependent replication (RDR) pathway where re-
combination is believed to generate DNA structures, such as D-loops,
onto which the PriA helicase can reload the replication machinery thus
re-starting replication (Liu et al., 1999; Liu & Marians, 1999; Xu &
Marians, 2003). Accordingly, the fact that deletion of radC induced
high sensitivity to both HU and MMS suggests that the A. nidulans
RadC is involve in the repair of lesions at stalled replication forks.
Keeping this in mind, one can argue that the radC∆ strain does not
seem sensitive to UV-irradiation although it has been shown to induce
lesions that distort the DNA helix and inhibit the progression of the
DNA and RNA polymerases thus interfering with replication and tran-
scription (Sinha & Hader, 2002). One explanation for this is that UV
lesions are mainly repaired in a RadC-independent manner. Indeed, in
S. cerevisiae, UV lesions are mainly repaired by the nucleotide exci-
sion repair (NER) pathway which does not involve Rad52 (Prakash &
Prakash, 2000).

All in all, our results suggest that RadC plays an important role in
the repair of lesions that induce replication fork arrest in A. nidulans.
This most probably reflects the need for RadC-dependent HR in the
process of replication fork restart.

7.5 Concluding remarks
In this study we have presented an initial characterization of a deletion
strain of the Aspergillus nidulans radC, a homolog of the double-strand
break repair gene RAD52. We find that the radC∆ strain is resistant
to γ-ray induced DNA damage, suggesting that RadC is not involved in
the repair of DNA DSB in mitotic cells. Interestingly, this is similar to
what is observed in RAD52−/− in higher eukaryotes. Furthermore, we
show that the radC∆ is highly sensitive to MMS and HU, suggesting the
involvement of RadC in the repair of replication-related DNA lesions
by HR. Supporting the view that RadC is important for HR in A.
nidulans, we show that the radC∆ is deficient in gene targeting and
plasmid gap repair. Lastly, analysis of meiotic crosses of radC∆ strains
show that such crosses are sterile, suggesting an essential role of RadC
in meiosis in A. nidulans. Interestingly, both the A. nidulans HR and
meiotic phenotypes resemble the phenotypes observed in rad52∆ S.
cerevisiae strains. In conclusion, the phenotype of this deletion strain
appears to be intermediate between that of yeast and that of human
cells and we propose that A. nidulans may serve as an interesting model
system to investigate how new repair pathways have developed in higher
eukaryotes.
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